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RÉSUMÉ
Avec l’introduction de capacités d’auto-reconfiguration dans les FPGAs (Field-
Programmable Gate Arrays), de nouveaux domaines de recherche ont émergé autour
du placement dynamique de modules matériels à l’exécution. Les architectures com-
merciales disponibles et les outils ont évolué pour fournir des flots de reconfiguration
partielle aboutis qui sont toutefois limités dans leurs fonctionnalités. L’objectif prin-
cipal des travaux de cette thèse est de proposer de nouvelles approches pour faciliter
une gestion en ligne flexible d’accélérateurs matériels dans les FPGAs, à la fois au
niveau de l’évolution de son architecture et de son flot de conception.
Les architectures de FPGA modernes les plus avancées comportent une pro-
fusion de blocs hétérogènes destinés à fournir des performances plus élevées aux
applications : des mémoires RAM, des accélérateurs arithmétiques, des émetteurs-
récepteurs rapides, etc. La diversité et l’hétérogénéité de ces blocs induit une diffi-
culté plus importante pour les algorithmes de placement en réduisant le nombre de
positionnements possibles pour une tâche matérielle donnée. Dans cette thèse, une
amélioration du réseau d’interconnexion de l’architecture du FPGA est proposée
afin de réduire les contraintes sur le placement des tâches. Des résultats expérimen-
taux menés sur cette architecture montrent une augmentation de la flexibilité de
placement des tâches, au détriment du délai du chemin critique.
Deuxièmement, le concept de flux de configuration indépendant de sa position
finale, le Virtual Bit-Stream (VBS), est proposé pour répondre à un problème ma-
jeur des mécanismes de relogement de tâche : le stockage d’une unique configuration
de tâche pour réduire l’empreinte mémoire et pour accroître la réutilisabilité des
modules matériels générés. Les Virtual Bit-Streams sont élaborés grâce à une repré-
sentation abstraite de l’architecture du FPGA cible, ce qui les rend indépendants
de leur position finale sur la surface logique. Grâce au format de codage du VBS,
le volume de données binaires ainsi créé pour représenter une tâche matérielle peut
être jusqu’à un ordre de grandeur plus petit qu’un flux de configuration convention-
nel équivalent. À partir de ce concept, un flot de conception dédié à la génération
des VBS est détaillé, ainsi que le contrôleur responsable du décodage en ligne de ces
données. Plusieurs implémentations matérielles de l’algorithme de décodage du VBS
sont présentées, permettant d’atteindre des fréquences de reconfiguration similaires
à celles des FPGA commerciaux.
Finalement, une méthode permettant de définir une zone reconfigurable dyna-
mique dans le chemin de configuration d’un FPGA est proposée, ce qui permet un
v
placement de tâches à l’exécution dont la flexibilité va au-delà de la définition de
zones de reconfiguration partielle lors de la phase de conception. Ce mécanisme, as-
socié à d’autres améliorations proposées dans cette thèse, facilite le développement
d’une architecture FPGA reconfigurable dynamiquement et capable de charger des
tâches matérielles à l’exécution à partir d’un flux de configuration indépendant de
la position finale, sur une surface logique flexible.
La plupart des méthodes et techniques décrites dans cette thèse ont fait l’objet
d’une implantation dans le contexte du projet Européen FP7 FlexTiles, qui a pour
but le développement d’une architecture multi-cœurs hétérogène reconfigurable dy-
namiquement, et embarquant un FPGA embarqué (eFPGA) offrant des capacités
de chargement dynamique de tâches matérielles.
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ABSTRACT
With the introduction of self-reconfiguration capabilities in Field-Programmable
Gate Arrays (FPGA), new research topics have emerged around the dynamic place-
ment of hardware modules at runtime. The commercially available architectures and
tools evolved to provide mature partial reconfiguration flows which are nonetheless
limited in functionality. The main objective of this PhD thesis is to propose new
approaches for FPGAs to seamlessly handle the flexible runtime loading of hard-
ware accelerators, both from the architecture level and from the tool-flow point of
view.
The most advanced modern FPGA architectures features a profusion of different
fixed-functions blocks aimed to provide the application with superior performance:
Random-Access Memories (RAM), arithmetic accelerators, transceivers, etc. The
diversity and heterogeneity of these blocks create more difficulties for placement
algorithms by reducing the number of target positions for a given hardware task.
In this thesis, an interconnect architecture enhancement is proposed to lessen those
constraints on task placement. Experimental results using this system show an
increase on the task placement flexibility at the cost of a delay overhead.
Secondly, the concept of position-independent Virtual Bit-Streams (VBS) is pro-
posed to answer a key problem in task relocation mechanisms: the storage of only
one task configuration in order to reduce memory and to increase the re-usability of
generated hardware modules. Virtual Bit-Streams are built upon an abstract rep-
resentation of the target FPGA logic and routing architecture, which makes them
dissociated from their final position on the fabric. Thanks to the intrinsic format
of the VBS, the resulting binary configuration data can be up to an order of mag-
nitude smaller than their raw equivalent. Based on this concept, a accompanying
Computer-Aided Design (CAD) tool-flow to generate VBS is demonstrated, as well
as the online controller responsible for their online manipulation. Several possible
implementations of the VBS decoding algorithm of this controller are presented, ca-
pable to attain a reconfiguration frequency comparable to commercial FPGAs.
Finally, a method to enclose a specific reconfiguration area in the configuration
path of an FPGA is proposed, which enables the runtime placement of tasks beyond
the definition of partially-reconfigurable regions at design time. This mechanism,
associated with the other improvements offered in this thesis, facilitates the de-
velopment of a dynamically reconfigurable FPGA architecture capable of loading
hardware tasks at runtime from a position-independent configuration bit-stream,
vii
onto a flexible logic fabric.
Most of the methods and techniques described in this thesis were put in use
in the context of the European FP7 project FlexTiles, which aimed to propose a
3-D stack manycore architecture featuring an embedded FPGA (eFPGA) offering
dynamic hardware task loading capabilities.
viii
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1 Architectures reconfigurables
1.1 Des circuits programmables au matériel reconfi-
gurable
Les architectures configurables font partie intégrante du paysage des circuits inté-
grés depuis la fin des années 1970 avec l’émergence de composants logiques program-
mables (PLDs) comme les PALs (Programmable Array Logic) et les GALs (Generic
Array Logic). Ces composants proposent, à l’origine, des capacités de configuration
plutôt primitives si on les compare à des puces modernes : ils sont constitués de
portes logiques de base (NON, ET, OU) qui sont connectées électriquement via une
phase de programmation pour réaliser la tâche désirée par le concepteur.
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Si l’on n’évoque alors pas encore le terme d’architecture reconfigurable à propre-
ment parler, c’est parce que l’opération de programmation de ces composants n’était
à leur début possible qu’une seule fois : on parle alors de circuit One-Time Program-
mable (OTP). La révolution apportée par les circuits effaçables par rayons ultra-
violets (UVPROM), puis électriquement effaçables et programmables (EEPROM) a
permis l’essor des composants reconfigurables, dont la fonction pouvait être changée
à volonté, in situ.
L’évolution des technologies des circuits intégrés a par la suite permis aux construc-
teurs de proposer des composants beaucoup plus complexes, reposants non pas sur
des éléments logiques fixes dont on programme l’interconnexion, mais sur des élé-
ments logiques configurables à plus gros grain placés sur un réseau de routage : ce
sont les composants logiques programmables complexes (CPLDs). Les CPLDs sont
composés de macrocellules qui peuvent elles-mêmes être assimilées aux GALs cités
précédemment. Un circuit typique peut contenir jusqu’à 10 000 de ces macrocellules,
ouvrant la voie à des applications beaucoup plus complexes.
1.2 Les FPGAs
Xilinx a commercialisé ses premiers Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs)
en 1985, ils sont alors similaires par leur structure aux CPLDs mais leur composition
interne en font rapidement des circuits de premier choix. En particulier, l’utilisation
de cellules mémoires volatiles à base de RAM statique (SRAM) leur a permis de
réduire la surface occupée par les éléments configurables (les transistors à grille
flottante utilisés pour une cellule EEPROM occupant plus de surface qu’une cellule
SRAM), et donc d’obtenir une meilleure intégration. La cellule logique à la base d’une
architecture FPGA permet aussi une configuration plus fine de la fonction désirée,
au travers de l’utilisation d’une table de correspondance à k entrées (k-LUT).
x0 x1 S
0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0
(a) Table de vé-
rité d’un XOR
à deux entrées
x0
x1
S
1
0
0
1
(b) Implémentation
équivalente dans une
2-LUT
Figure 0-1 – Implémentation d’une fonction logique à deux entrées dans
la table de vérité d’un FPGA. S = x0 ⊕ x1.
Une k-LUT permet de réaliser n’importe quelle fonction logique à k entrées,
comme illustré dans la Figure 0-1 avec une fonction XOR. Cette cellule logique a
2
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CLB CLB
CLBCLB
Connection
Block (Fc=1)
Connection
Block (Fc=0.5)
Switch Block
(Fs=3)
 
Length 2
segment
Length 1
segment
Figure 0-2 – Représentation schématique du réseau de routage d’un
FPGA.
évolué au fil du temps, les FPGAs prenant au fur et à mesure une place prépon-
dérante dans l’univers des circuits logiques programmables. Pendant longtemps en
effet, l’implémentation d’un algorithme complexe se voyait limitée à deux extrêmes.
D’une part, l’implémentation logicielle de l’application permettant une grande flexi-
bilité mais contrainte par un processeur énergivore. D’autre part, une implantation
matérielle sur un circuit intégré spécifique (ASIC), avec une consommation plus maî-
trisée et une optimisation spatiale de l’application offrant des performances supé-
rieures, mais dont le coût est élevé et la fonctionnalité est figée. Les alternatives aux
processeurs et aux ASICs (par. ex. les Mask-Programmable Gate Array (MPGA))
ne permettant pas alors de gros gains financiers et/ou de performances sur des
petites séries. Les FPGAs sont venus offrir une alternative fiable permettant une
grande flexibilité et des performances nettement supérieures à des implémentations
logicielles.
L’architecture des FPGAs a beaucoup évolué au fil des générations de ces cir-
cuits, tant au niveau des fonctionnalités logiques que de leur réseau d’interconnexion.
La Figure 0-2 illustre ce réseau d’interconnexion complexe. Il se compose de canaux
de routage horizontaux et verticaux contenant W segments, ces canaux étant inter-
connectés entre eux par des switch boxes. La connexion entre les éléments logiques
et les canaux de routage se fait au travers de connection boxes. Un facteur Fc déter-
mine le nombre de segments auxquels sont connectés les entrées/sorties des éléments
logiques. De même, un facteur Fs conditionne le nombre de segments atteignables
par un segment donné dans une switch box, souvent égal à 3 dans les topologies mo-
dernes. Le réseau d’interconnexion lui-même peut être organisé de manière variable,
les plus populaires étant les organisations hiérarchiques et en îlots. L’organisation en
îlots est l’organisation intuitive du réseau de routage, où les canaux horizontaux et
verticaux entourent les éléments logiques de manière régulière et homogène, comme
décrit dans la Figure 0-3.
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CLB CLB
CLB CLB
CLB CLB
CLB CLB
CLB CLB
CLB CLB
CLB CLB
CLB CLB
Vertical channel
Horizontal channel
Switch block
Figure 0-3 – Organisation en îlots du réseau d’interconnexion du FPGA.
Les éléments logiques du circuit ont eux aussi évolué. Si les premiers FPGAs ne
contenaient que des LUTs, les architectures actuelles comportent un nombre crois-
sant d’éléments hétérogènes. Ces éléments comprennent notamment des mémoires
de plusieurs mégabits qui visent à remplacer l’utilisation des LUTs comme mémoires
distribuées et à fournir des espaces de stockage dynamiques en lecture et en écriture.
Des accélérateurs arithmétiques sont désormais aussi inclus dans les surfaces logiques
des FPGAs : ils viennent optimiser l’implantation de chemins de données complexes
en intégrant des opérateurs comme des multiplieurs ou des additionneurs/soustrac-
teurs. Chaque nouvelle fonctionnalité implémentée comme un bloc hétérogène vient
augmenter les capacités du circuit en réduisant le nombre d’éléments logiques purs
utilisés pour réaliser un algorithme donné, ce qui augmente de la même manière les
performances de l’application implantée.
1.3 Tâches matérielles : configuration du FPGA
Les FPGAs, forts de leur matrice de configuration SRAM, ont toujours profité
d’une capacité de reconfiguration depuis leur création. Cette reconfiguration s’entend
en revanche au sens du changement de la fonctionnalité du circuit entier au travers du
chargement d’un nouveau flux de configuration (bit-stream) complet pour l’ensemble
du circuit.
Dans le cadre d’applications dynamiques, et afin d’optimiser l’utilisation des
ressources logiques du composant, il peut être préférable de configurer des parties
du FPGA, indépendamment du fonctionnement du reste du circuit. Cette technique
de reconfiguration partielle a été explorée dès les débuts des FPGAs, et notamment
sur le XC6200 de Xilinx, afin d’offrir des paradigmes proches du monde logiciel. Une
application logicielle peut en effet être stockée dans un média de masse jusqu’à ce que
son chargement soit demandé par l’utilisateur ou le système, auquel cas le système
d’exploitation s’occupe de la réservation d’un espace mémoire pour charger le code de
4
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l’application et de la faire exécuter par le processeur. Il est difficile d’appliquer cette
même flexibilité dans un composant matériel reconfigurable comme un FPGA, en
partie à cause l’hétérogénéité des éléments logiques, et surtout parce que les chaînes
de développement actuelles ne permettent que la création d’un flux de configuration
pour une position donnée dans le FPGA.
Les contraintes actuelles des flots de développement fournis par les construc-
teurs obligent à définir, au moment de la conception de l’application, des zones
de reconfiguration partielles prédéfinies (PRRs) {PRR1, PRR2, . . . PRRN} puis des
ensembles de flux de configuration partiels pour chacune de ces zones. Un flux de
configuration BSk destiné à une zone de reconfiguration PRRk ne peut en aucun
cas être chargé sur une autre zone reconfigurable. Le concept de tâche matérielle
reste donc cantonné à la définition d’un flux de configuration associé à une zone dé-
finie. La seule possibilité de placer un flux de configuration BSk sur plusieurs zones
{PRR1, PRR2, . . . PRRN} différentes est de générer autant de flux de configuration
{BSk1, BSk1, . . . BSkN} que nécessaire, ce qui d’une part limite la flexibilité de l’ap-
plication lors de son utilisation en ligne, et d’autre part requiert une grande quantité
de mémoire pour stocker ces configurations.
Différents travaux de l’état de l’art se sont confrontés au problème de définir une
tâche matérielle par un seul flux de configuration qui se voit placé à des positions
différentes au moment de son chargement. La plupart s’intéressent à des architectures
existantes, notamment par le biais de modules de réécriture à la volée du flux de
configuration pour l’adapter à des zones reconfigurables différentes, en imposant une
contrainte sur l’utilisation seule d’éléments logiques purs. Le placement dynamique
de tâches matérielles ayant recours à des éléments hétérogènes a été relativement peu
étudié. La composition intrinsèque du flux de configuration des FPGAs du commerce
n’étant pas connue, les techniques de réécriture doivent se limiter à la modification
des éléments connus de la configuration : des champs indicateurs de la colonne cible
du flux de configuration ou à la vérification de sa validité (CRC).
2 Tâches matérielles relogeables
Dans cette thèse, une représentation alternative des données du flux de configu-
ration est explorée afin de rendre les données de configuration d’une tâche matérielle
indépendantes de leur placement final sur l’architecture reconfigurable. Ces Virtual
Bit-Streams (VBS) reposent sur une description abstraite des données d’intercon-
nexion contenues dans le flux de configuration. Cette description est finalisée au
moment de la décision de placer la tâche à une position (x, y) par un contrôleur
de reconfiguration faisant l’interface entre les Virtual Bit-Streams et la mémoire de
configuration de l’architecture reconfigurable.
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(b) Abstraction Virtual Bit-Stream corres-
pondante
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WC0 SL1
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(c) Liste des
connexions
Figure 0-4 – L’abstraction du Virtual Bit-Stream, de l’architecture à la
liste de connexions.
2.1 Abstraction des données de routage
L’abstraction du flux de configuration des détails de l’architecture cible est effec-
tuée au niveau d’une macro cellule, l’élément répétable de la surface logique. Cette
macrocellule se compose d’un élément logique de l’architecture ainsi que des canaux
de routage et switch box adjacents, comme illustré dans la Figure 0-4a. Chacun des
éléments de la macrocellule nécessite plusieurs bits de configuration. La majeure par-
tie du volume de données de configuration est occupée par le réseau d’interconnexion
de la macrocellule. L’exemple de la Figure 0-4 présente une macrocellule contenant
W = 5 canaux de routage, et L = 7 connexions à l’élément logique local, qui est
représenté ici par une seule 6-LUT.
En utilisant un modèle abstrait des macrocellules d’une architecture, tel que celui
présenté dans la Figure 0-4b, les données de configuration du réseau d’interconnexion
ne sont plus représentées par une liste d’états des éléments de routage du réseau mais
par une liste des connexions point-à-point réalisées dans le réseau d’interconnexion
local de la macrocellule. L’exemple donné dans le Tableau 0-4c correspond à la
liste des connexions réalisées dans la Figure 0-4a, en utilisant la nomenclature des
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Figure 0-5 – Ratio de compression normalisé à la taille du flux de confi-
guration brut des compresseurs Deflate, Bzip2 et LZMA, comparés au
format de représentation Virtual Bit-Stream..
entrées/sorties du modèle abstrait de la Figure 0-4b.
Cette abstraction a deux conséquences. Premièrement, puisque les données de
routage ainsi décrites ne sont pas dépendantes du réseau d’interconnexion sous-
jacent, elles peuvent être finalisées pour des positions différentes de l’architecture qui
ne possèdent pas exactement la même organisation des ressources. Deuxièmement,
cette méthode de représentation permet aussi de décrire les données de routage de
manière compressée par rapport à une représentation brute. En effet, des taux de
compression pouvant atteindre 11× ont été observés lors des tests de cette méthode
de représentation, comme illustré par la Figure 0-5.
Une exploration du grain d’abstraction de la réprésentation Virtual Bit-Stream
a par ailleurs été menée, afin de déterminer les bénéfices du codage des routes de
plusieurs macrocellules combinées en une grappe, plutôt que d’une seule à la fois.
Les résultats, résumés dans le Tableau 0-1, présentent un effet bénéfique des petites
tailles de grappe sur notre jeu d’applications de référence, qui est à rapprocher des
tailles moyennes des routes des tâches placées et routées.
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Table 0-1 – Effet du regroupement des macrocellules sur la taille du Vir-
tual Bit-Stream
Taille de grappe Min. [kbits] Max. [kbits] Moyenne [kbits]
1 2 906 128 (6.31×)
2 3 847 120 (6.47×)
3 4 831 120 (6.42×)
4 3 858 122 (6.26×)
5 4 816 121 (5.89×)
6 6 829 124 (5.89×)
2.2 Flot de conception amélioré
L’implémentation et la validation de la méthode de représentation Virtual Bit-
Stream a été effectuée par le biais du développement d’un flot de conception amélioré,
basé sur le flot Verilog-To-Routing (VTR). Ce flot open-source réalise les opérations
classiques d’un flot de développement FPGA, de l’élaboration de la description ma-
térielle Verilog en entrée, jusqu’au placement-routage final de l’application sur une
architecture virtuelle. Cette architecture, modélisée au moyen d’un balisage XML
propre au flot VTR, est caractérisée par un ensemble d’éléments logiques répartis
sur une grille et interconnectés par un réseau de routage, lui aussi défini par le
concepteur.
L’outil développé dans le cadre de cette thèse, vbsgen, est à la fois une structure
logicielle permettant de décrire l’architecture cible avec plus de détails que celle pro-
posée par VTR, et aussi un outil de création des Virtual Bit-Stream dédiés à cette
architecture. Un modèle objet est fourni pour représenter divers éléments classiques
d’une architecture FPGA afin de faciliter la création de nouvelles architectures. Ce
modèle contient notamment des éléments supplémentaires non pris en compte dans
le flot VTR, en particulier des informations sur la structure de la mémoire de confi-
guration de l’architecture, sa composition et sa méthode de programmation.
L’ensemble du flot se compose du flot VTR générant des informations de placement-
routage à partir d’une description matérielle Verilog de l’application et d’une descrip-
tion de l’architecture, puis de l’outil vbsgen qui ré-utilise les données de placement-
routage pour les intégrer au modèle d’architecture considérée, afin de générer à la
fois des flux de configuration bruts et des Virtual Bit-Streams.
2.3 Intégration à l’architecture cible
La méthode de représentation Virtual Bit-Stream, couplée à un flot de développe-
ment complet utilisant l’outil vbsgen, autorise la création de tâches matérielles, sous
la forme de fichiers Virtual Bit-Stream. Ces données doivent être décodées en ligne,
au moment du placement final de la tâche matérielle. Afin de respecter les contraintes
temporelles inhérentes à l’implantation matérielle d’un contrôleur décodant les Vir-
8
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tual Bit-Stream en flux de configuration bruts compatibles avec l’architecture cible,
deux algorithmes spécifiques ont été mis au point.
Un premier algorithme se base sur une table de correspondance pour décoder les
différentes routes listées pour chaque macrocellule. Le second utilise une machine
d’état spécifique à l’architecture du réseau de routage des macrocellules ciblées afin
de fournir progressivement l’état de chaque élément de routage pour une route don-
née. Les deux algorithmes ont des objectifs différents. Le premier, plus rapide, per-
met de décoder la représentation abstraite de macrocellules de taille raisonnables
compte tenu de l’empreinte mémoire de la table de correspondance. Le second per-
met l’évolution vers des tailles beaucoup plus conséquentes de macrocellules, au
prix d’une dépendance de ses performances à la longueur moyenne des routes de
l’application.
Dans les deux cas, la complexité des algorithmes permet d’atteindre une contrainte
de génération du flux de configuration de 1600Mbps, suffisante pour être transpa-
rents au regard des technologies de reconfiguration actuellement implantées dans les
FPGA récents.
3 Support matériel de l’hétérogénéité
3.1 Relogement entre régions hétérogènes
Les architectures FPGA en îlots organisent les éléments hétérogènes comme les
mémoires et les accélérateurs arithmétiques en colonnes afin d’en simplifier l’agen-
cement et de faciliter la combinaison de plusieurs blocs en une seule ressource fonc-
tionnelle. L’allocation de ces blocs hétérogènes répartis sur la surface logique de
l’architecture FPGA complique le relogement de tâches. Une tâche matérielle placée
à une position donnée sera difficilement relogeable à une autre position de la surface
logique puisqu’il faudra trouver une région disposant du même jeu de ressources que
la région originale. Les ressources de la région cible doivent en outre être placée à
une position identique à celle de la région originale, sans quoi un flux de configura-
tion équivalent entre les deux zones ne pourra être trouvé qu’au prix d’un nouveau
routage complet.
3.2 Architecture améliorée pour le relogement hé-
térogène
Pour pallier le problème du relogement de tâche hétérogènes, nous avons proposé
dans ce travail des améliorations de l’architecture FPGA permettant aux connexions
vers les éléments hétérogènes de glisser horizontalement, notamment afin d’améliorer
la flexibilité du placement dans cette direction.
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Figure 0-6 – Abstraction des ressources hétérogènes de la surface recon-
figurable.
Cette flexibilité est apportée par une séparation du réseau d’interconnexion pri-
maire des éléments logiques purs d’une part, et d’un réseau secondaire dédiée aux
éléments hétérogènes d’autre part. Alors que le réseau d’interconnexion primaire
reste identique à celui d’une architecture en îlots classiques, à l’exception des élé-
ments hétérogènes, le réseau secondaire est matérialisé par un ensemble de lignes
longues traversant des parties de l’architecture. Chaque ligne longue est dédiée à
une entrée/sortie spécifique d’un élément hétérogène du FPGA. Ces lignes longues
sont ensuite reliées, à intervalles réguliers, aux switch boxes du réseau primaire,
au travers desquelles la connexion entre les éléments logiques purs et les éléments
hétérogènes sera réalisée.
L’abstraction entre les éléments logiques purs et les éléments hétérogènes de
l’architecture permet notamment de briser la contrainte obligeant à trouver des res-
sources identiques d’une région à l’autre pour reloger une tâche. En utilisant la
séparation des deux réseaux de routage il est possible, dans un premier lieu, de
placer les éléments logiques purs sur l’architecture puis, dans un second temps, de
réaliser,w après le placement, les connexions entre le réseau primaire et le réseau
secondaire. Une tâche matérielle n’est donc plus représentée par un ensemble hé-
térogène d’éléments logiques, mais par un ensemble homogène d’éléments logiques
purs et des connexions à des éléments hétérogènes, ces connexions étant à réaliser
au travers des switch boxes entre les deux réseaux de routage.
Une intégration approfondie dans l’outil académique de placement-routage Ver-
satile Place-and-Route (VPR) a été effectuée afin d’intégrer cette séparation des
réseaux d’interconnexions qui n’est pas supportée à l’origine. La technique a été
évaluée sur un ensemble d’applications de référence afin notamment d’évaluer son
impact sur le délai critique des tâches placées et routées sur ce type d’architecture,
limité en moyenne à une augmentation de 10% de sa valeur de base. L’évolution de la
quantité de ressources de routage a en outre été étudiée pour chiffrer les conséquences
d’une telle abstraction entre les éléments homogènes et hétérogènes de l’architecture,
qui dépends en partie de la taille de partition considérée et du nombre d’éléments
10
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Figure 0-7 – Hybride entre un registre à décalage et une mémoire adressée
par mots [RGM01].
hétérogènes dans celle-ci.
4 Organisation mémoire améliorée pour la confi-
guration partielle
Les travaux de cette thèse se sont concentrés jusqu’à présent sur des améliorations
de la flexibilité des composants reconfigurables au niveau architectural. Un autre
aspect de la reconfiguration n’est pas à négliger : la mémoire de configuration du
circuit. C’est en effet elle qui conditionne les capacités de dynamisme et de flexibilité
de l’architecture. Si l’organisation de la mémoire de configuration ne permet pas
la reconfiguration partielle de certaines zones du circuit logique, il est impossible
d’utiliser les techniques citées dans les sections précédentes pour améliorer le support
des applications dynamiques et du chargement en ligne de tâches matérielles.
Une étude des organisations possibles de la mémoire de configuration a été me-
née afin de déterminer les avantages et les inconvénients de chacune d’entre elles au
niveau de leur consommation, de leur surface occupée et de leur vitesse de fonction-
nement. Le bilan fait état des capacités intéressante d’une organisation hybride entre
un registre à décalage et une mémoire adressée par mots, illustrée par la Figure 0-7.
Cette organisation permet notamment de réduire significativement la consommation
dynamique au pire-cas de la mémoire d’un facteur 1
N
, N étant la taille des mots de
la mémoire, par rapport à une organisation en registre à décalage, tout en réduisant
la surface occupée par la partie décodage d’adresse d’une mémoire adressable.
L’inconvénient d’une telle organisation mémoire, par rapport à une mémoire
adressable, est l’impossibilité de charger des données à une position paramétrable
de la mémoire hybride. Cela empêche par ailleurs de reconfigurer partiellement une
11
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Figure 0-8 – Élément de routage de la mémoire de configuration améliorée.
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Figure 0-9 – Utilisation du registre à décalage amélioré lors de l’insertion
d’un tâche de taille 8× 4 frames.
architecture reconfigurable utilisant ce type d’organisation pour sa mémoire de confi-
guration. Il serait en effet nécessaire pour cela de remplir, dans tous les cas, l’inté-
gralité du registre à décalage.
La technique proposée optimise les organisations mémoires chaînées afin de pro-
poser une insertion plus rapide des tâches à un endroit donné de la mémoire de
configuration. D’autre part, cela permet d’optimiser l’insertion de la configuration
d’une tâche en délimitant la zone cible à configurer pour réduire le volume de donnée
de bourrage à insérer pour aligner les données de la tâche sur sa position cible lors
du décalage dans le registre.
Pour cela, des éléments de routage, détaillés dans la Figure 0-8, sont placés
dans le registre à décalage à intervalles réguliers afin de contrôler le sens du flux de
configuration dans le registre et de le raccourcir en cas de besoin.
Lors de l’insertion des données de configuration d’une tâche jusqu’à sa zone de
reconfiguration partielle (ZOI) comme illustré sur la Figure 0-9, l’ensemble des élé-
ments de routage est d’abord configuré pour diriger le flux de données jusqu’à la
zone cible : c’est le raccourci (shortcut) qui évite l’insertion de données de bour-
rage pour décaler les données de la tâche jusqu’à sa zone cible. En deuxième lieu,
12
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la configuration des éléments de routage permet aussi de délimiter, avec une préci-
sion dépendante du grain G de placement des éléments, la zone de reconfiguration
partielle elle-même. La délimitation des éléments permet par ailleurs de réduire l’ac-
tivité des parties du registre à décalages mises à l’écart, ce qui influe directement
sur la consommation dynamique de celle-ci.
L’étude menée sur cette organisation améliorée de la mémoire de configuration
montre une réduction dans tous les cas du volume de données à insérer dans le re-
gistre à décalage, notamment par la réduction au minimum des données de bourrage
utilisées. L’utilisation des éléments de routage introduit en revanche une évolution
dynamique du chemin critique du registre à décalage, dont la fréquence maximale
de fonctionnement deviens alors assujettie au nombre de ces éléments de routage
consécutifs pour une configuration donnée de la mémoire de configuration.
5 Le projet Européen FlexTiles
Le projet Européen FP7 FlexTiles, achevé en 2015, vise à produire une archi-
tecture 3-D multi-cœurs hétérogène, adaptative et reconfigurable dynamiquement.
La Figure 0-10 illustre l’organisation générale de la plateforme FlexTiles. L’archi-
tecture s’organise autour du concept de tuiles, des éléments virtuels regroupant un
processeur généraliste (GPP) et un ou plusieurs éléments hétérogènes de la plate-
forme parmi les processeurs de traitement du signal (DSP) et des tâches matérielles
chargées sur la surface logique reconfigurable d’un FPGA embarqué, le eFPGA. Ces
éléments communiquent entre eux par le biais d’un réseau sur puce (NoC) reliant à
la fois les processeurs généralistes et les accélérateurs.
L’ensemble de la plateforme est gérée par une couche logicielle de virtualisation
gérant la répartition des ressources au sein de l’application ainsi que la gestion
globale de l’architecture.
5.1 eFPGA et le support de la reconfiguration maté-
rielle à l’éxecution
Certaines innovations apportées par les travaux conduits dans le cadre de cette
thèse ont été intégrées au sein de la plateforme FlexTiles, et notamment le concept
de Virtual Bit-Streams. L’utilisation de cette représentation alternative des données
de configuration d’une tâche matérielle est associée à l’intégration d’un contrôleur
de reconfiguration intégré au circuit du eFPGA pour gérer le décodage des Virtual
Bit-Streams. Ce contrôleur de reconfiguration intègre notamment les algorithmes de
décodage décrits précédemment.
Les spécificités de cette architecture reconfigurable embarquée, en comparaison
avec les architectures FPGA courantes du marché, sont nombreuses. Les communica-
tions entre les tâches matérielles chargées sur le eFPGA et le reste du système se font
uniquement au travers d’interfaces normalisées communes à tous les accélérateurs
13
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Figure 0-10 – La plateforme 3-D FlexTiles.
Table 0-2 – Résultats de synthèse des éléments logiques du eFPGA sur
des technologies 65nm et 28nm
Élément Surface 65nm (µm2) Surface 28nm (µm2) par rap. au CLB
CLB 9,929 3,309 1×
Acc. Arith. 13,055 4351 1.31×
RAM 21,134 7044† 2.13×
3DNI 354,617 118,205 35.71×
† : Projection du 65nm au 28nm
de la plateforme FlexTiles. Ces interfaces, les AIs, sont couplées à une interface de
communication avec le réseau sur puce, les NIs, eux-mêmes associés à des éléments
physiques de communications entre les deux circuits superposés. L’ensemble forme
un 3DNI, géré du point de vue de l’architecture FPGA comme un des éléments hé-
térogènes de la surface logique. Le reste de la surface logique intègre des RAM et
des accélérateurs arithmétiques, ainsi que des éléments logiques formés de grappes
de 6-LUT.
Pour déterminer l’agencement final des éléments sur la surface logique (leur
nombre et leur taille relative), chacun d’entre eux a été développé en Verilog en in-
tégrant les contraintes de reconfiguration et de la technique du Virtual Bit-Stream.
Le Tableau 0-2 résume les résultats en surface de la synthèse de ces éléments sur des
technologies 65nm et 28nm de STMicroeletronics.
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5.2 Simulation et validation de la surface reconfigu-
rable
La simulation et la validation de l’ensemble du circuit eFPGA, comprenant le
contrôleur de reconfiguration ainsi que le modèle Register Transfer Level (RTL) de
l’architecture FPGA, a été réalisée en co-simulation Verilog et C. Pour des raisons
de flexibilité de l’implémentation du contrôleur de reconfiguration, les spécifications
de celui-ci ont été développées en C et intégrées au modèle RTL de la surface logique
reconfigurable. Le contrôleur s’occupe ainsi de la lecture des flux de configuration,
de leur décodage, puis du chargement des tâches dans la mémoire de configuration
du modèle RTL.
Cette simulation a permis de valider les concepts introduits par ces travaux de
thèse dans le cadre de la plateforme FlexTiles, à la fois au sens implémentation
matérielle des méthodes décrites jusqu’ici, et aussi par le biais du flot de développe-
ment associé au Virtual Bit-Stream, lui aussi intégré à la suite d’outils utilisés par
la plateforme FlexTiles.
6 Contributions
Les contributions de ce travail sont résumées ci-dessous.
• Nous avons proposé un concept de flux de configuration abstraits, indépendants
de leur position final et pré-routés, le Virtual Bit-Stream. Cette représentation
des données d’une tâche matérielle est privée de toute information relative aux
détails de l’architecture reconfigurable ciblée. Les Virtual Bit-Streams sont en-
suite décodés à l’exécution pour reconstruire un flux de configuration conven-
tionnel spécifique à une position donnée de la surface logique, qui peut ensuite
être chargé dans la mémoire de configuration. En plus de l’indépendance de
cette représentation vis-à-vis de sa position finale, nous avons observé une ré-
duction de la taille du flux de configuration jusqu’à 89% par rapport à un flux
de configuration conventionnel.
• Deux algorithmes permettant le décodage en temps réel des Virtual Bit-Streams
précédemment évoqués sont présentés. Ces algorithmes sont destinés à être
intégrés dans le contrôleur de reconfiguration en ligne de l’architecture res-
ponsable du décodage, du placement et de la configuration des flux de confi-
guration. Un débit élevé, comparable à celui utilisé pour la configuration des
FPGAs modernes, a été fixé comme contrainte temps-réel à atteindre pour ces
algorithmes. Cette contrainte peut être atteinte pour les deux algorithmes.
• Un flot de conception, basé sur le flot VTR, a été développé pour générer les
Virtual Bit-Streams. Ce flot de conception se base sur les données de placement-
routage générées par VTR pour créer et vérifier des flux de configuration abs-
traits et conventionnels. De cette manière, la partie hors ligne de la technique
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du Virtual Bit-Stream garantit la production des flux de configuration valides
qui seront décodables en ligne.
• Pour pallier les problèmes d’hétérogénéité dans les FPGAs lors du placement
de tâches matérielles, une architecture améliorée est proposée. Cette architec-
ture offre des lignes de routage dédiées aux éléments hétérogènes de la surface
logique, séparées du réseau d’interconnexion des éléments logiques purs. La sé-
paration des réseaux d’interconnexion permet un placement en deux temps à
l’exécution. En premier lieu, les éléments logiques purs sont configurés et routés
sur la surface logique. En second lieu, les connexions aux éléments hétérogènes
au travers de leurs lignes longues dédiées sont réalisées dans les switch boxes.
Cela permet notamment d’offrir une flexibilité horizontale à grain fin lors du
placement des tâches matérielles. L’impact sur le délai de la solution proposée
est une augmentation de 10% en moyenne du délai du chemin critique.
• Une mémoire de configuration améliorée et évolutive autorisant le placement à
grain fin de tâches matérielles est présentée. Cette organisation de la mémoire
de configuration permet le placement de tâches au-delà de la définition, à
l’étape de conception, de régions partiellement reconfigurables fixes, et offre
une alternative flexible pour la reconfiguration de zones finement définies de
la surface logique du FPGA.
7 Conclusion
Dans ce travail, nous avons proposé une représentation alternative du flux de
configuration d’une surface reconfigurable, afin de fournir une représentation inter-
médiaire de tâches matérielles, abstraite de la position finale de la tâche. Nous avons
montré qu’une telle représentation permet par ailleurs une compression intelligente
des données, plus performante que des compresseurs classiques. Deux implantations
matérielles pour le décodage temps-réel de cette représentation ont été proposées et
évaluées en termes de complexité, et nous avons démontré leur applicabilité selon
les contraintes fixées.
Une architecture de FPGA améliorée a été détaillée, afin de répondre au problème
de la gestion des éléments hétérogènes lors du relogement de tâches, tout en gardant
des conséquences faibles sur le délai du chemin critique d’une application. Nous
avons aussi proposé une évolution des organisations de la mémoire de configuration
basées sur des registres à décalage, notamment pour offrir plus de flexibilité lors de
l’insertion des données d’une tâche à un endroit donné. La solution proposée permet
en outre une réduction importante du nombre de cycles nécessaires à la configuration
partielle du registre à décalage par rapport à un registre classique.
Enfin, certaines de ces solutions ont été mises à contribution dans le cadre
d’un projet européen, FlexTiles, pour proposer une surface logique reconfigurable
de FPGA permettant le chargement dynamique de tâches matérielle à l’exécution.
Cette surface logique a par ailleurs été modélisée et validée dans le cadre de ce projet.
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INTRODUCTION
1 Context of the work
Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) have become mainstream for most
complex digital circuit designs over the last decade. Their versatility brings the
power of custom hardware seen in Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs)
at a fraction of the development and design costs, mainly aimed to the cost of de-
veloping the chip masks. The fast pace of evolution in the semiconductor industry
allowed FPGAs to become increasingly complex, integrating heterogeneous acceler-
ators and embedded processors to support the market needs.
Modern-day applications targeting FPGA devices progressively move towards
increasingly dynamic designs. The recent process and voltage scaling demonstrated
the failure of Dennard Scaling, leveraging a problem in multicore processors known
as dark silicon. Dark silicon refers to the circuit area which cannot be powered-on
at its nominal voltage without breaking the chip Thermal Design Power (TDP), to
counteract the sharp increase of power densities in recent technology nodes. The
threat of this power wall is an opportunity for more energy-efficient reconfigurable
multicore architectures. Indeed, FPGA systems offer increased reconfiguration capa-
bilities, allowing dynamic designs to maximize the FPGA resource utilization while
keeping a lower power budget than with general purpose processors.
However, the constant addition of heterogeneous accelerators in FPGA architec-
tures hampers the practicality of flexible reconfiguration schemes. Indeed, acceler-
ators in FPGAs significantly improve the energy efficiency of functional designs in
comparison with soft-logic implementations, but restrict the architecture flexibility
in case of relocation. Task relocation allows for a maximum flexibility of a recon-
figurable architecture by optimizing at runtime the spatial and temporal scheduling
of an application. To a lesser extent, relocation would also enable a hardware task
to be reused over multiple compatible platforms, in the same manner as a soft-
ware task. Seamless runtime hardware task placement on FPGAs has nevertheless
been put aside with modern FPGAs, due to their complex architectures and the
lack of software support in most FPGA vendors Computer-Aided Design (CAD)
tool-flows.
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Figure 0-11 – Overview of an FPGA architecture and its configuration
mechanism
2 Contributions
The contributions of this work have been conducted to focus around multiple
aspects of both an enhanced FPGA architecture and its accompanying CAD flow
to propose a concept of an efficient runtime hardware reconfiguration. Figure 0-11
illustrates a typical FPGA logic fabric architecture, along with its reconfiguration
memory, here arranged as a contiguous scan-path. Flexible reconfiguration tech-
niques hits a wall on multiple aspects on such an architecture. First, as vendors
CAD flows only support the generation of a bit-stream associated to given Partially-
Reconfigurable Regions (PRRs), it is necessary to resort to online bit-stream modifi-
cations such that it can be placed on multiple locations. Second, although on-the-fly
bit-stream modifications techniques have been researched, they are severely limited
by the FPGA architecture itself, whose heterogeneity impedes the association of a
single hardware task to multiple positions on the logic fabric. Eventually, the con-
figuration method of modern FPGA devices as well as their intrinsic configuration
memory usually operate on pre-defined, fixed regions which hampers a finer-grain
placement and configuration of a hardware task.
The work of this thesis focuses on these particular issues of FPGA dynamic
reconfiguration schemes. The specific contributions of this work are enumerated as
follows.
• A concept of pre-routed, position-independent abstracted bit-streams, the Vir-
tual Bit-Stream (VBS), is proposed [HCS15]. This representation of a hard-
ware task data is deprived of any knowledge about the final FPGA detailed
architecture. The Virtual Bit-Streams are then decoded at runtime to recon-
struct a conventional bit-stream dedicated to a specific location, which can
then be loaded into the logic fabric. Along with the position-independence of
this representation, allowing to place it anywhere on a logic fabric, we observed
a size reduction of up to 89% in comparison to a conventional bit-stream.
• Two algorithms allowing a real-time decoding of the aforementioned Virtual
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Bit-Streams are presented. These algorithms are to be integrated in the on-
line controller of the architecture responsible for the decoding, placement and
configuration of the bit-streams. A high-throughput target speed, similar to
modern FPGA reconfiguration, has been fixed as the real-time constraint to
meet for these algorithms, which can be attained in both cases.
• A CAD flow, based on the Verilog-To-Routing (VTR) framework, has been
developed to generate the Virtual Bit-Streams. This CAD flow relies on the
placement and routing data generated by Versatile Place-and-Route (VPR) to
create and verify the bit-streams abstraction and their equivalent conventional
raw bit-streams. The oﬄine part of the Virtual Bit-Stream technique is thus
ensured to offer a compatible working bit-stream to the online controller.
• To circumvent the FPGA heterogeneity issues regarding flexible placement
of hardware tasks, an enhanced architecture is proposed [HST14]. This ar-
chitecture exposes dedicated routing lines for heterogeneous hard-blocks of
the FPGA logic fabric, separated from the soft-logic interconnection network.
The separation of the interconnection networks allows a two-step placement
at runtime. First, the soft logic elements are configured and routed on the
logic fabric. In a second step, the connections to the heterogeneous elements
through their dedicated long lines are made in switch boxes. This enables a
fine-grain horizontal flexibility of placement for hardware tasks. The delay
impact of the proposed solution is an increase of 10% of the critical path delay
in average.
• A scalable and finely-grained configuration memory suitable for the placement
of hardware tasks is presented. This organization of the configuration memory
enables the task placement to go beyond the fixed regions defined at design
time and offers a more flexible alternative to reconfigure finely-grained portions
of the FPGA logic fabric.
• Some methods and techniques described have been implanted and validated
in the context of the European project FlexTiles [Jan+15]. In particular, a
Register Transfer Level (RTL) model of an FPGA architecture featuring the
Virtual Bit-Stream technique and its reconfiguration controller was developped
and simulated. The CAD flow has been put in use within the project to
generate relocatable hardware tasks to be dynamically placed, at runtime, on
the reconfigurable logic fabric RTL model.
3 Organization of the document
The thesis is organized as follows. The first part introduces the state-of-the-art
pertaining to this work. A background on FPGA architectures is given in Chap-
ter 1. The historical evolution of programmable devices is presented. The various
programming technologies used in FPGA configuration memories are detailed. The
modern trends and advances of the logic fabric and routing architecture of FPGAs
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are presented and detailed to serve as the general background of this thesis on FPGA
devices.
Chapter 2 presents a detailed state-of-the-art on multiple aspects of the work
conducted during this thesis. The tasks relocation problem is exposed through the
prisms of vendors’ CAD flows and bit-stream manipulation tools. Details on runtime
routing in dynamically reconfigurable architectures are given. The chapter ends with
a state-of-the-art of placement and routing tools for FPGAs.
The second part of the thesis details the contributions of this work. In Chap-
ter 3, the concept of Virtual Bit-Streams is thoroughly presented. A description
of the representation is given from the interconnect abstraction in macro-cells to
the generation of the final bit-stream. A study on the effects of clustering multiple
macro-cells together is studied. The tool-flow associated with the oﬄine generation
of the Virtual Bit-Streams is described, and the principles of operation of the pro-
posed back-end bit-stream generation tool vbsgen are explained. A description of a
Virtual Bit-Stream compatible architecture is presented, along with a description of
the reconfiguration controller functions. The limitations of the Virtual Bit-Stream
technique are also mentioned.
Chapter 4 focuses on the online implementation of the Virtual Bit-Stream method.
The real-time constraints to be attained are described, and modern FPGA recon-
figuration schemes are studied. Two specific algorithms for decoding the bit-stream
representation detailed in Chapter 3 are proposed and compared to a generic maze-
routing algorithm. Eventually, an analysis of the compression effect of the Virtual
Bit-Stream representation is conducted on a set of large benchmarks.
In Chapter 5, FPGA architecture enhancements to ease flexible task placement
are detailed. A method for separating the routing networks of soft-logic and het-
erogeneous hard blocks is proposed. The experimental methodology used to explore
this routing architecture is thoroughly presented along with the set of benchmarks
used for the experiments. An analysis of the results of these experiments in terms
of delay and routing resources closes the chapter.
Chapter 6 explores the integration of a configurable reconfiguration method.
Several state-of-the-art bit-stream loading methods are presented and compared in
term of delay and area occupancy. An enhanced configuration method is proposed
for flexible fine-grain hardware task loading, and discussed in comparison to fixed
partially reconfigurable regions schemes.
This thesis concludes with Chapter 7 which exposes the European Seventh Frame-
work Programme (FP7) FlexTiles project. An overview of the many-core architec-
ture used in FlexTiles is presented, and the project goals are defined. The involve-
ment of this thesis work within the project to propose a flexible embedded FPGA
architecture (eFPGA) is specified. The chapter concludes on a discussion on the
implementation of the actual so-called eFPGA. Finally, perspectives on future work
are outlined for the overall thesis.
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Abstract
Since their introductions in the late 1980s, FPGA have been in constant evolution
to meet the ever growing needs in performance and flexibility. This chapter traces
the origins of FPGAs back to the introduction of reconfigurable chips in the 1970s.
An overview of the composition of modern FPGA devices is then given, both in
terms of their logic fabric and of their programmable interconnection network.
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1 (Re)configurable Hardware
As early as the end of the 1970s, dynamically configurable products were available
for commercial use. The ancestors of modern day dynamically reconfigurable Field-
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) were designed to allow for the implementation
of various generic algorithms on a chip. Although these Programmable Logic Devices
(PLDs) are nowadays discontinued or deprecated in favor of more versatile solutions,
the origins of their architecture and its evolution contributed to the inner features
of FPGAs.
1.1 Programmable Logic Devices
The earliest of the PLDs are the Programmable Array Logics (PALs), which
appeared in 1978, pushed by Advanced Micro Devices (AMD).
I0 I1 I2 I3
Vcc
Vcc
Vcc
Vcc
S
Figure 1-1 – Details of the configurable sum-of-products in a PAL. The
four inputs I0...3 and their inverse are tied to a crossbar interconnect with the AND-
gate inputs. In PALs, the AND outputs are OR-ed together to form the output, but
subsequent technologies such as Programmable Logic Arrays (PLAs) added another
crossbar to yield multiple outputs.
Any logic equation of reasonable size, expressible as a sum-of-products can be
implemented on a PAL. The inner architecture of these devices, illustrated in Fig-
ure 1-1, is made of a matrix of "AND" and "OR" gates. A programmable network
can connect any of the inputs of the device (or their complement) to a set of "AND"
gates, the product terms. The second, fixed, part of the device ties the output of
"AND" gates to "OR" gates inputs to form sum of products. Floating inputs of the
AND gates are weakly tied to a logic "1", the neutral element of "AND" operations,
while OR gates inputs are weakly tied to a logic "0".
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The PALs were originally One-Time Programmable (OTP) but brought massive
production of generic configurable devices to the market, eventually leading to lower
prices. In the pre-1980 era where custom logic functions needed to be implemented
either as standard logic products or as a custom Application-Specific Integrated
Circuit (ASIC) (a Read-Only Memory (ROM) would serve as a big Look-Up Table
(LUT)), configurable chips paved the way to today’s most powerful FPGAs.
1.2 Reconfigurable devices
Although subsequent PAL devices mentioned in the previous section were UV-
erasable, their first electrically erasable concurrent, the Generic Array Logic (GAL),
was introduced by Lattice Semiconductors in 1983. GALs are similar to PALs in their
functionality and architecture, but with a greater flexibility since the non-volatile
configuration memory is an Electrically Erasable and Programmable Ready-Only
Memory (EEPROM), further reducing the prototyping time.
The most popular PALs and GALs, the 16V8 (16 inputs and/or 8 outputs) and
22V10 devices, featured a limited number of inputs and outputs. Larger applications
(over ∼ 200 gates) could be appealed by bigger programmable logic devices, but in
the case of PALs and GALs it directly translates to higher AND and OR gates fan-in
to accommodate the higher number of inputs and outputs, which eventually leads to
wasted silicon and/or hazardous timings. To circumvent these issues, a new family
of devices, the Complex Programmable Logic Devices (CPLDs), was introduced to
fill this gap. CPLDs are much more similar to FPGAs since their inner architecture
features an array of macrocells, connected together by a programmable interconnec-
tion network. The macrocells are no more than a set of logic functions (originally
to implement sum-of-products) tied to a crossbar interconnection network. CPLDs
can be seen as multiple GALs connected together, which make them the device of
choice for applications which are too small for GALs but can fit in a CPLD (up to
∼ 10, 000 equivalent gates).
1.3 Advent of Field-Programmable Gate Arrays
Xilinx manufactured the first commercially viable FPGA in 1985 [Car+86]. The
XC2064 [84] was more powerful than existing CPLDs on various aspects. First, the
use of volatile memory allowed a better silicon integration since the SRAM cells
used are smaller than floating gate transistors used for non- volatile (EEPROM or
equivalent) memory cells. The basic logic blocks of the FPGA are fully configurable
LUTs rather than PLD-like sum-of-product macro-cells.
A K-LUT can implement any K-input logic equation, making them more flexible
than their PLD counterpart. An equivalent LUT implementation of a XOR logic
function, whose truth table is recalled in Figure 1-2a, is presented in Figure 1-
2b with a 2-LUT. Additionally, while the early CPLDs routing interconnect was
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x0 x1 S
0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0
(a) Truth table
of a two inputs
XOR
x0
x1
S
1
0
0
1
(b) Equivalent imple-
mentation in a 2-LUT
Figure 1-2 – Implementation of a two input boolean equation in a Look-
Up Table. The 2-LUT can be seen as a small memory whose address lines are in
fact the boolean equation inputs. Given the inputs (x0, x1), the cascading multiplexers
of the memory will output one of the memory cell logic value, which have been
configured beforehand to store the logic function S = x0 ⊕ x1.
constrained to route input and output signals from or to external signals, the mid-
1980s FPGAs provided much more resources for internal state storage (flip-flops)
and internal routing. This difference is less true nowadays, and the main difference
between modern CPLDs and FPGAs resides in the use of non-volatile memory and
a smaller number of cells for the former.
The XC2064 and most recent Virtex-7 series FPGAs were introduced 30 years
apart and new advanced features are nowadays included in baseline devices. Ad-
vanced data-paths are now mandatory in modern architectures in order to ease the
synthesis of complex functions, as well as fast transceivers, arithmetic accelerators
and embedded memories. A survey of architecture details of legacy and modern
FPGA devices is thoroughly detailed in the following sections.
2 Programming technology
The programmability of an FPGA is what distinguished it from other config-
urable technologies (e.g. ASICs or Mask-Programmable Gate Arrays (MPGAs)) at
the time it was introduced. It characterizes the ability for the end-user to finalize or
reprogram the FPGA chip on site rather than in a fabrication plant. Each config-
urable element of the chip needs one configuration bit. Logic blocks need multiple
configurable elements to store, for example, the content of the look-up table. The
routing structure also needs configurable elements to determine which nets are in-
terconnected. The aggregation of all these configuration bits is the bit-stream: the
configuration data needed to specify the function of all the programmable blocks of
an FPGA. Over the years, multiple methods to store these configuration bits have
been explored in FPGAs: one-time programmable or reprogrammable, volatile or
non-volatile, each having its own benefits. The following sub-sections presents the
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three most popular programming technologies in use in FPGAs, and a summary
concludes on the advantages and downsides of these technologies.
2.1 Antifuse
The antifuse behave, as it name suggests, the opposite of a fuse. While a fuse is
made as a normally-closed connection which can blow up and create an open circuit,
the antifuse is normally-open and can be transformed in a short circuit. The metal-
based link that forms the antifuse can be melt either in a fabrication plant by a laser,
or using a high-current programmer in order to create an electrical connection.
Actel1 is a well-known FPGA manufacturer which notably used antifuses in its
chips. The Actel original antifuse is a link between a poly-silicon layer and an
n+ silicon diffusion. A thin layer of dielectric between them melts when a high-
power density is applied on the antifuse, which forms a permanent silicon link. In
the QuickLogic approach to the antifuse technology, the link is made between two
layers of metal but behave similarly. The metal-metal antifuse has the advantage of
using no silicon area and being smaller than its poly-diffusion counterpart. Metal-
metal antifuses are nowadays used by most antifuse-based FPGA vendors, including
MicroSemi (formerly Actel) and QuickLogic.
Because of the non-reversibility of the antifuse programming process, the devices
based on this programming technology are considered One-Time Programmable
(OTP) devices. This particularity, which may not be practical for tests, comes with
the resistance against reverse-engineering. The configuration memory of antifuse-
based devices cannot easily be read back electrically as most antifuse-based FPGAs
comes with security features to completely disable the programming link. Addition-
ally, because of its OTP and non-volatile nature, the configuration bit-stream is not
transmitted when the chip is powered up, which further reduces the practicality of
intercepting the bit-stream in situ.
Another advantage of antifuses is their low resistance. Blown poly-diffusion
antifuses have a resistance of approximately 500Ω, which can go down by an order
of magnitude (60 − 80Ω) with metal-metal antifuses [Smi97]. The low resistance
along with the low parasitic capacitance of antifuses links can lead to a higher
integration of configuration bits per devices in comparison to other technologies.
Additionally, since the antifuse state does not depend on the charge of an element,
their configuration state is immune to high-energy radiations which would otherwise
disturb SRAM or EEPROM cells.
However, antifuses have non-negligible drawbacks beside their one-time pro-
grammability. The manufacturing of antifuses requires custom CMOS processes
which are not up-to-date with the latest technology nodes [KTR08], and the alter-
ations of the fuse materials may not be scalable to the smallest technology nodes
used in SRAM-based FPGAs.
1Actel have been acquired by Microsemi in Nov. 2010
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2.2 Static memory
Static memories are the de-facto standard for most of the FPGAs devices on
the market shipped by the major manufacturers Xilinx, Altera or Lattice. Unlike
EEPROM cells, Static Random Access Memory (SRAM) cells do not wear and could
theoretically be reprogrammed infinitely. The main reason behind the widespread
use of SRAM cells in FPGAs is that they do not need any special manufacturing
technique. The use of a standard CMOS process to realize the chip allows to attain
better integration via process shrinking than what would otherwise be possible with
EEPROM or antifuse cells, albeit smaller.
In comparison to the other two presented programming technologies, static mem-
ories nevertheless suffer from their volatility. As the cell state is not retained over
power cycles, the FPGA configuration memory needs to be stored in an external,
non-volatile memory and loaded during the system power-up. The potential secu-
rity problems caused by an accessible configuration bit-stream are often dealt with
encrypted bit-streams and hardware cryptography blocks to load the configuration.
This additional external memory also adds up to the overall system cost. Recent de-
vices integrate an embedded Flash memory to store the bit-stream without requiring
an additional chip, but this becomes impractical with larger FPGA devices.
SRAM cells are coupled with pass-transistors in commercial and almost all aca-
demic FPGAs. The memory cell drives the gate of an N-channel Metal-Oxyde Semi-
conductor (NMOS) transistor and thus controls its passing state. This is the most
used technique to implement a switch in FPGAs since it is also the most area effec-
tive: it requires only one transistor in addition to the memory cell. Pass-transistors
have however important disadvantages since they cannot pass a full logic-high volt-
age and have a relatively low output slew-rate. The output voltage of a passing
transistor for a logic-high is approximately VG−VTh, where VG is the voltage applied
on the NMOS gate (i.e. normally 0V or VDD) and VTh the threshold voltage of the
transistor which depends on the technology. As the Complementary Metal-Oxyde
Semiconductor (CMOS) process technology scales, the logic-high voltage VDD drops
faster than VTh, resulting in an even smaller pass-transistor output. This problem
leads to the degradation of a signal over a chain of pass-transistors: a logic high
can be interpreted as a logic low signal and the effect of noise is increasingly im-
portant. The slowness of switching also increases the dynamic power usage of the
device. Several techniques have been proposed to circumvent this problem, ranging
from the integration of signal buffers, which have a high impact on area usage, to
gate voltage boosters, at the cost of premature device aging. Recent work has been
conducted to move away from pass-transistors to more efficient methods. As an ex-
ample, Chiasson and Betz [CB13] proposed to use transmission gates, which provide
better performance but are also bigger.
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2.3 EEPROM / Flash
Electrically Programmable Ready-Only Memory (EPROM) and EEPROM-based
technologies use a Metal-Oxyde Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistor (MOSFET)
with a second floating gate between the control gate and the MOSFET channel. The
state of the transistor is contained by the charge held in the floating gate, electrically
isolated from the two other layers. The programming of such a cell require a high
programming voltage Vpp to be applied to the drain of the transistor so that, via an
avalanche effect, a charge builds up in the floating gate which raises the threshold
voltage of the transistor. In this case, a programmed NMOS would be off even if
the control gate is driven high to Vdd. Additional energy is required to discharge
the floating gate into the bulk, either through ultraviolet light for Ultraviolet Pro-
grammable Ready-Only Memory (UVPROM)-based chips, or using an electric field
for EEPROM-based devices. Specifically arranged arrays of these EEPROM cells are
also called Flash memories, which also differ in their geometry and technology.
The data retention of Flash memories is reasonably high to consider them non-
volatile in most operating conditions. This non-volatility is one of their advantages
in comparison to SRAM-based FPGAs: an FPGA using a flash memory for its
configuration is ready right upon its power-up since it does not have to reload its
configuration bit-stream after each power cycle.
Flash arrays are however subject to memory wear and read disturb. The memory
wear causes the EEPROM cells to only withstand up to approximately 100, 000 write
cycles before the accumulation of charges on the floating gate generates a failure
which makes the cell to stick to 0. Besides, continuous subsequent readings of the
same cell without erasing may cause a failure in adjacent cells, known as a read
disturb. Although these problems can be circumvented by provisioning redundant
cells or rewriting the cells every x cycles, they need to be considered and increase
the area usage on the FPGA chip.
In comparison to SRAM cells, the EEPROM cells require slower write timings
and the previously evoked drawbacks. Like antifuses, EEPROM cells also need
specific CMOS processes and the complications which go with it. EEPROM cells
have however a major advantage over SRAM cells: they use less transistors and thus
occupy less area than SRAM cells.
2.4 Summary
The choice of the programming technology of the configuration memory has an
impact on a multitude of factors on FPGA devices, as shown in the three prece-
dent subsections. Table 1-1 summarizes the characteristics of antifuses, EEPROM
cells and SRAM cells. The best technology is reprogrammable, non-volatile, uses a
standard CMOS manufacturing process, has a low area impact, and is not prone to
errors induced by high-energy radiations. A conjunction of all of these five factors
is not attainable with current technologies, and each of these memory cells has its
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Antifuse EEPROM SRAM
Reprogrammable No Yes2 Yes
Volatile No No Yes
Manufacturing process Antifuse Flash Standard CMOS
Area impact Low Moderate High
Sensitive to radiations No Yes Yes
Table 1-1 – Summary of the three main FPGA programming technologies
own advantages and weaknesses. Modern FPGA devices mostly rely on SRAM-
based configuration memory arrays because of the low cost and higher density of
up-to-date CMOS manufacturing processes. Incidentally, they also suffer from their
configuration memory volatility and exposure to security breaches if an attacker can
retrieve the bit-stream.
Alternative non-volatile memory cells have been explored in the context of re-
configurable computing [Tor+13], notably the Magnetic Random Access Memory
(MRAM) which has been evaluated in the context of an FPGA circuit in [Bru+06].
The numerous emerging non-volatile technologies are nowadays not spread in com-
mercialized FPGA as their integration level is still far from the three mainstream
programming technologies presented in this section. Non-volatile memories are how-
ever actively explored for reconfigurable computing as they provide better scalability
or power consumption, two important factors when considering the design of a re-
configurable architecture.
3 Logic array
The logic array of an FPGA device is often modeled as a grid of elements which
can be programmatically connected together through a dedicated network. This
section focuses on the nature of the logic grid and on the heterogeneity of these
blocks. Figure 1-3 summarizes the evolution of various FPGA devices manufactured
by Xilinx over the course of fifteen years, from the first Virtex FPGA (1998) to
one of the latest Virtex UltraScale (2014). The manufacturing process scaling and
the development of flagship technologies have permitted a constant growth of the
complexity of embedded hard blocks in the devices, along with the introduction of
more and more soft computing elements within the chips.
Subsection 3.1 presents the trade-offs associated with the soft logic blocks (in
cyan and orange in the figure). Subsections 3.2 and 3.3 respectively introduce two
of the most used features of FPGAs: the memories (in red) and arithmetic accel-
erators (in purple). Subsection 3.4 describes the usage of more complex processor
units within recent FPGA logic fabrics. In addition to these computation blocks,
higher-end devices also include complex transceivers withstanding a throughput of
2Up to 100, 000− 1, 000, 000×
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up to 100 gigabits (green, blue, magenta, yellow and orange in the figure). These
interface blocks are not covered in this section but are prominent in signal processing
applications or in designs which use fast Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM)
interfaces.
Figure 1-3 – Evolution of the number and complexity of hard blocks in
FPGAs [Lyk+15]. The evolution of Xilinx FPGA devices composition in terms
of soft and hard logic blocks is representative of the market tendency. As the chip
complexity and manufacturing techniques evolved, more and more very high speed
transceiving features were included in FPGAs.
3.1 Computing element
The role of the logic block in the FPGA architecture is to provide computational
power and to be used as a simple storage element. Its versatility is sustained in recent
architectures by the integration of arithmetic paths within the soft logic blocks.
These paths allow for the synthesis of complex data-paths without mobilizing huge
amounts of the flexible interconnect.
3.1-1 Logic blocks trade-offs
Early work by Marple and Cooke [MC92] suggested the transistor to be the
smallest computing element of the FPGA, as an attempt to mimic MPGAs. As
the transistor represents the finest possible grain of reconfigurability, it comes at
the cost of the huge area needed by the configurable interconnect. The problem
in the choice of the basic computing element in an architecture boils down to a
trade-off between flexibility and efficiency. The idea of the finest-grain transistor
leads to a highly flexible architecture, even capable of mapping an MPGA standard
cell, but also carries a routing nightmare for Computer-Aided Design (CAD) tools,
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Figure 1-4 – Architecture of a 2-LUT using memory cells and pass-
transistors. In an SRAM FPGA device, the most convenient way of implementing
multiplexers is to use pass-transistors. The implementation of a k-LUT requires
2k memory cells and a k-to-1 multiplexer, here implemented using a tree of pass-
transistors, although more optimized versions are more commonly used.
power inefficiencies due to the complex interconnection network and an overall low
performance. On the other hand, the computing element could be as complex as
a processor: this approach would put less stress on the interconnect to a minimum
but would not benefit from the flexibility inherent to reconfigurable hardware.
The difficulty behind the choice of a logic block, and thus of the aforementioned
trade-off between flexibility and efficiency, also resides in the overall lack of data
prior to the chip design when introducing an innovative computing element. With-
out an operational CAD tool-flow and valid benchmarks, it is difficult to judge the
performance of the various choices available in the design space of FPGA architec-
tures.
Most FPGA are nowadays based on LUTs, which have been heavily studied and
tested since the introduction of FPGA devices thirty years ago.
3.1-2 Look-up tables
Look-Up Tables are nowadays the de facto finest versatile computing element
in modern FPGA devices. A k-LUT is a small memory containing the truth table
of a k-input logic equation. Figure 1-4a illustrates the abstract view of a k-LUT:
the truth table itself is contained in a 2k bits memory, and an address decoder
is implemented with a multiplexer. The logic inputs are tied to the multiplexer
control lines in order to select the truth table output for a given set of k inputs.
A more detailed view of a k-LUT is shown in Figure 1-4b where the memory is
implemented with SRAM cells and the decoder with pass-transistors, as mentioned
in Section 2.
A major advantage of k-LUTs is their ability to implement any k input boolean
equation. The inclusion of LUTs and interconnect in the architecture would be
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Figure 1-5 – Overview of a basic logic block. The basic logic block comprises a
k-LUT to provide the logic flexibility, associated with a D flip flop to synchronize the
LUT output with the clock. A multiplexer on the output path enables the selection
of the asynchronous or synchronous LUT output to allow for complex logic chains.
enough for a completely asynchronous programmable device, which is not the goal
of FPGAs. The need to implement complex functions on the logic fabric make the
inclusion of synchronization elements in the logic chain a requirement in FPGA
architectures. The synchronization is brought aside the LUTs as an optional path
for the logic. Figure 1-5 shows a simplified overview of what can be considered the
basic logic block of an FPGA: the LUT is associated with a D flip-flop synchronized
to the device clock. Using an additional multiplexer, it is possible for the basic logic
block to either output a synchronized signal of the LUT output in order to have
a stable logic value, or to bypass the flip-flop and chain multiple basic blocks to
compute more complex equations in a single clock cycle. The maximum length of
such a chain is limited by the length of the interconnect between each logic element
and by the device clock speed.
3.1-3 Towards complex logic
As specified earlier, the design space of logic block elements has been explored in
various direction since the early beginning of FPGA devices, each new architecture
bringing its own advances. In most of the modern architectures such as the Xilinx
Virtex 7 or the Altera Stratix V, the logic block is not anymore composed of a single
LUT. Over the years, the effect of the LUT size (i.e. the number of inputs) and
of the combination of multiple LUTs together in a logic cluster have been studied.
A clustered logic block comprises multiple basic logic blocks associated to a local
crossbar network which interconnects the cluster inputs and the basic logic block
outputs to the basic logic block inputs, as illustrated by Figure 1-6. Depending on
the architecture, this local crossbar may be more or less complete in order to make a
trade-off between the routing area and flexibility. The cluster is defined by its LUT
size k, the number of LUTs N and the amount of inputs to the cluster I.
Ahmed and Rose [AR00] performed a deep study of the effect of the LUT size and
of the cluster composition on area, delay and performance. They explored the design
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Figure 1-6 – Overview of a complex logic block. The complex logic block con-
tains a cluster of N basic logic blocks containing k-LUTs whose inputs and outputs
are connected to a crossbar interconnection network local to the CLB. I inputs are
routed from the global interconnection network to the local crossbar, with I carefully
explored to balance the area and logic occupancy of the logic fabric. All the N outputs
of the basic logic blocks are routed to the global interconnection network.
space of clustered logic blocks through the use of 20 benchmarks. The results are
evocative of the current practice in commercial FPGA. Their conclusions to mitigate
the area-delay product is summarized in Figure 1-7. The figure plots the geometric
average of the area-delay product of the implementation of the 20 benchmarks on
clusters of size N from 1 to 10 and a varying LUT size k from 2 to 7. The results show
that LUT sizes between 4 and 6 have the best area-delay performance over smaller
or bigger LUT sizes. The area and delay taken by the LUT is a balance between
the size of the 2k SRAM cells which goes up exponentially in function of k, and the
delay of the output decoder which grows linearly with k as each new input adds
one pass-transistor stage to the multiplexer. Similarly, the figure demonstrates close
performance results for cluster sizes over 4. This is explained by the fact that bigger
clusters are associated with increased crossbar area, but the mean inter-cluster delay
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Figure 1-7 – Area-delay product for clusters of size 1 to 10 [AR00]
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Figure 1-8 – Number of inputs required for 98% logic utilization [AR00]
becomes smaller since fewer nets of the design require inter-cluster routes.
Apart from its performance, a further key decision on the cluster size and compo-
sition is the area dedicated to the interconnect. Lemieux and Lewis [LL01] realized
a study on the effects of the depletion of the cluster crossbar connections. They
ran experiments with LUT inputs in the cluster connected to only a fraction FCin
of the cluster inputs and Ffb to the LUT outputs feedback and observed the effect
on the minimum channel width and performance of the synthesized designs. The
results show that sparse crossbars (with FCin = Ffb = 0.5) have little influence on
the minimum channel width required to route the benchmarks, and no influence
on the delay, whereas the area savings are appreciable. Adding spare inputs to the
cluster and carefully exploring the crossbar sparsity can save up to over 14% of area
in a cluster with N = 6 LUTs of k = 4 to 7 inputs.
In addition to the logic and crossbar area of the cluster itself, the interconnect
between the cluster and its surrounding routing network must also be considered.
As part of their studies, Ahmed and Rose also studied the effect of the number of
cluster inputs I required to attain 98% of logic block utilization within the clusters,
summarized in Figure 1-8. The figure shows the minimum number of inputs I
required to attain a logic utilization of at least 98% in the clusters, for various cluster
sizes N and LUT sizes k. The naive value for I would be to choose I = k × N to
ensure that each LUT input can be routed to the device interconnection network,
but this value can be aggressively smaller for multiple reasons: not all LUTs use
all their inputs, and some of them will share the same inputs as other LUTs in the
cluster. Additionally, some LUT inputs are connected to outputs of LUTs of the
same cluster, which are routed through the cluster crossbar rather than the global
interconnect. Ahmed and Rose derived from Figure 1-8 the general equation
I =
k
2
× (N + 1) (1-1)
to determine the number of cluster inputs I needed by a cluster of N k-LUTs.
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3.2 Memory
The synthesis tools have two ways of creating memories on an FPGA device.
The first one is to use soft logic (i.e. computing elements) as storage blocks, since
most commercial architectures implement the computation in LUTs as previously
described. This technique, known as distributed Random Access Memory (RAM),
can be efficient for registers of a few dozen bits, but becomes quickly limited by the
inefficiency of using large amounts of logic blocks over a wide area. The second type
of memory on an FPGA is the hard memories, specifically designed to hold data
and implemented as optimized SRAM arrays.
Manufacturers have included hard memories in their FPGA logic fabric as early
as the Altera Flex 10K FPGA devices, which included 2, 048 bits of memory and
could be configured as either 1× 2K, 2× 1K, 4× 512 or 8× 256 bits memories. The
configurable memory ratio is an important feature to support the wide heterogeneity
of designs that can be synthesized to a given architecture, especially given the low
area impact induced by this versatility. Most, if not all, of the recent FPGAs include
memories nowadays: the biggest Virtex 7 series FPGA from Xilinx have up to 67Mb
in dedicated memories, which include hardware First-In First-Out (FIFO) behavior
support.
3.3 Arithmetic accelerators
As the variety of applications targeting FPGA devices grew larger, manufactur-
ers began to include hardware support of arithmetic data-path modules. The Virtex
II/II-Pro series FPGAs introduced a 18 × 18 hardware multiplier associated to a
memory block. Arithmetic accelerators are nowadays very complex and can be con-
figured for a wide variety of applications. As an example of modern architectures
support for hardware arithmetic accelerators, Figure 1-9 shows a synoptic of the
DSP48E slice included in Virtex 7 FPGAs. This arithmetic block works with four
inputs A, B, C and D on respectively 30, 18, 48 and 25 bits, along with configura-
tion words INMODE and OPCODE for the pre-adder, input register and overall
operation selection. The output P itself is on 48 bits and is internally wired to
a feedback signal allowing multiply-accumulate (MAC) operations. Internally, the
arithmetic data-path contains a 25-bit pre-adder, a 25 × 18 multiplier and a 48-bit
Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU). Several signals in Figure 1-9 are noted as not
routable on the logic fabric, but are rather directly tied to adjacent DSP48E blocks
to support additional carry logic and arithmetic accelerators chaining.
Altera proposes similar complex arithmetic accelerators in Stratix V FPGAs,
with a DSP block configurable up to a 27×27 multiplier and a 64-bit output register,
which shows the general tendency of FPGA vendors to provide the architecture
with complex arithmetic features to enhance the performance of applications which
require them.
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*These signals are dedicated routing paths internal to the DSP48E1 column. They are not accessible via fabric routing resources. 
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Figure 1-9 – Overview of the DSP48E1 slice included in Virtex 7 series FP-
GAs [14a]. The complex evolution of the Digital Signal Processor (DSP) slice in
Xilinx Virtex devices is representative of modern trends in FPGAs regarding arith-
metic accelerators. The DSP48E1 slice comprises a pre-adder, a 25× 18 multiplier
and a 48-bit ALU to provide the device with complex configurable accelerators. No-
tably, the dedicated carry in and out datapaths allow to chain multiple DSP slices
together to realize operations on a larger data size.
3.4 General purpose processors
Digital systems often need the flexibility brought by microprocessors, along with
the power offered with parallel execution of synthesized hardware on an FPGA
fabric. Multiple variants of Harvard and Von Neumann processors architectures are
available as soft processors synthesized on FPGA devices, but at a high cost in terms
of area and strong timing constraints. The main manufacturers Xilinx, Altera and
Lattice provide their own soft-core (respectively Microblaze/Picoblaze, Nios/Nios II
and LatticeMico8/32). These cores have the advantage of being heavily supported
in the vendor CAD tool-flow in comparison to IP providers or other open-source
soft-cores.
The general tendency for most manufacturers is to provide, in addition to their
range of pure-FPGA products, reconfigurable System-on-Chips (SoCs) where a hard
processor core is associated to a reconfigurable gate array. This association provides
the flexibility of a microprocessor for most general tasks, along with a reconfig-
urable logic fabric to handle the most computation-intensive tasks, synthesized on
the FPGA. Xilinx has the Zynq series integrating ARM Cortex-A9 or Cortex-A53
processors, Altera also ships ARM cores in some of its SoC-oriented FPGAs in the
Stratix, Artix, Arria and Cyclone products, and Microsemi features Cortex-M3 cores
in its SmartFusion FPGAs.
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Nevertheless, the flexibility brought by the integration of soft or hard processors
cores in FPGA systems increases the difficulty of the design, test, validation and
debugging. Interactions between the hardware and software parts are more complex
to predict and the design of applications targeting such systems requires even more
knowledge from the designer.
3.5 Summary
The inclusion of hardware accelerators in FPGA logic fabrics represents, from
the manufacturer point of view, an opportunity to target even more applications
that can be easily synthesizable and scalable on an FPGA. For the end user, the
increased complexity of these hard blocks and of the soft logic blocks is only tol-
erable thanks to the development of CAD accordingly smart to make use of the
added functionality. If we take the example of the soft logic, the area occupation
and performance breakthrough brought by clustering, sparse crossbars and depop-
ulated inputs to clusters can only emerge with a matched up tool-flow aware of the
underlying architecture trade-offs.
4 Routing architecture
The FPGA routing architecture is the one of the main defining feature of the
device with the logic resources. Due to the high programmability of the intercon-
nect, the surface occupied by the routing network of the chip largely outweighs, in
proportion, the area allocated to logic blocks and accelerators. Powerful devices
must not only propose complex logic blocks which suit a wide range of applications,
but also provide the chip with a routing architecture balancing area occupancy, flex-
ibility and performance. The performance is directly tied to the number of switches
in a connected path, each adding capacitive and resistive components which will af-
fect the path delay. The performance is however partly balanced by the CAD tools
smartness, which may take care of architecture-dependent algorithms or heuristics.
The area occupancy depends on the routing network connectivity, on the memory
cells used and on the efforts put in the layout of the routing blocks. Flexibility,
however, is somewhat harder to define and is generally studied through a set of
benchmark applications placed and routed on multiple architectures.
4.1 Segmented routing
A routing network in FPGAs devices can be schematized as in Figure 1-10. The
notations of the routing structure parameters follow the one in use in this domain
area, as originally introduced by Rose and Brown [RB91]. The network is formed
by routing tracks grouped in channels. The number of routing tracks in a channel
is called the width of this channel, denoted W . The routing tracks are connected
to the various soft and hard logic blocks of the device through connection blocks
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Figure 1-10 – Schematized routing network of an FPGA device. The detailed
routing of an FPGA is shown here on an island-style-like architecture but can be
transposed to any other architecture. An array of soft and hard logic elements is
connected to a dense routing network through connections blocks with a varying ratio
Fc of connections. Switch blocks realize the interconnection of wire segments together
with a given number Fs of possible connections from one pin to another.
which contain configurable connection points between the tracks and the logic block
inputs and outputs. Routing tracks can be connected to other routing tracks within
switch blocks, where additional configurable connection points allow interconnecting
the tracks to a subset of the other switch block endpoints.
4.1-1 Interconnect depletion
Although a completely interconnected routing network with fully populated switch
blocks and connection blocks is theoretically possible, routing architectures are prac-
tically never implemented as such because of the area and performance overhead
incurred by the configurable connection points. Depleted connection blocks do not
connect the input and output pins of logic blocks to every track of a channel. A
parameter Fc defines the connection block flexibility, usually expressed either as a
number of connection points for each logic block pin or as a fraction of the channel
width W . Similarly, the depletion of interconnections inside a switch block is mod-
eled by a parameter Fs, expressed as the number of reachable endpoints from any
other endpoint of the switch block.
4.1-2 Segmented routing
As previously noted in Section 2, resistive and capactive components of config-
urable connection points have a non-negligible impact on the performance of routed
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Figure 1-11 – Example of a distribution of routing tracks in an interconnect
architecture. A wide distribution of the segment length over the device allows
longer path to use less routing resources. The decreased wire capacitance has a direct
impact on the wire delay which is substantially lower than with multiple smaller
segments.
paths on the FPGA routing architecture. Because of this, the segmented routing ar-
chitectures of modern devices do not rely only on unit-length tracks crossing a single
connection block before terminating into a switch block. Indeed, a distribution of
tracks among multiple track lengths is often explored, as illustrated in Figure 1-11,
to provide the architecture with enough heterogeneous routing resources to enhance
the performance of non-local nets. The goal of using longer wires is thus twofold:
it allows reducing the number of programmable switches and thus the delay of a
given wire, and at the same time it reduces the number of memory cells required,
which in turns influences the area occupation of the interconnection structure. The
distribution of wire segment lengths however leverages a critical design decision on
the trade-off between more short wires, at the cost of low long-path performance,
and more long wires, at the cost of possibly misused higher-length segments for short
connections.
Although long wires are assumed to connect to a switch block on both ends,
multiple variations of the internal population of connection blocks and switch blocks
within wire segments are possible, which adds even more exploration parameters
for FPGA architectures. Chow et al. [Cho+99] explored the effect of this inter-
nal population and concluded that switch blocks depopulated long wires resulted
in a significant increase in required channel width. This is however the trend in
modern FPGA architecture to have long wires both switch block and connection
block depopulated: the loss of local flexibility is counterbalanced by clever long wire
organizations and segmentation distribution.
4.2 Interconnect organization
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Several organizations of the interconnection structure have been developed for
FPGAs over the years, mostly due to the fact that each vendor pushed their own
specific architecture to sell their devices. The most popular is surely the island-
style architecture, presented in subsection 4.2-2, and the hierarchical architecture of
early Altera devices, summarized in subsection 4.2-1. Other types or interconnect
organizations exist or have existed, notably the row-based architecture which only
have horizontal routing channels, but are not covered in this section since they are
either not in use or not being significantly used anymore in modern architecture to
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Figure 1-12 – Overview of a hierarchical interconnect architecture. In a
hierarchical architecture, the routing network is split in multiple levels in the same
manner as an H-tree. The delay model is simpler in this case since it can be finely
estimated from the global routing, given the number of interconnection levels crossed
on a net path.
be detailed in this document.
4.2-1 Hierarchical architecture
Hierarchical architectures have mainly been pushed by Altera in its Flex10K
and Apex FPGAs. The principle is to pool clusters of logic blocks together along
with a local interconnect. The groups of clusters are connected together to a local
interconnect, itself connected to a global interconnect. This organization forms a
hierarchical interconnect architecture where each interconnect level can only reach
its upper and lower level, as illustrated in Figure 1-12.
The global routing of hierarchical architecture was supposed to provide a more
predictable routing delay between two logic blocks given their respective logic groups,
but this improvement only holds if the synthesized design is able to exhibit a routing
distribution similar to the architecture. The routing predictability fades away on
large designs with a lot of local interconnections which are forced to use upper-level
routing in the hierarchical organization. Altera has since moved to flat interconnect
network organizations in its most recent devices
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Figure 1-13 – Overview of an island-style interconnect architecture. Island-
style architectures have regular logic fabric and routing interconnect. The routing
network is split in vertical and horizontal channels. Switch blocks allow intercon-
necting the channels at their intersections.
4.2-2 Island-style architecture
The island-style architecture is the routing interconnect of most, if not all, mod-
ern Xilinx and Altera FPGA devices, and is one of the most straightforward inter-
connect organization. Figure 1-13 gives an overview of the structure of island-style
architectures. The logic fabric itself is made of a regular grid of soft logic and hard
blocks, each of these elements spanning one or more cell of the grid in height. The
logic fabric is often modeled in columns, even if the placed-and-routed circuit reali-
ties are more fuzzy. This logic grid is surrounded by a mesh routing network, hence
the name island-style.
An island-style interconnection network can be schematized in three components.
Horizontal and vertical channels forms the bulk of the interconnect and act as the
connection blocks of the interconnection network: a given logic block is connected
to the channels directly neighboring it. In addition to the routing channels, switch
blocks realize the interconnection between horizontal and vertical tracks, given a
specific interconnect topology.
Figure 1-14 depicts three main switch block topologies in use in island-style
FPGA architectures. The disjoint switch [LB93], shown in Figure 1-14a, implements
a symmetric switch pattern with FS = 3. Each track of the horizontal and vertical
routing channels is numbered and a given track i can only be connected to the other i
tracks. This switch creates a set of i disjoint routing networks in the sense that a net
can only be routed on the same track i, and can never be interconnected to another
track. The Wilton switch topology [Wil97], illustrated in Figure 1-14b, is similar,
with Fs = 3, but the connections are rotated. The rotation avoids the disjoint
network problem. The Wilton switch block has been found to require 5% fewer
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Figure 1-14 – Switch block topologies. Various switch block topologies have
been explored, the disjoint, Wilton and universal models are three possible switch
block implementations. While the disjoint topology may simplify the global-to-detailed
routing step of the CAD flow, the Wilton topology shows an increased flexibility which
can lead to fewer tracks used. The universal model meets the dimensional constraint
but fails to be easily expendable to segmented routing schemes.
tracks [Wil97] than its disjoint equivalent, for a greater flexibility of track changes
in the detailed routing. A third topology, the universal switch block [CWW96],
schematized in Figure 1-14c, guarantees that any set of two-pin nets can be routed
through the switch block as long as the number of nets per side does not exceed W .
This constraint, known as the dimensional constraint, is not met for all switch blocks,
in particular the disjoint switch block. Additionally, the universal switch block has
been designed for single-length wires, and its applicability to the segmented routing
of modern devices is not immediate.
4.3 Routing structure
Apart from the coarse organization of the interconnection network itself, the
performance of this network also relies heavily on finer details. In SRAM FPGA
devices, the most straightforward approach to implement the configurable switches
is to use pass-transistors, which act as electrically controlled buttons, opening or
closing a wire depending on the associated configuration bit. Previous sections
already drafted the drawbacks associated with pass-transistors, notably the insertion
of a parasitic capacitance. The added capacitance degrades the signal crossing the
switch, leading to the necessity of inserting buffers in the signal path to realize this
bi-directional routing.
4.3-1 Bi-directional routing
A bi-directional routing architecture in SRAM FPGAs relies mostly on tristate
buffers and pass-transistors to operate. The buffers help to regenerate the signal to
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Figure 1-15 – Implementation of bi-directional routing with pass-transistors
and buffers. In bi-directional architectures, any routing segment can be used in any
direction, and back-to-back tri-state buffers must be used to regenerate the signal.
avoid long chains of pass-transistors and signal losses. Since there is no such thing
as a bi-directional tristate buffer, they are created from two head-to-tail tristate
buffers, as shown on Figure 1-15, and a programmable memory point configuring
which of the buffers is active, depending on the signal direction.
The direct consequence of such routing structure is that half of the tri-state
buffers are not used at runtime for a given loaded configuration on the SRAM FPGA.
Given the area occupancy of these buffers, this leads to an enormous waste of logic
area for the little added benefit of bi-directional routing. The unused tristate buffers
nonetheless increase the fanout of upstream cells, increasing the wire capacitance
and thus reducing the interconnect performance. The use of unidirectional wires in
the detailed routing architecture circumvents these issues.
4.3-2 Unidirectional routing
Unlike bi-directional wires, a directional wire segment can only be driven in one
direction, leading to a 50% decrease of the number of tristate buffers needed, as
previously evoked. Lemieux et al. [Lem+04] explored the shift of major FPGA
manufacturers away from bi-directional wiring and noted an improvement of 32% of
the area-delay product with directional wiring.
Figure 1-16 illustrates two possible implementations of unidirectional drivers de-
tailed in [Lem+04]. With the first one, known as directional tristate (dir-tri) drivers,
the logic block output drives the wire segment through a pass-transistor, and these
wire segments are additionally driven by adjacent segments through the switch block
output multiplexers. In this case, we still have multiple drivers to each segment and
the potential problems of their combined parasitic capacitance. An alternative is to
implement the directional wires in such a way that the logic block outputs are con-
nected to the switch block multiplexers inputs. This single-driver implementation
allows driving the wire segments without a tristate approach and therefore increases
the signal strength, but can be architecturally limiting since logic blocks must be
physically close to the driving switches.
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Figure 1-16 – Directional tristate and single driver implementations of uni-
directional output drivers [Lem+04]. Directional routing can be implemented
in an architecture using pass-transistors and tri-state buffers for each logic block
input or output. Another single driver implementation may be considered, which
complexifies the architecture design but cancels the need for tri-state buffers.
5 Conclusion
This section detailed the inner working of FPGAs and laid an overview of all
the trade-offs considered in the design of FPGA architectures. The most important
aspects of the device, the interconnection network and the logic block architecture,
have to be carefully selected to provide an homogeneous device balancing perfor-
mance and accessibility. Most of the detailed routing features (directional wiring,
segmented routing, etc.) and the most complex hard blocks (DSP, processors) would
however not be beneficial to the end user without powerful accompanying CAD
tools, specially developed for the target architecture. Nonetheless, the selection of
the finest details of the architecture always depends on the targeted use cases and re-
quires a huge amount of benchmarks to be able to explore the various design choices,
which makes successful manufacturers in a good position to develop new trends in
FPGA design, thanks to their massive amount of customers and their heterogeneous
applications.
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Abstract
The runtime reconfiguration feature of FPGAs is the core of the work of this
thesis. This chapter details the legacy and state-of-the-art techniques involved with
the dynamic usage of reconfigurable devices, from the earliest work on the Xilinx
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XC6200 till the latest FPGA devices. Additionally, the role and evolution of CAD
tools for the placement and routing of FPGA applications is detailed.
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1 Runtime reconfiguration
Run-time reconfiguration provides multiple benefits over static applications in
Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). In designs where all the application
sub-functions are not used at the same time, run-time reconfiguration provides a
way to time-share the FPGA logic resources, potentially leading to a smaller budget
in terms of resources. Other applications may benefit from an increased adaptabil-
ity to their environment or to run-time events. For example, a dynamic wireless
transceiver can switch its physical layer between multiple implementations using
run-time reconfiguration, with regards to the link quality. Additionally, hardened
applications where data integrity is critical or systems evolving in difficult environ-
ments can take advantage of run-time reconfiguration to prevent data corruption in
case faults are detected.
1.1 Reconfigurability of FPGAs
FPGAs have proven their versatility since their introduction in the mid-1980s.
From the designer standpoint, they require less time and money to be invested
than a custom Application-Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) design using standard
cells. FPGAs provide much higher performance than software for most parallelizable
applications, but do not attain the same level of flexibility. Run-time reconfiguration
techniques in FPGAs have been studied for over 20 years and intend to fill the
flexibility gap between reconfigurable hardware and software implementations.
Despite the fact that FPGAs are configurable devices from their debut, they did
not implement run-time reconfiguration per se. Indeed, they are loading their config-
uration data at start-up, but did not originally provide means of reconfiguration at
run-time. This has limited the flexibility of reconfiguring the FPGA device, since a
system which needed to switch application was forced to fully reconfigure the FPGA
configuration memory for that purpose. A full reconfiguration takes time, consider-
ing configuration data in the order of tens of megabits for the whole device, which
makes application switching prohibitive in most cases. Run-time reconfiguration is
thus associated to the concept of partial reconfiguration, in which a portion only of
the FPGA can be shutdown and reconfigured, while the remaining active area of the
device is left running.
1.2 Early work on runtime reconfiguration
Early analysis of run-time reconfiguration techniques on FPGAs targeted the
Xilinx XC6200 series devices. Introduced in 1995, the XC6200 FPGA family in-
deed featured substantial improvements on its architecture, dedicated to run-time
reconfiguration [CKW95]. These FPGAs were partly designed to act as CPU co-
processors, hence their internal registers were memory-addressable. Additionally,
they were the first FPGAs to feature a configuration memory writable at the speed
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of a Static Random Access Memory (SRAM) at run-time, therefore guaranteeing
the reconfigurability of the device.
In [Bre96], a virtual hardware operating system is proposed to manage these new
hardware resources. The paper also discusses the new paradigms associated which
the XC6200, notably from a hardware/software cooperation standpoint. At this
point, the XC6200 reconfigurable array is so regular that the proposed operating
system is able to organize the Swappable Logic Units (SLUs) (a fixed-area set of
logic elements presenting a set of inputs and outputs, whose interface is fixed) of
a task as desired, to the exception of SLUs requiring long-lines of length 4, 16 or
64, sparsely available on the design. The XC6200 FPGA coupled with Brebner’s
virtual hardware operating system is thus the first partially reconfigurable FPGA
with online, and seamless, task placement.
Hartenstein et al. [HHG98] proposed a flow to answer another problem with
reconfigurable architectures, transverse to the reconfiguration management: the de-
sign flow. Applied to the XC6200 series, they came up with a solution where the
data-path and the control parts are separated into two different partitions for easier
reconfiguration of the data-path part, which represents most of the logic area.
1.3 Partial reconfiguration in modern devices
FPGAs have evolved on multiple aspects since the XC6200 series, as detailed
in Chapter 1 of this thesis. Most recent task placement and relocation mech-
anisms proposed for newer FPGA architectures mainly focused on Xilinx Virtex
families and Altera Stratix V devices which allow for partial reconfiguration. For
most of these recent vendor-supported hardware systems implementing partial re-
configuration, a set of bit-streams must be compiled oﬄine and are defined by one
application task and a given location in the FPGA fabric. Altera and Xilinx im-
plement the partial reconfiguration through the definition, at the design stage, of
Partially-Reconfigurable Regions (PRRs) among the fixed logic forming the rest of
the design [10][13]. In this case, a set of partial bit-streams {BS1, BS2, . . . , BSN}
is generated for each corresponding application task {T1, T2, . . . , TN} which may be
loaded onto a given predefined PRR. The routing, and thus the communication,
between the task and the static logic regions of the FPGA is handled by Look-Up
Tables (LUTs), placed at fixed positions in both static and fixed regions, acting
as interfaces. Dedicated software is needed to manage the scheduling and region
occupancy of the PRRs [Com+02].
In most of the basic partial reconfiguration scheme previously described, the sets
of bit-streams that can be configured on each PRR are disjoint: multiple bit-streams
can be placed on a single PRR, but a given bit-stream only targets one PRR. In
many cases, it is desirable to be able to place a task on multiple PRRs, such that
hardware utilization and runtime flexibility are maximized.
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2 Task relocation/migration
Task relocation addresses the problem of placing a set of tasks {T1, T2, . . . , TN}
on multiple PRRs {PRR1, PRR2, . . . , PRRN} dynamically at runtime. Individual
applications can benefit from this flexibility by using the FPGA to perform different
tasks at different times.
This hardware customization can be used by the application to adapt itself to
runtime conditions and improve its efficiency, or even to fit multiple applications on
the device simultaneously by swapping the configurations in and out. Additionally,
Montminy et al. [Mon+07] used task relocation to move PRRs to unused columns in
a Virtex-II device to provide fault tolerance. Unfortunately, the added value of task
relocation comes at the cost of increased overheads in terms of reconfiguration time,
logic area or energy consumption, as discussed in the following subsections.
2.1 Vendor-supported partial reconfiguration
The model currently used by FPGA vendors [10][13] to implement runtime re-
configuration requires the application designer to generate, for each task Tk, a set
of bit-streams {Bk1, Bk2, . . . , BkM} corresponding to the M PRRs the task can be
loaded on. The main drawback of this model resides in the number of bit-streams
that need to be stored in an external memory so that they could be loaded on de-
mand. At runtime, a set of N tasks to be placed on M different PRRs requires
N ×M different bit-streams whose size may vary from hundreds of kilobits to few
megabits on modern devices, depending on the PRR size. This leads to a waste
of memory, and limits the partial reconfiguration granularity as the partition size
cannot grow arbitrarily. The partitions should be large enough to hold the logic of
the different tasks, but as small as possible to provide the maximum flexbility in
terms of task placement, as PRRs cannot overlap.
2.2 On hacks of modern devices
Because of the limitations of the vendor supplied partial reconfiguration tools,
most of the work on partial reconfiguration on modern devices focused on enhancing
the relocation capabilities of the target architectures.
2.2-1 Relocation on homogeneous fabric
Horta et al. [H+01] provide a software solution, PARBIT, for the original Virtex
series FPGAs to allow for the relocation of partial bit-streams on the logic fabric.
In the original Virtex architecture, the logic resources are organized in columns of
different types, each containing a single feature of the FPGA: the clock, the logic
blocks, the content and interconnect of Random Access Memory (RAM) blocks, and
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the input and output blocks. Xilinx provides an interface, SelectMAP, to indepen-
dently reconfigure each of these columns. PARBIT is able to take the configuration
bit-stream of a given column and modify it to make it loadable on another column of
the same type. Indeed, the Virtex configuration data contains metadata (addresses
and Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) checksums) which makes a partial bit-stream
unique to a specific position in the chip.
Although powerful in the manipulation of complete and partial bit-streams, PAR-
BIT is an oﬄine software solution, which makes it nonviable in practice for dynamic
online task migration. Kalte et al. [Kal+05] enhanced the PARBIT software into a
hardware system directly implantable on the Virtex logic fabric, REPLICA, which
is able to manipulate partial bit-streams online, during the bit-stream download
process, hence its name of REPLICA filter. The Virtex architecture offers mul-
tiple interfaces for partial reconfiguration, among which the SelectMAP interface
was chosen for REPLICA because of its bandwidth (50 MB/s with an 8-bit parallel
bus). The bit-stream manipulation filter was originally implanted on a Complex
Programmable Logic Device (CPLD) external to the FPGA, but was proven to be
synthesizable on the Virtex logic fabric at a frequency of 58 MHz1, using only 490
slices (2.5%) of a XCV2000E, a rather small FPGA of the Virtex-E family [99a], for
both the filter and its accompanying configuration manager.
The REPLICA filter and its configuration manager enable the online relocation
of partial bit-streams on Virtex devices on one direction only: the FPGA needs to
be configured column-by-column. The 1-D relocation has been studied [Kal+04]
and shown to have at most a 5% increase in power consumption and critical path
delay for medium and large hardware tasks. Small tasks show increases of up to 96%
in critical path delay in the extreme case of an 8-bit adder constrained in a single
column, due to the high logic occupancy and routing resources congestion.
This technique was later improved by Corbetta et al. [Cor+07] who introduced
the BiRF hardware system and its software version, BAnMaT Light. An optimized
version of BiRF was synthesized to work at up to 133 MHz on a Virtex-II Pro FPGA,
although the SelectMAP reconfiguration interface of the device is still limited to a
50 MB/s bandwidth, and the reconfiguration time of BiRF is dependent on the time
required to read the bit-stream and replace the position-dependent fields.
2.2-2 Handling heterogeneous architectures
The Virtex and Virtex-E series FPGAs are limited in terms of available fixed-
function blocks. The relocation methods previously described supports 1-D reloca-
tion on the logic fabric of these devices but only considers logic columns, which is a
serious limitation for complex applications requiring, for example, RAM blocks on
the logic fabric. The Virtex-II family of FPGAs introduced in 2002 by Xilinx fea-
tured additional heterogeneous blocks [00], notably hard 18×18 multipliers, and even
150 MHz are required to match the 50MB/s peak bandwidth of the SelectMAP interface of the
Virtex-E FPGAs [99a].
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PowerPC hard processors for the Virtex-II Pro and Virtex-II Pro X FPGAs [99b].
Those blocks add up for more efficient on-board computations since arithmetic oper-
ations can be synthesized using a few multipliers rather than a lot of logic resources,
but are an obstacle to existing relocation filters.
Krasteva et al., [Kra+06] proposed a software system, pBITPOS, able to relocate
a hardware task at another position of a Virtex-II device and which takes fixed-
function blocks into account, as illustrated in Figure 2-1. Their tool is thus able
to reallocate RAM blocks and multiplier blocks as long as the pattern of successive
columns of the partial bit-stream can be found elsewhere on the logic fabric.
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Figure 2-1 – Compatible patterns on a logic fabric for task relocation. The
geometry of task Ti as well as the order of soft logic and hard block columns composing
it must be preserved to allow for its relocation. Considering these constraints, the
technique in [Kra+06] can only relocate Ti to the rightmost position.
Kalte, et al. [KP06] presented an enhanced version of their bit-stream manipula-
tion filter, adapted and optimized for the Virtex-II Pro devices: REPLICA2Pro. In
the same way as pBITPOS, this filter handles the relocation of complex hardware
task containing fixed-function blocks if they can find a partition where the fixed-
function blocks are in the same relative position as in the original partial bit-stream.
However, REPLICA2Pro is synthesized directly on the Virtex-II device, using only
570 slices, and can maintain the 50 MB/s reconfiguration rate of the SelectMAP in-
terface of the FPGA while running in real-time during the reconfiguration process,
which is not the case of pBITPOS. Additionally, Kalte et al. propose an evolu-
tion of the Virtex-II SelectMAP internal operation based on the finding that most
of the SelectMAP and the REPLICA2Pro architectures are very similar if not com-
pletely identical, which is a step towards the development of architectures inherently
supporting efficient partial reconfiguration and task relocation.
Touiza et al. [Tou+12] proposed a method similar to the previous partial bit-
stream filters for relocation, at the difference that their tool, OORBIT (Oﬄine/On-
line Relocation of Bit-streams), performs some steps required for the bit-stream
manipulation oﬄine, at design time. Particularly, the target address and Cyclic
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Redundancy Check (CRC) fields needed between the Virtex series FPGA partition
data are pre-calculated oﬄine for the set of desired positions and stored in configu-
ration files to be used at runtime when the hardware task is finally placed. OORBIT
is thus able to provide high-troughput relocation of tasks across partially reconfig-
urable regions, capped by the maximum 100 MB/s throughput of the SelectMAP
reconfiguration interface in Virtex 6 devices. As most of the time consuming cal-
culations are done oﬄine, the only task required online prior to the relocation is
to replace some fields of the bit-stream, therefore the hardware implementation of
OORBIT announces speed-up of up to 8, 000× compared to BiRF.
Although the previously detailed solutions are able to handle fixed-function
blocks, they are limited to a subset of the possible positions for relocation where
the relative place of fixed-function blocks is the same as in the task, just like in the
case of a homogeneous fabric. The only work which examines the relocation prob-
lem in the case where the target partition is not identical to the origin partition is
Becker et al. [BLC07]. As shown in Figure 2-2, their solution ignores fixed-function
blocks, but is able to find more possible target locations for a task containing only
logic. It does so by finding partitions where any fixed-function block can fill the
gap left in between logic columns instead of finding the exact same set of blocks. In
this case, only the relative position of fixed-function blocks matters when evaluating
possible target positions, the exact type of these blocks is not taken into account
and a few on-the-fly bit-stream modifications can accommodate to the differences
between partitions.
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Figure 2-2 – Becker et al. [BLC07] solution to logic fabric heterogeneity.
The solution brought by [BLC07] handles more compatible patterns on the logic
fabric, but they are not usable by the tasks. Considering task Ti, any hard block can
fit its hard block slot, as long as its relative position to the soft logic is kept.
Beckhoff et al. [BKT14] recently introduced a novel method to handle the place-
ment of bit-streams at multiple positions on the logic fabric, thanks to the use of
a finite set of target locations. At design time, the vendor tools are used to gener-
ate the multiple bit-streams corresponding to each desired location of the hardware
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tasks. These bit-streams are made of position dependent (e.g. clock configuration
bits, CRC fields, specific local routing, etc.) and position independent sections.
These sections are mixed together into one portable module containing the identical
data reproduced in every bit-stream and the local differences allowing generating
the bit-streams specific to each location, which are further compressed using the
Lempel-Ziv-Storer-Szymanski (LZSS) algorithm. This work is the first to exploit
the similarities between bit-streams logic data to enhance compression. It and has
two major advantages over existing techniques. First, it is not tied to a specific
FPGA architecture, since little to no knowledge of the underlying bit-stream for-
mat is needed to perform the calculation of the differences between the considered
bit-streams. Secondly, it is among the first to truly handle the heterogeneity of the
target logic fabric, in the sense that the partial bit-streams generated are inherently
not limited to homogeneous partition, albeit limited by the vendor tools.
3 Run-time routing and communications
The self-reconfiguration capabilities of FPGA devices enables the possibilities
of dynamically placing hardware tasks on their logic fabric at runtime. Multiple
state-of-the-art solutions have been explored in the previous section, which cover
the problem of being able to reconfigure the target logic fabric in order to load a
new hardware task. In order to interact with the surrounding world, this newly
placed task needs communication capabilities, either intra-chip (with other parts of
the fabric) or extra-chip (with components outside the FPGA).
3.1 Bus macro
Most flexible state-of-the-art techniques use a form of additional routing. In
Mignolet et al. [Mig+03], hardware tasks are connected to a fast packet-switching
interconnection network. Using a fixed, routed interconnection network alleviates
most of the problems associated with inter-task communication in a reconfigurable
system. The fixed-position communication interface minimizes the runtime overhead
induced by any additional routing that could be required to connect a hardware task
to the communication system. In the case of Mignolet et al [Mig+03], the packet-
oriented network allows to seamlessly address a task no matter where it is loaded
in the heterogeneous reconfigurable system, as tasks could either be loaded on the
hardware fabric or in the software system.
Older techniques addressing the communication problem between hardware tasks
in the context of partial reconfiguration were based on a standard bus interface
approach. The fixed logic glue between partially reconfigurable regions comprises
the necessary logic for bus communication as well as fixed bus macros on both static
and partially reconfigurable regions to realize the connection with newly placed
hardware tasks, as long as the partial bit-stream comprises this macro at the correct
position. This is the solution recommended by Xilinx since the early introduction
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of its partial reconfiguration flow, and it is used by many of the work on bit-stream
relocation involving Virtex devices, such as the previously discussed work of Kalte et
al. [Kal+05] or Beckhoff et al. [BKT14]. The partial reconfiguration frameworks
proposed by Carver et al. [CPF08] and Tan and DeMara [TD08] also rely on bus
macros.
3.2 Configurable communication network
Bobda et al. [Bob+05], and Majer et al. [Maj+07] designed the Erlangen Slot
Machine, an FPGA-based reconfigurable computer which aimed to answer architec-
tural problems when dealing with partial reconfiguration. One of the enhancement
of this hardware system over the use of bus macros is the introduction of a fully
configurable (external) crossbar in addition to standard PRR-to-PRR buses, which
allow for a PRR to communicate with its immediate neighbors. The crossbar is
the backbone of the communications in the Erlangen Slot Machine and answers the
dilemma of distributing the system inputs and outputs among the hardware task
positions.
In Flynn et al. [FGG09], the clock signals are routed at runtime to the PRRs to
ensure a regular clock distribution across the newly placed task in Virtex 4 and 5
devices.
3.3 Bit-stream merging
Sedcole et al. [Sed+05] explored 2-D reconfiguration techniques in Virtex FPGAs
to provide more flexibility on the task placement. The column organization of Virtex
and Virtex II devices forced previous work to limit the reconfigurability to column
boundaries, as presented in the previous section. The 2-D method presented by
Secdole et al. relies on bit-stream merging techniques, which allows multiple tasks
to share the same column, as long as the sets of used resources are disjoint. The
merging method also enables a reconfigurable PRR to be merged with static logic
already allocated. The bit-stream merging is however costly, since an increase in the
reconfiguration time of up to four times is observed.
3.4 Just-in-time routing
On the other side of the spectrum of runtime routing techniques, in comparison
to the previously described online methods, Lysecky et al. [LVT04] developed the
Riverside On-Chip Router (ROCR), a just-in-time (JIT) compiler. ROCR realizes
the placement and routing step online, as a software algorithm implemented on a
processor system. ROCR is ten times faster in average than the state-of-the-art
Versatile Place-and-Route (VPR) software at that time, while consuming thirteen
times less memory for similar results with at most a 32% increase in critical path
delay. Although greatly versatile, solutions akin to ROCR are also extremely slow
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in the domain of dynamically reconfigurable hardware. Small tasks from the MCNC
benchmark suite can take up to 13 seconds to be placed and routed at runtime for
a specific position of the logic fabric, while the configuration of the FPGA partition
itself is in the order of ten milliseconds.
Most of the time consumed by ROCR is dedicated to the iterative routing process,
this is also the case for other open-source and commercial FPGA routers such as VPR
or the Xilinx and Altera tool flows. In the case of bit-stream merging techniques,
additional routing can add as much as 97 seconds to the migration time of a hardware
task [SF10].
3.5 Conclusion
Most of the techniques detailed in this section offer a relocatability of FPGA
modules focused on existing architectures. The main downside of such an approach
is the dependency of these methods to the considered device, of which the finer
details are not known to the designer. The approach of the work of this thesis
on the placement of hardware tasks is conducted from another point-of-view, using
enhancements at the architecture level rather than relying on existing devices. A cus-
tom, position-independent, representation of the configuration bit-stream prevents
the need of a complete online JIT router to place the tasks. Optimized algorithms
allow for the decoding of such bit-streams almost transparently, whereas bit-stream
manipulation filters need to rely on a closed bit-stream format. Moreover, using a
known abstract representation of the configuration bit-stream enables the represen-
tation of logic and routing data in a smarter way, allowing a higher compression
ratio than generic compressors.
4 Placement and routing for FPGAs
In the same manner that the architecture of FPGAs has evolved since their
introduction thirty years ago, the tool flow accompanying these devices matured to
put less stress on the FPGA designer. As the complexity of applications targeting
reconfigurable FPGA systems grew over the years to include domains ranging from
signal processing to special-purpose processor implementations, the practicality of
mapping the designs to the targeted systems by hand has been limited by the time
needed to analyze the multiple optimizations and the subsequent trade-offs required
for these implementations. This limiting manpower factor led to the development of
increasingly advanced algorithms at various stages of the FPGA design flow, from
the designer description of a complex system down to its actual implementation
on the final hardware system. As such, the FPGA design flow is nowadays mostly
standardized [CCP06], with each intermediate step clearly distinguished. Figure 2-3
illustrates this flow, from which little deviations can be encountered.
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Figure 2-3 – A typical FPGA design flow
4.1 High-level synthesis and non architecture-dependent
optimizations
The desired application targeting an FPGA hardware platform is usually de-
scribed using either a high-level language (e.g. C, C++) or a behavioral hardware
description language (e.g. VHDL, Verilog, AHDL). Unlike software programs whose
description is compiled to a set of instructions which are then decoded and executed
by a microprocessor, the description of a hardware design is translated into complex
data-paths made of registers, Arithmetic and Logic Units (ALUs), memories, mul-
tiplexers or other high-level building blocks. Additionally, control parts take care of
the scheduling of these components. This combination of high-level data-paths and
control elements forms a Register Transfer Level (RTL) description of the design.
The RTL description is generic and not tied to a specific hardware technology at
this point of the design flow: an application will probably share most of the same
RTL description if it targets an FPGA or an ASIC.
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The RTL description may at this point be optimized for both data-path and
control parts. The data-path optimization uses techniques such as expression opti-
mization, operation sharing or constant propagation in order to reduce the data-path
footprint in terms of components or complexity. For the control part, retiming al-
gorithms or finite state-machine encoding schemes may be applied to enhance the
overall scheduling of the design and reduce the use of operators in the data-paths or
increase the performance. Every general optimization at this point or target-specific
optimization later in the flow is based on trade-offs specified by the designer over
criterion such as area occupancy, power consumption and performance (throughput,
latency).
4.2 FPGA architecture mapping
Starting from the technology mapping step, the flow becomes very specific to the
FPGA and to its architecture. The technology mapping step maps the various high-
level elements comprising the optimized data-paths to dedicated hardware structures
of the FPGA logic fabric: embedded multipliers, adders and their dedicated carry-
chains, embedded memories. Additionally, the control logic and portions of the
data-path which can not fit embedded accelerators of the logic fabric are mapped to
the logic elements of the FPGA. This logic mapping implies that the corresponding
logic equations should be optimized to fit the available logic elements. Most im-
portantly, the size of the LUTs is taken into account to only have k-input, or less,
logic equations, where k is the size of the LUTs of the FPGA. In the case where
a primitive equation has more inputs than the available LUTs, it will be split and
routed over multiple logic elements.
4.3 Placement
At this point of the flow, the design is a netlist of allocated FPGA resources:
memories, embedded accelerators, logic elements, inputs and outputs. The place-
ment algorithm takes care of the final position of these elements on the final logic
fabric while keeping track of the relation between each of them to be able to meet
the design performance trade-offs.
Most commercially available FPGA architectures expose some form of logic el-
ement locality, as detailed in Chapter 1. Incidentally, the placement step of the
FPGA design flow is often preceded by a clustering step in order to group highly-
correlated logic elements together. The clustering allows for the reduction of routing
congestion by exploiting local interconnections between groups of logic blocks.
The objective of the placement step is to place each element of the netlist so
that the subsequent routing step can be performed with the available routing re-
sources. Unfortunately it is often impossible in practice to have a clear metric of
the routability of a given placed netlist, given the complexity of modern FPGA
network.
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In the case of island-style architectures, most placement algorithms are based on
variants of the simulated annealing algorithm [KGV83]. The placement step starts
from an initial semi-random placement of the netlist on the logic fabric. Iteratively,
pairs of blocks are swapped and the whole placement is evaluated thanks to a cost
function which varies among the algorithm implementations. The simulated anneal-
ing algorithm searches a globally optimal minimum of the placement cost, which
should therefore reflect all the legality constraints of the FPGA architecture. The
placement step is operated distinctly from the routing since these two optimization
problems are NP-hard [WTM96].
4.4 Routing
The routing process maps the interconnections between the various elements of
the netlist to the routing resources available on the FPGA. In the case of an island-
style architecture this is the set of routing channels and switch boxes to traverse to
create the paths required for each net of the design.
The routing process problem resides in the finite set of routing resources available
to route all the nets of the design. As the complete set of nets is routed on the fabric,
some highly-congested parts will be deprived of available resources, while less used
portions of the design will still offer many more available segments which can be
considered as wasted. Unlike placement algorithms, the routing algorithm may fail
when the pool of available routing resources is exhausted in certain locations of the
design.
Given the regular topology of FPGA architectures, such as the island-style ar-
chitecture, the routing step of the flow is really similar to the one performed on
standard-cell ASIC design and Mask-Programmable Gate Arrays (MPGAs).
Routing the netlist can be assimilated to a graph problem where the net end-
points are nodes of the graph (inputs, outputs, wire segments) and the programmable
switches between them are the edges. Graph theory problems have been extensively
researched since at least the work of Leonhard Euler in the XVIIIth century on the
seven bridges of Königsberg. The basics of the FPGA routing problem are solved
by maze routing algorithms [Lee61] which are generalizations of Dijkstra’s shortest
path algorithm [Dij59].
The maze routing algorithm, detailed in Algorithm 1 finds the shortest path
between two nodes in the routing graph. The first stage of the algorithm performs
a wave propagation of incremental marks starting from the start node, until the
end node gets marked, as demonstrated in Figure 2-4a. The second stage, shown in
Figure 2-4b, backtracks the shortest path from the end node up to the start node.
These operations are sequentially repeated for every net of the design. As each net
will occupy resources in the graph, some of them will fail to be routed, and the
routing process will have to rip up some selected nets to route them otherwise and
allow more nets to be routed, iteratively.
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Figure 2-4 – Illustration of the maze routing algorithm. The first step incre-
mentally marks neighboring nodes with an increasing i mark from the start node,
until the end node gets marked. The second step builds the final path starting from
the end node by backtracking decreasing marks. The maze algorithm ensures that
the shortest possible path is built, although multiple of them are possible for a given
routing graph.
4.4-1 Global and detailed routing
As the routing complexity increases rapidly with the size of the considered de-
sign, it becomes impractical to solve the routing as a whole in one pass. Early FPGA
routers split the routing process into two separate passes. The first one, the global
routing, coarsely determines in which areas a given net will be routed, while consid-
ering local congestion and the timing criticality of the net. This first pass will then
produce an approximate topology of the final routing with each net routed through
the various available channels of the considered interconnect architecture.
The second pass, the detailed routing, will make the previously defined coarse
routing compliant with the design rules defined for the architecture (e.g. in terms
of number of nets per channel).
CGE and SEGA Early detailed routers such as CGE [BRV92] and SEGA [LB93]
were respectively proposed by Brown et al. and Lemieux et al.. The main difference
brought by SEGA, apart from the cost function, is the support of variable-length
segments in the FPGA architecture, which can be exploited to route nets of ade-
quate size more efficiently. Both of these detailed routers use the same two-phase
algorithm. In a first phase, an exhaustive list of possible detailed routes for a global
routing is built up and yields a set of alternative routes for each net of the coarse
graph. The second phase forms the connections in the detailed graph by first select-
ing the detailed route of the lowest cost, then marking this path as routed in the
graph. The other alternative routes of this path are then discarded, as well as the
other paths which shared the same segments as those allocated to the lowest cost
route. If a given route loses its latest possible path, it is deemed unroutable, which
may lead to a routing failure. Such routes with only one possible path remaining
are given a high priority in order to circumvent this problem.
The cost functions of CGE and SEGA thus plays the most important role in
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Data: Start and end nodes
Result: Shortest route between start and end nodes
Remove the mark of every node in the graph;
Mark the start node with 0;
i ← 0;
repeat
Mark every unmarked and unblocked neighbors of nodes marked by i with
i + 1;
i ← i + 1;
until End node reached or No more unmarked neighbor ;
Start from the target point;
repeat
Go to a neighbor with a lowest mark than the current node;
Add this node to the path;
until Start node reached ;
Mark the nodes in the path as blocked;
Algorithm 1: Maze routing algorithm
the routing process of all coarse graphs of the global routing. CGE uses the cost
function
Cf (p) =
�
i
�
j
1
alt(ej)
(2-1)
to determine the cost of a path p, based on its i edges (e1, e2, . . . , ei). alt(ej) repre-
sents the number of edges which could be used instead of e in a set of alternative
paths j. Thus, the more an edge is needed for a given path, the higher the path
priority will be in the second phase. This cost function ensures that the next selected
path in the list will have the least negative effect on other routes.
Since SEGA handles variable-length segments, its cost function is accordingly a
bit more complex. The cost of a path p is given by the four-term sum
C(p) = Cα(p) + Cβ(p) + Cc(p) + Cf (p) (2-2)
where Cf (p) is defined in Equation 2-1, Cα(p) reflects the wastage of long seg-
ments by smaller wire segments, Cβ(p) models the number of segments used, and
Cc(p) expresses the number of alternative paths remaining for the considered coarse
graph.
Boolean satisfiability Wood and Rutenbar [WR98] proposed to formulate the
routing problem as boolean equations to solve it using Boolean Satisfiability (SAT)
solvers. For a given global routing solution, the SAT solver expresses every net
of the design as a chain of vertical and horizontal segments (corresponding to the
FPGA routing channels). Boolean expressions then formulate the constraints of the
design: the connectivity constraints, to model the connections needed to realize the
connected path of a net, and the exclusivity constraints, which prevents nonexistent
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paths (i.e. from the underlying architecture perspective) or already used channels
from being considered. Exclusivity constraints need to be as exhaustive as possible
for the FPGA architecture to be properly modeled. Nam, et al. [Nam+04] used the
GRASP [MS99] SAT solver on the system of connectivity and exclusivity equations
of a given global routing to solve for the detailed routing. While the failure of
iterative routing processes is not conclusive on whether the considered global routing
is feasible or not, the SAT solver will always yield a valid detailed routing if a given
global routing is routable on this architecture.
SAT solving has however a non-negligible drawback. A huge amount of resources
are needed when dealing with very large designs or complex routing architectures, as
the SAT solving problem is NP-hard. This is however a very dynamic research area
which shows improvements every year as new SAT solvers such as BerkMin [GN07]
or SCIP [Ach09] bring faster solving techniques.
4.4-2 Combined routing
Several FPGA routers combine the global and detailed routing steps into a sin-
gle process in the FPGA design flow. This behavior mainly allows preventing the
discrepancies which could appear when attempting to perform a detailed routing on
a previously defined coarse graph, as explained in Section 4.4-1.
Greedy bin-packing Wu and Marek-Sadowska [WM94] proposed one of the earli-
est combined routing algorithm, greedy bin-packing (GBP). GBP decays every multi-
pin net of the design into 2-pin nets and creates a set of track domains from the
routing segments of the considered FPGA architecture. Each track domain is a set
of wire segments which are disjoint from the other track domains2. GDP then packs
the 2-pin nets into the track domains following various packing heuristics such as
the best-fit-decreasing (BFD) for the selection of the track domain. This results in a
combined global/detailed routing process which performs better than contemporary
detailed routers such as the previously described CGE and SEGA.
PathFinder PathFinder [ME95] is the most prominent routing algorithm used
in modern FPGA routers. PathFinder is an iterative, negociation-based routing
algorithm. It first tries to route every net on the graph, without concern about
the over-utilization of routing resources. Once every net is routed, the algorithm
operates an iterative process to rip-up and reroute the nets in order to keep only one
net per routing wire at most. The innermost loop of PathFinder is in fact the maze
routing algorithm, which has been enhanced to include a cost function to condition
the propagation of the first stage of the algorithm, so as to limit the congestion
and reduce the number of bends (i.e. routing a signal successively on perpendicular
channels).
2The assumption of disjoint track domains depends on the FPGA architecture topology and is
verified for the Xilinx 4000 chip used in [WM94].
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The original PathFinder algorithm presented by McMurchie et al. [ME95] uses
the cost function
Cost(n) = [b(n) + h(n)]× p(n) (2-3)
to use a node n in a route, where b(n) is the base cost of the node (often related to
the intrinsic delay of the node), h(n) is a factor related to the historic congestion of
the node in previous iterations of the algorithm, and p(n) is the current congestion
of the node. The cost function has been refined over its implementations (e.g.
VPR (see next section), Madeo from Lagadec [Lag01]) to reflect the needs to take
multiple parameters into account such as the delay model of the architecture or the
cost associated with other choices of the current route (e.g. bends).
Versatile Place and Route To date, the most successful academic FPGA router
is the Versatile Place and Route (VPR) [BR97] [Luu+11] tool. VPR uses a negotiation-
based algorithm, based on PathFinder [BRM99], which consistently shows better
results (i.e. fewer tracks) over the benchmarks ran on multiple FPGA routers from
the time when VPR was first introduced. The cost function used in VPR is defined
as
Cost(n) = Aij × delay(n, topology) + (1− Aij) [b(n) + h(n)]× p(n) (2-4)
to route a path going from a source i to a sink j through a node n. The delay(n,
topology) term is the Elmore delay model [Elm48] of node n, and Aij is a balance
factor between this delay term and the congestion term presented earlier. The most
timing critical nets will have Aij very close to 1 so that the net will have the priority
over less timing critical paths in a congested segment.
4.5 Verilog to Routing
Subsequently to the presentation of the FPGA design flow steps in the previous
subsections, it is important to note that the most competitive flows are those shipped
with the design suites of commercial FPGA chips, whose development is funded by
the company, driven by their customers needs, and that perfectly fit their chips.
These design suite inner workings are obscure to the final user, since most of the
added value can be considered trade secret.
From the available open-source tools, the Verilog to Routing [Ros+12] (VTR)
framework proposed by Rose et al. is to date the most comprehensive academic flow
available. It is often desirable for the architecture designer to explore architecture
options for research or prior to the fabrication of a custom FPGA. Thanks to a user-
defined architecture description, Verilog-To-Routing (VTR) is able to synthesize,
place and route a Verilog design onto a virtual architecture.
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Figure 2-5 – The Verilog to Routing design flow
4.5-1 VTR design flow
The VTR framework flow is illustrated in Figure 2-5. The three main tools used
to realize the RTL elaboration of Verilog files, the optimization of the logic netlist
and eventually the placement and routing of the synthesized design are accompanied
by multiple helper scripts and a defined framework for running benchmarks.
ODIN-II Jamieson et al. [Jam+10] proposed the ODIN-II tool as an open-source
front-end synthesis framework for the elaboration of Verilog description modules.
Although not the only open-source Verilog synthesizer, the other existing tools focus
on the simulation of digital modules, rather than the elaboration and the integration
in a whole tool-flow. ODIN-II integrates in the VTR framework by realizing the
elaboration of the input Verilog design and generating a coarse netlist in the Berkeley
Logic Interchange Format (BLIF).
The BLIF file not only contains the equations resulting from the logic synthesis of
the Verilog design, but also black-boxes referring to dedicated hardware accelerators
of the target FPGA architecture. For this purpose ODIN-II relies on the architec-
ture description, specified in an XML file, which contains numerous architecture
details used by VPR and precisely specifies these hardware accelerators in terms of
inputs, outputs and possible configuration (e.g. a single 64kB memory block could
be configured as a single dual-port 64kB RAM, or two single-port 32kB RAMs).
ODIN-II uses this data to recognize modules instantiated in the main Verilog design
by the same name and renders them in the coarse BLIF netlist as black-boxes. These
black-boxes do not carry any logic information, but rather indications on how the
rest of the system interacts and interconnects to them.
ABC ABC is a complete logic manipulation and verification system proposed
by Mishchenko et al. [Mis+07]. In the context of the VTR framework, ABC is
used to perform the hardware-independent optimization of the logic design and the
technology mapping. The BLIF file generated by ODIN-II is first transformed into
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an And-Inverter Graph (AIG) and processed by series of rewrites and refactors which
performs technology-independent optimizations of the graph.
The logic network is then mapped to the target FPGA LUT size. The LUT
size is not directly parsed from the architecture by ABC, but has been instead
extracted by framework scripts. At this point, ABC has no information about the
target architecture, apart from the LUT size. The resulting technology-mapped logic
network is then iteratively cleaned up to remove unused inputs/outputs, constant-
driven latches and orphan nodes. ABC outputs an optimized and processed BLIF
file.
VPR As cited previously in this chapter, the VPR software is a customizable
academic placer and router at the core of the VTR framework. VPR heavily relies on
the custom architecture description given as an XML file, which specifies the details
of the target FPGA architecture. The packer included in VPR, AAPack, realizes
the clustering of the optimized BLIF file into architecture-dependent structures (flip-
flops, memories, multipliers). The placement step is based on a simulated annealing
algorithm and is able to automatically determine the adequate logic fabric size for the
specified input design, although this size can also be fixed by the architecture.
The combined global/detailed routing process, presented in Section 4.4-2, uses a
PathFinder variant to perform either breadth-first, timing-driven or directed search
routing. The router can either try to route the design with a specific channel width
if it has been fixed when invoking the VTR framework, or proceed to determine
the smallest possible channel width required to successfully route this design. In
this case, multiple routing attempts will be made to determine this smallest channel
width by dichotomy.
As a result, in the case of a successful placement and routing, VPR outputs
various files describing the final state of the flow. A netlist file, described in XML,
iteratively lays out the FPGA design in terms of architecture-dependent modules
and hardware blocks. The content of the netlist file depends on the architecture
definition file and on the packing step of the flow. Additionally, a placement file
gives the final placement determined by VPR. It contains a list of each instantiated
block along with their horizontal and vertical position on the logic fabric, and a
subblock identifier when a physical block can contain more than one logical block
(e.g. an I/O block can be made of multiple I/O pads, a logic cluster can contain
multiple LUTs). Finally, a route file specifies the path taken by each routed net of
the design.
4.5-2 Applications to commercial FPGAs
Although VTR was originally designed for academic purposes as an open-source
synthesis framework for the community, some recent initiatives, such as Rapid-
Smith [HEW13], were proposed to connect VTR to commercial Xilinx FPGA. The
combination of the netlist, placement and routing files could be enough for VPR
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to generate a bit-stream, but the architecture file lacks the definition of how each
function, route and hardware block configuration would actually be implemented
in the target chip. RapidSmith reads these files and maps them to Xilinx popular
FPGA chips in order to generate a bit-stream using bit-stream manipulation tools
provided in the Xilinx tool-flow.
Until recently, VTR did not provide any mean of actually generating an RTL
model of a test architecture. Recent work by Kim and Anderson [KA15] fills this
gap by enabling the generation of a synthesizable model of the evaluated FPGA ar-
chitecture and to generate bit-streams for this architecture. The current limitations
only consider the soft logic elements of the logic fabric, but it is a promising step
towards the easier development of custom architectures.
5 Conclusion
This chapter presented state-of-the-art techniques to handle the runtime recon-
figuration of FPGA devices. Task relocation schemes for existing FPGA architec-
tures have been detailed and runtime routing methods have been presented. We
have seen that these techniques are limited in functionality and performance due
to their dependency to their target architectures. Eventually, the Computer-Aided
Design (CAD) tools and algorithms used in FPGA development flows have been
detailed.
Overall, research domains around FPGA partial-reconfiguration and the associ-
ated CAD tools and algorithms are very active areas. Some of the presented work
have been proposed at the early beginnings of FPGAs, and would be nowadays much
more difficult to implement considering the fast pace of evolution of FPGA archi-
tectures. Modern reconfigurable devices include hundreds of complex hard blocks
which render the dynamic runtime placement techniques harder to implement. Han-
dling the device heterogeneity is a prime issue for modern relocation schemes which
has only been solved to this day by only considering homogeneous hardware mod-
ules. This limitation does not allow a reconfigurable architecture to fully expose its
performance in the context of partial reconfiguration if relocatable hardware tasks
are considered.
To circumvent these issues, the contributions of this thesis bring enhancements at
multiple levels of the FPGA device. An alternate representation of the configuration
bit-stream is proposed to allow for the generation of relocatable, position indepen-
dent hardware tasks, the Virtual Bit-Streams. These tasks are finalized at runtime
for their final position by an online controller. This techniques do not rely on a
particular FPGA architecture beyond the use of a dedicated controller, and could
be applied to any reconfigurable structure. Additionally, modifications to the FPGA
interconnect are explored to enable the placement of heterogeneous hardware tasks
with more flexibility. This is achieved by decoupling the interconnection network in
two parts, of which one is dedicated to the hard blocks only. Eventually, enhance-
ments at the configuration memory level allow for the flexible placement of hardware
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task configuration bit-streams into a memory organized as a shift-register.
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Abstract
The contemporary methods of exchanging Intellectual Property (IP) cores and
hardware tasks rely either on RTL netlists to be integrated in the manufacturer’s
development flow, or finalized bit-streams tied to a specific chip architecture. In
the context of online task relocation in a reconfigurable device with current FPGA
design flows, this inevitably leads to one configuration bit-stream being created for
each target position in the logic fabric. This chapter proposes another point of
view of configuration bit-streams in the forms of unfinalized bit-streams, abstracted
from the target interconnect resources, which can be loaded at runtime to attain
a maximum flexibility in the final placement of the hardware task and an efficient
compression of the configuration data stream [HCS15].
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Figure 3-1 – Overview of the Virtual Bit-Stream technique integrated to
a FPGA logic fabric. The Virtual Bit-Streams are decoded by a dedicated recon-
figuration controller which decodes the alternate representation and loads it into the
target logic fabric configuration memory.
1 Motivation for position-independent bit-streams
Although modern FPGA devices generally offer some advanced means of dynam-
ically reconfiguring the logic fabric and interconnect at runtime, they often have
the pitfall of limited software support for this reconfiguration. Chapter 2 gave an
overview of state-of-the-art techniques to tackle the problem of relocation in these
devices, mostly based on runtime bit-stream rewriting techniques or differential bit-
stream storage, but never observing the problem from the angle of the configuration
stream format by itself.
The manufacturer’s relocation flow limits the relocation to the generation of
multiple bit-streams for each possible position of the considered design on the final
logic fabric. This is easily understandable given the heterogeneity of both the logic
fabric and its accompanying routing network, within the FPGA chip itself and also
between series of a given architecture. The direct consequences of this relocation
scheme have been detailed in Section 2.1 of Chapter 2: as the number of desired
placements of the hardware task increase, so does the volume of information to store
in memory. This leads to little control on the final placement, as the number of
position needs to be restricted, and memory wastage when considering fully-flexible
placement.
The proposed Virtual Bit-Stream concept and associated flow aims to bring soft-
ware paradigm to the reconfigurable hardware world. In software, a large RAM
generally holds both executable code and data. For computers, the versatility of the
platform generally implies that all the possible executable code can not be stored
at once in the RAM, they are rather stored in large-scale storage medium such as
hard disk drive (HDD) or solid-state drive (SSD). On-demand, at the user request,
executable code can be loaded into the memory and executed by a general-purpose
processor from there. The whole process is handled by the operating system kernel,
which selects a suitable empty space of the physical memory to be allocated for the
program execution, and may also load executable dependencies to be executed, etc.
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Current trends in the software world also rely on the generation of intermediate
byte-codes to achieve the portability of software code to multiple platforms. At run-
time, a JIT compiler creates the system-specific binary code from the distributed
intermediate byte-code. There is no such mechanism in the FPGA world which
can act as dynamically as a software platform, mostly due to the inherent limita-
tions of hardware design and the actual little interest in relocatable hardware from
FPGA vendors. The Virtual Bit-Stream aims to be part of the answer to dynamic
hardware task management, proposing an abstract representation of a configuration
bit-stream which can be finalized at runtime to virtually place a task anywhere on
a compatible logic fabric.
The Virtual Bit-Streams are decoded at runtime by a dedicated reconfiguration
controller, as illustrated in Figure 3-1. This runtime controller handles the dynamic
loading of the Virtual Bit-Streams and decodes them to create an equivalent conven-
tional bit-stream specific to a location in the logic fabric. The resulting bit-stream
is then configured into the target FPGA configuration memory.
2 Virtual Bit-Stream concept
The main problem associated with relocating a given configuration bit-stream is
associated with finding a place somewhere on the logic fabric which completely repli-
cates the original intended place of the bit-stream, in terms of logic fabric composi-
tion and interconnection network capabilities. Apart from the architecture point-of-
view of the FPGA device, the configuration bit-stream also depends of the intrinsic
method of inputting data within the configuration memory of the chip. The com-
plexity and heterogeneity of modern devices leaves very little opportunity to find
two places in a device sharing this whole set of parameters exactly.
The Virtual Bit-Stream (VBS) overcomes this situation with an intermediate, un-
finalized, representation of a synthesized hardware task. It relies on pre-generated
routing data to model a configuration bit-stream in an abstract manner, completely
disregarding the FPGA device underlying routing architecture and configuration
bit-stream organization. This abstraction allows to only finalize the configuration
on-demand, at runtime and in real-time for the desired position. The runtime con-
siderations of the Virtual Bit-Stream are thoroughly discussed in Chapter 4.
2.1 Interconnect abstraction
The Virtual Bit-Stream abstraction model can theoretically be applied to any
reconfigurable architecture which can be reduced to a tiled fabric of configurable
operators and its immediate surrounding reconfigurable network. For the sake of
simplifying examples, the considered device is a highly flexible generalization of
modern routing networks seen in island-style architectures, as shown in Figure 3-
2.
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Figure 3-2 – Example of an island-style architecture and its repeatable
macro-cell . The considered architecture is a generalized island-style logic array
and its mesh routing network. Ignoring localized heterogeneity, a repeatable pattern
can be identified, duplicated in both directions, which is what we consider in this
document as a macro-cell.
The repeatable pattern of the architecture presented in Figure 3-2 is surrounded
with a red dotted line. It is composed of one element of the logic fabric, which can
either be a logic block or a fraction of a hard block, associated to the immediate
horizontal and vertical connection blocks and the switch block at their intersection.
This pattern is defined as a macro-cell : the basic tile of the FPGA architecture
which can be replicated in both horizontal and vertical directions to create the logic
fabric. Most architectures will have multiple different macro-cells, depending on the
logic fabric constitution. From the Virtual Bit-Stream point-of-view, however, the
exact content of the macro-cell does not matter as the online decoder will be specific
to each macro-cell.
Figure 3-3 depicts an example of such a macro-cell in which the interconnect is
made of W = 5 wires in each channel, with a connection block flexibility Fc = 1
(i.e. each logic block input/output is connected to all tracks in the routing chan-
nels), and a switch block flexibility Fs = 3 using a disjoint switch topology. In this
example we consider that all the configurable switches are 4- or 3-way switches able
to interconnect any of the 4 or 3 wires on its endpoints. For reference, a red (dark)
dot in Figure 3-3 corresponds to a 4-way configurable switch whose circuit imple-
mentation requires 6 pass-transistors. Similarly, the orange (bright) dots are 3-way
configurable switches and require 3 pass-transistors, along with their configuration
memory cells. In addition to this interconnect, we define the Basic Logic Element
(BLE) in this example as a single 6-LUT plus a configurable output flip-flop. This
logic block thus requires 6 inputs and one output and we define L = 7 as the number
of logic inputs and outputs in the macro-cell.
We can describe the configuration bit-stream BS of this macro-cell as the union
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Figure 3-3 – Details of a macro-cell and its routing details. The local inter-
connect, comprising the switch block and the connection blocks, along with a basic
logic element (BLE), forms the macro-cell. This macro-cell uses 4- and 3- way
configurable switches as its configurable switches in the connection blocks. The in-
terconnection network contains connections going from/to the local logic element as
well as connections to neighboring elements. The logic element itself has some of its
connections feeding adjacent macro-cell connection blocks.
between, in one hand, the immutable logic configuration BSlogic of the BLE and,
on the other hand, the configuration of the interconnect part of the macro-cell
BSinterconnect, made of the state of every pass-transistor of each configurable switch
of the macro-cell routing. Thereby, we define BS = BSlogic∪BSinterconnect. The size
(i.e. the number of bits) of this configuration bit-stream is Nb, also defined as the
sum of the sizes Nblogic and Nbinterconnect of both of its components. These two sizes
depends on the architecture and can be calculated. The logic part contains here the
2k bits of configuration of the k-LUT and one bit to configure the output multiplexer
to select between the latched and asynchronous output of the LUT, leading to
Nblogic = 2
k + 1 (3-1)
in the case of our defined logic block, i.e. Nblogic = 26 + 1 = 65 bits. To keep this
example simple, the clock selection, clear/reset logic and set selection are ignored but
would nonetheless require a few additional bits to the logic configuration BSlogic. The
size of the interconnect part of the configuration bit-stream can also be defined, in our
case, based on the number NSW3 and NSW4 of 3- and 4-way switches. For the routing
architecture used in Figure 3-3, the number of 3-way switches is defined by NSW3 =
L, since there is one 3-way switch for each logic input or output. Comparably, the
number of 4-way switches is calculated by NSW4 = L(W − 1)+W , where L(W − 1)
corresponds to the number of 4-way switches for each of the L logic inputs and
outputs, and W is the number of 4-way switches in the disjoint switch block. If we
put these calculations together, we define the number of configuration bits for the
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Figure 3-4 – Abstract model of a macro-cell. The abstraction of a macro-cell is
made on its routing portion. In this representation, the inner details of the detailed
routing are ignored and the interconnect is rather seen as a black box with input and
output pins corresponding to the routing lines and the connection boxes. The model
of a macro-cell with W = 5 wires per channel and L = 7 connections to nearby logic
blocks has 4W + L pins through which the route paths can cross.
interconnect portion of the macro-cell as
Nbinterconnect = 6×NSW4 + 3×NSW3
= 6× (L(W − 1) +W ) + 3× L
(3-2)
solving in this example to Nbinterconnect = 6×(7× 4 + 5)+3×7 = 219 bits. The sum
of Equation 3-1 and Equation 3-2 results in Nb = Nlogic +Ninterconnect = 65+ 219 =
284 bits in total for the set of configuration bits BS of a single macro-cell.
These 284 bits of configuration bit-stream defines the functionality and intercon-
nections of the macro-cell, notwithstanding that the considered macro-cell is fully
used (a lot of routes and the logic block are used), partially used (only a few routes
going through the routing channels) or even not used at all in the design. The Vir-
tual Bit-Stream abstraction model arises from the observation that it is possible to
express the same amount of information with fewer data using a smarter notation
than the conventional, raw, bit-stream BS.
Figure 3-4 illustrates the Virtual Bit-Stream model corresponding to the physical
macro-cell presented in Figure 3-3. The model is parameterized by the channel width
W , the number of logic inputs and outputs L and the type of logic block, which
dictates the number Nblogic of configuration bits of the logic block. This abstract
model completely removes any insight of the underlying routing architecture and
the exact routing possibilities of this network. From the Virtual Bit-Stream point-
of-view, the routing portion of the macro-cell comprises a set of inputs and outputs
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spread among purely routing I/Os which connects to other wire tracks, and logic
I/Os which are tied to an adjacent logic block. Since the routing details are omitted
in the model, there is no knowledge of whether the logic inputs and outputs connect
to the logic block of the considered macro-cell, or to a logic block bordering it on
the logic fabric.
2.2 Route modeling
As seen in Figure 3-4, the inputs and outputs are named following a hierarchical
nomenclature. From the strict Virtual Bit-Stream binary file perspective, they are
sequentially numbered from 0 to 4×W +L−1 and denoted as such. However, from
the algorithm point-of-view it is necessary to have the knowledge of the routing
architecture details, which makes desirable to label the abstract model inputs and
outputs with evocative names.
The retained model for our test architecture is based on multiple criterion en-
abling to uniquely identify each input and output. First, the I/Os are classified
in function of their cardinal position on the routing portion of the macro-cell (i.e.
North, East, South and West). This cardinal indicator disregards the physical orga-
nization of the routing fabric. Each I/O is then organized in function of its functional
affinity: either Logic, for the connection to logic blocks, or Connection for inputs
and outputs going to and from other routing tracks. Eventually, the I/Os are se-
quentially numbered within each couple of cardinal position and functional affinity
so that each of them is uniquely identified by a tuple (D, T, n), where D is one of the
cardinal direction {N,E, S,W} (North, East, South or West), T is the connection
type in {L,C} (Logic or Connection) and n is a discriminating number.
In spite of the lack of knowledge on the underlying routing architecture, the
Virtual Bit-Stream stores the routing data of the abstract macro-cell model as a list
of connections between inputs and outputs of the said macro-cell. As an example,
Figure 3-5a illustrates a possible implementation of a macro-cell containing 3 routes,
and its corresponding abstract model in Figure 3-5b. Using the aforementioned
nomenclature, a list of abstract connections is built and constitutes the bulk of
the Virtual Bit-Stream data which will be decoded at runtime to reconstruct a
compatible configuration bit-stream dependent of the final task location. In Figure 3-
5c, the abstract routes are listed as WC1 ↔ EC1, WC0 ↔ SL1 and WL0 ↔
EC2 ↔ SC2. The latter connection is not point- to-point and thus needs to be
translated to two connections WL0 ↔ EC2 and WL0 ↔ SC2 in the connection
list, as the decoding algorithms do not currently support multi-point routes.
2.3 Coding the Virtual Bit-Stream
Given the primary goal of the Virtual Bit-Stream, which is to provide a means
to describe relocatable bit-streams, we have defined in the previous section a model
and a nomenclature to express the routing of a hardware task as an abstract list of
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Figure 3-5 – Virtual Bit-Stream abstraction, from routing to connection
list. The Virtual Bit-Stream abstracts the details of the interconnection network
contained in a macro-cell. With this abstract representation and an adequate nomen-
clature, the routing portion of a macro-cell can be described as a list of point-to-point
connections instead of the state of every pass-transistor in the interconnect.
connections. Since the finality of this alternate representation of the task data is
to be decoded at runtime to create a final bit-stream, there is a need to organize
the macro-cell abstract data into a structured file format. This binary file (i.e the
Virtual Bit-Stream file, as opposed to the Virtual Bit-Stream design flow) not only
contains logic and routing but also additional metadata which informs the online
decoder about the hardware task geometry and composition. In the end, this Virtual
Bit-Stream file is the hardware task as it contains all the necessary information to
place it on a logic fabric.
2.3-1 Metadata
The metadata required in a Virtual Bit-Stream file header include the task ge-
ometry (i.e. its width Tw and height Th), expressed in number of macro-cells. Since
most spatial schedulers work best with rectangles, we decided to limit the geometry
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of hardware tasks to the minimum rectangle fitting all the required logic resources.
The number of macro-cells Nmacro described in the file is also present so that the
decoder knows in advance how many data shall be read. Depending on the logic
utilization of the hardware task, Nmacro is not necessarily equal to the number w×h
of macro-cells enclosed by the task bounding box, as we limit the task shape to a
rectangle. Regarding the coding of these three metadata, the number of bits to code
each of them is only dependent on the architecture logic fabric width Archw and
height Archh. Indeed, the task width and height bit size NbS can be determined
by
NbS = �log2 (max (Archh, Archw))� (3-3)
since these fields can at most represent the largest length of the architecture size.
Similarly, the maximum number of macro-cells described in the Virtual Bit-Stream
file is equal to the total number of logic cells of the architecture, which leads to
calculate the number of bits NbM to represent the macro-cell count Nmacro of the
files of a given architecture as
NbM = �log2 (Archw × Archh)� (3-4)
Each of the abstract macro-cell are then iteratively described in the Virtual Bit-
Stream to represent the task data with both the logic content and the abstracted
list of routes.
Using an example logic fabric of 4, 096 logic blocks arranged in a 64×64 array, the
size and macro count metadata of a task would be respectively coded on NbS = 6 bits
and NbM = 12 bits. These sizes will vary depending on the architecture parameters
Archh and Archw
2.3-2 Macro-cells
The macro-cells are sequentially coded in the Virtual Bit-Stream file. The order
itself does not matter but depends on the target architecture, the configuration
method (i.e. the online decoder), and the organization of the configuration memory.
The arrangement of the list should ensure that the online Virtual Bit-Stream decoder
is able to generate a valid configuration bit-stream without seeking forward and
backward in the Virtual Bit-Stream.
Macro-cell metadata Each macro-cell contains metadata informing about its
logical position in the task. The horizontal X and vertical Y indexes describe the
current macro-cell position starting from a virtual (X;Y ) = (0; 0) point on upper
left corner of the task. Each additional macro-cell increments those values. The
position is indeed required for proper decoding since empty macro-cells (i.e. those
not containing logic data nor routes) must be represented in the final bit-stream
anyway. The maximum horizontal and vertical positions directly depend on the
maximum size of the logic fabric. Hence, these fields are coded on the same data
size NbS as the task width and height, detailed in Equation 3-3.
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Logic data The configuration content of the logic block directly comprised in the
considered macro-cell is then coded as a raw block of NbLB bits. Depending on the
logic fabric composition and organization, these bits may be anything from a k-LUT
content to the configuration of a hard block, such as an arithmetic accelerator or
the initial configuration of a memory.
Routes As described in the preceding sections, the routes in the Virtual Bit-
Stream are not tied to the FPGA interconnect network architecture. The routes are
rather expressed as a list of connections between input/output pins of the abstract
representation of the interconnect shown in Figure 3-4. The list is preceded by a
route counter representing the number of routes Nroute in this macro-cell. The max-
imum possible number of routes max(Nroute) in a macro-cell is less straightforward
to express since the extreme cases are much less rarely used. Theoretically, the max-
imum number of routes in the route list of a macro-cell would be 4W +L− 1, in the
case where a single input net is split to all other pins of the macro-cell, resulting in
4W +L−1 two-pins nets. However, max(Nroute) was empirically defined as 2W over
the various experiments, and this value is retained for the definition of the number
of bits NbR to code the number of routes:
NbR = �log2 (2W )� (3-5)
. This maximum number of routes NbR can be swept during the definition of an
architecture, in accordance with the online decoding logic.
The proper list of routes of the macro-cell is coded as a succession of cou-
ples (In,Out) of connections, each field of the couples being coded on NbC bits,
where
NbC = �log2 (4W + L)� (3-6)
is the number of bits required to code any of the pin of the macro-cell interconnect,
numbered from 0 to 4W + L − 1. At the lowest level of representation of the
Virtual Bit-Stream data, the input and output fields of each route of the macro-
cells are eventually coded by this number, which ignores the nomenclature used by
the algorithm. The mapping between the two representations is the same for all
similar macro-cells (i.e. sharing the same W and L parameters). Although the 3-
tuple identifying a macro-cell pin, introduced in Section 2.2, is not used for the final
representation of the macro-cell route data, it is extensively used at a higher level
of abstraction for the elaboration and definition of the online decoding algorithms
presented in Chapter 4.
To ease the online decoding step, the routes are listed by order of congestion:
the routes going through the most demanded switches (with regards to the possible
paths in the macro-cell) will get coded first, as determined during the encoding of
the routes of a given macro-cell. This order puts less stress on the online decoder
and prevents the need for re-routing already processed nets in a macro-cell.
Virtual Bit-Stream example Using the example illustrated in Figure 3-5, a cor-
responding Virtual Bit-Stream coding of the macro-cell would be defined as follows.
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Table 3-1 – Example Virtual Bit-Stream data on a macro-cell with W = 5,
L = 7 and four routes
Field Size Data
Position x NbS 001100
Position y NbS 011001
Logic data NbLB 1101. . .0010
Number of routes NbR 0100
WC1→ EC1 2NbC 00110 01001
WC0→ SL1 2NbC 00101 10000
WL0→ EC2 2NbC 10010 01010
SC2→ WL0 2NbC 01101 10010
The logic data of the macro-cell corresponds to a 6-LUT and its flip-flop, which
gives NbLB = 26 + 1 = 65 bits. The same architecture example as Section 2.3-1 is
retained, which leads to NbS = 6 bits. The number of routes field NbR and connec-
tion width field NbC are calculated following Equations 3-5 and 3-6, which solves as
NbR = �log2 (2× 5)� = 4 and NbC = �log2 (4× 5 + 7)� = 5. The equivalent macro-
cell data is given in Table 3-1. Its total size amounts to 121 bits, in comparison to
the 284 bits which would have been necessary otherwise with a conventional coding
of every bit of the simplified interconnection network presented in Figure 3-5.
Heterogeneity considerations The Virtual Bit-Stream implementation has been
considered over homogeneous architectures until now, with the macro-cell param-
eters being consistent over the logic fabric. It is however possible, and necessary
for most architectures, to consider the heterogeneity of the FPGA, which implies to
include another metadata field for each macro-cell giving an insight to the online
controller on the type of the macro-cell. Each type T of macro-cell corresponds to a
different tuple (W,L). Hence, each macro-cell type implies different coding NbR for
the route count and NbC for the connections. The online controller must therefore
provide a decoding method for each type T of macro-cell. The number of macro-
cell types should thus be kept to a minimum if the architecture is designed from
scratch. For the sake of simplicity, most explanations on the Virtual Bit-Stream
format referring to the homogeneous architecture previously defined will disregard
the heterogeneity considerations.
2.3-3 Overview
The Virtual Bit-Stream is built from a set of metadata and a list of macro-cell
data whose format have been explored in the previous subsections. It should be
noted that even if the Virtual Bit-Stream abstracts most details from the target
architecture, some fields are still dependent on some parameters of this architecture.
Notably, the coding format NbS, NbM , NbR and NbC of the Virtual Bit-Stream file
fields have been defined as a function of the architecture and macro-cells parameters
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Figure 3-6 – Clustering multiple macro-cells together before coding the
Virtual Bit-Stream. Using the Virtual Bit-Stream technique, it is possible to use
a coarser level of abstraction by grouping multiple macro-cells together prior to the
calculation of the route list. The clustering offers the possibility to represent the
routes with even fewer data, but at the cost of more complex decoding operations.
ArchW , ArchH , W and L. NbLB, the number of configuration bits of the logic
elements, is also a function of the architecture logic fabric. A given VBS- compatible
FPGA architecture and its associated Virtual Bit-Stream file format can thus be
described by these parameters defining the fields’ data sizes. For easier reference to
this format, we defined the tuple SMRCL as the format of a Virtual Bit-Stream
file, giving the data sizes of:
• the hardware task size (S),
• the number of macro-cells (M),
• the number of routes in a macro-cell (R),
• the input/output pins of the routes (C),
• the logic block configuration (L/LB).
For heterogeneous architectures, the format would be defined by the tuple SM
and a dictionary Ti ⇒ (Ri, Ci, Li) for each macro-cell type Ti.
3 Clustering
The model detailed in the previous section has only been applied at the finest
possible grain of an architecture: a single macro-cell. It is however possible to
group multiple macro-cells together to form a single cluster, as shown in Figure 3-6.
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We only consider regular, square clusters of macro-cells grouping M 2 macro-cells
together, M being the size of the cluster expressed in number of macro-cells per
square-side of the cluster.
The direct consequence of clustering multiple macro-cells together is the aggre-
gation of their routing resources into one abstract cluster, which also means fewer
routes to be connected and a smaller representation of a cluster in comparison to
the description of the macro-cells separately. Indeed, from the Virtual Bit-Stream
point of view, the cluster becomes the basic repeatable element to be coded. For
this purpose, the channel inputs and outputs that were previously shared between
two macro-cells do not exist anymore at the cluster level and are considered part of
the local interconnect. As such, the number of connections that are listed for a given
cluster is smaller than the union of routes of each macro-cell of the cluster. Indeed,
intra-macro-cell routes (i.e. those going from one logic I/O to another one inside
the same macro-cell) will stay a single route in the cluster list of connections, but
routes which previously crossed two macro-cells of the same cluster through channel
wires are now fused together. The routes can thus be split into two categories at
this point:
1. Routes which only spanned one macro-cell: these routes wont be affected much
by the clustering since they will be coded almost verbatim in the abstract clus-
ter, albeit with a higher bit width because of the higher number of input/out-
put pins in the cluster.
2. Routes crossing multiple macro-cells: if the crossed macro-cells are now part
of the same cluster, the number of connections required to describe the same
net is greatly reduced and contributes to a reduction of the Virtual Bit-Stream
size.
One consequence of grouping multiple macro-cells into a single cluster is the
reduction of size of the overall Virtual Bit-Stream, for the previously evoked rea-
sons. However, because of the increased space of solutions for the routing, the
run-time routing algorithm complexity also increases along with the cluster size,
since the complexity of the algorithms described in Chapter 4 is predominantly in
O(NIO).
4 Virtual Bit-Stream generation tools
The presentation of the tools and algorithms associated with the development of
applications targeting FPGA devices in Chapter 2 already stressed the importance of
powerful tools to accompany the complexity growth of FPGA architectures. As such,
the possibilities and improvements brought by the Virtual Bit-Stream techniques
presented in Section 2 would be of little interest without a supporting design flow.
While the previous section focused on the definition and high-level overview of the
Virtual Bit-Stream principles and its binary file format, this section details the oﬄine
design flow transforming a hardware description into a usable hardware task.
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Figure 3-7 – The Virtual Bit-Stream design flow, based on the Verilog-To-
Routing framework. The Virtual Bit-Stream design flow relies on the Verilog-To-
Routing framework to generate placement and routing data. The vbsgen back-end is
subsequently used to generate custom bit-streams using a custom model. A decoding
step is added after the bit-stream generation to ensure that the Virtual Bit-Streams
created will be decodable at runtime, and to regenerate non-compliant bit-streams.
4.1 Design flow overview
The design flow associated with the Virtual Bit-Stream technique aims to provide
all the necessary tools allowing the designer to create a hardware task, in the form of
a Virtual Bit-Stream file, from an application’s hardware description. As such, the
VTR tool flow, presented in Section 4.5 of Chapter 2, is one of the best academic
candidates to perform most of the tasks required by the Virtual Bit-Stream design
flow. VTR already includes the necessary tools and scripts to realize the RTL
elaboration of a Verilog description using ODIN-II, the technology mapping to the
target architecture with ABC, and the clustering, placement and routing of the logic
netlist thanks to VPR. The VTR design flow is completed by a custom back-end,
vbsgen implementing the necessary algorithm to create both Virtual Bit-Stream files,
and their equivalent conventional raw bit-streams for comparison.
The Virtual Bit-Stream flow details are presented in Figure 3-7. Most of the
flow is based on the VTR framework up to the generation of placement and routing
data, and our custom workflow is appended after the VPR step.
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1 .names x0 x1 x2 x3 S
2 ---- 1
3 -1-- 1
4 --1- 1
5 ---1 1
6 0000 0
Listing 3.1 – BLIF representation of a 4-input OR logic gate. Each net in
the BLIF file is described by a set of single output covers which describe the state
of the inputs to obtain an on-state or a off-state. The inputs states are coded using
logic ones (1), logic zeros (0) and don’t cares (-).
4.1-1 Outputs of the Verilog-To-Routing flow
For easier maintenance, our custom back-end is fed by the outputs of VPR instead
of being integrated into VPR itself. The files obtained at the end of the VTR flow
include files generated by VPR for one part, and the technology mapped logic netlist
from ABC, which together allow vbsgen to build its internal model
The logic netlist The logic netlist, presented as a BLIF file, contains data about
the various elements of the logic fabric and their relations. Most of the file is ded-
icated to the logic elements, whose intrinsic logic equations are represented by a
set of single output covers. Single output covers describe the state of the inputs
necessary to obtain either an on-state (a logic high) or an off-state (a logic low), in
the same manner as a truth table. The only difference with complete truth tables is
the inclusion of the don’t care state for the input, indicating that the corresponding
input can be either 0 or 1 to create the specified output.
The BLIF description of a logic gate presented in Listing 3.1 describes a four
input (x0, x1, x2, x3) logic gate whose output name is S, describing an OR gate.
The last single output cover giving the off-state when all inputs are 0 is added for
clarity and is not needed as the other single-output covers already cover the whole
range of possible inputs.
In addition to logic elements, hard blocks are also described as black-boxes: these
special gates of the BLIF file only specify the instantiation of a block without giving
any logic content. Latched logic elements are represented in the logic netlist as a
logic gate (as previously described), and a corresponding .latch element with two
parameters: the name of the logic gate output (the latch input) and the name of
the latched output.
The placement file The placement file generated by VPR presents the result of
the combined placement step of the tool. All elements of the logic fabric used by
the task are listed in a formatted text file along with their horizontal and vertical
position. In Listing 3.2, the netlist bgm.net is placed on a 95 × 95 logic array.
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1 Netlist file: bgm.net Architecture file: eFPGA_k6_N4.xml
2 Array size: 95 x 95 logic blocks
3
4 #block name x y subblk block number
5 #---------- - - -- ---- ------------
6 ...
7 n19217 70 84 0 #759
8 ...
Listing 3.2 – A VPR-generated placement file
For each element of the logic array, its name1 is associated with its horizontal and
vertical position x and y. The subblk column is used with elements of the logic
array which can functionally be seen as an aggregation of multiple sub-elements.
For example, in VPR, input/output blocks only span one element of the logic grid
but can in fact host multiple input or outputs: each of these instances has a different
subblk identifier. The tuple (x, y, subblk) is thus unique for every functional element
of the logic fabric in VPR.
The route file The route file is also expressed as a formatted text file after the last
successful routing iteration of the VPR router. Every net of the design is described
as a path traversing the various routing elements of the VPR logic fabric model.
This model not only contains CHANX and CHANY elements corresponding to
horizontal and vertical routing channels of the FPGA architecture, but also elements
allowing to complete the parasitic capacitance model of a line, such as input and
output pins of logic blocks. These additional elements IPIN and OPIN notably
allow VPR to build a more accurate delay model for each net.
Listing 3.3 is an overview of the routing data associated with the net n16458 of an
example design. Each portion of the path presents detailed information about:
• the node identifier in VPR internal routing graph, for debugging,
• the type of routing element traversed (SOURCE, SINK, OPIN , IPIN ,
CHANY , CHANX),
• the horizontal and vertical position of the routing element in the logic fabric,
• the additional identifier of the routing element:
– the class for SOURCE and SINK elements, representing the type of the
block (i.e. 0 for soft logic elements or a unique identifier > 0 for hard
blocks),
– the pin identifier for OPIN and IPIN elements,
– the track number for CHANX and CHANY elements.
1The block name is often the name of its output in VPR.
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1 Net 63 (n16458)
2
3 Node: 191009 SOURCE (73,22) Class: 2
4 Node: 191030 OPIN (73,22) Pin: 17
5 Node: 815487 CHANY (73,22) Track: 32
6 Node: 328497 CHANX (73,22) Track: 32
7 Node: 328462 CHANX (72,22) Track: 32
8 Node: 188429 IPIN (72,23) Pin: 2
9 Node: 188421 SINK (72,23) Class: 0
Listing 3.3 – A VPR-generated route file
The VPR netlist This additional netlist offers a deeper insight on the VPR logic
fabric model used to place and route a design. As this model is built from an ar-
chitecture description in an XML format, the VPR netlist is read by the backend to
obtain information on logic gates grouped in clusters, which is otherwise not spec-
ified in other output files. The netlist is a hierarchical XML document recursively
presenting each feature of the architecture as blocks, with details about its inputs,
outputs and more sub-blocks.
Additionally, the VPR netlist also specifies the mode used for each block. In-
deed, each element of the architecture can be used in multiple modes to mimic the
configurable elements of modern FPGA architecture. For example, a 6-LUT could
be modeled as either a single 6-LUT with 6 inputs, or two 5-LUTs and a multi-
plexer. A 16kb RAM could be defined to be used either as a single 16kb RAM, or
two 8kb RAM, etc. The packing step of VPR then decides to assign each element
of the logic netlist to any of the available modes of a block of the logic fabric. The
mode detection is useful to be able to determine the configuration data associated
with hard blocks, which is otherwise not specified since VPR has no insight on the
configuration method of these blocks.
4.1-2 Virtual Bit-Stream generation
The proper generation of the Virtual Bit-Stream files makes use of the place-
ment, routing and netlist files generated by the VTR flow. For that purpose, a
bit-stream generation back-end, vbsgen, has been developed in Java to create both
Virtual Bit-Stream files and conventional bit-streams, relying on a programmatic
model of the target architecture. The architecture model specifies the logic fab-
ric and interconnect composition of the FPGA architecture, with additional details
such as the detailed method of configuration of the device, the organization of the
configuration memory and the relationships between the elements of the logic fabric.
The back-end tool itself is thoroughly described in Section 4.2.
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4.1-3 Decoding check
As the Virtual Bit-Stream files are decoded at runtime by the online controller,
there is no space for any decoding error that may occur after the bit-stream genera-
tion. To prevent any issue at runtime, the generated bit-streams are systematically
checked oﬄine by vbsgen using the same algorithm as the one used online.
Routers are, more often than not, dependent on the processing order of the
nets getting routed. The maze routing algorithm and its derivatives, described in
Section 4.4 of Chapter 2, frequently rip-up precedently routed nets to consider an
alternative, more straightforward, path for a new route. Indeed, this ensures that a
locally-optimal global and detailed routing has been found, but it severely impedes
the iterative routing process. The online decoder of Virtual Bit-Streams has a huge
advantage over traditional routers in that it knows in advance that at least one valid
routing exists for a given macro-cell route list. Using the routing found by VPR,
the vbsgen back-end can thus orient the online decoding of the macro-cell using
heuristics to sort the routes in the list, such as a congestion heuristic placing the
most complex nets first in the list.
In spite of that, a failure of the online decoding algorithm may occur. In that
case, the fail-safe decoding check allows to either trigger a new placement and routing
step starting from VPR, using a new random seed for the router, or to enable the
use of a raw coding of the interconnection data. In any case, a Virtual Bit-Stream
file compliant with the online decoding process will always be generated, either at
the cost of an additional design time, or with a smaller compression ratio.
4.2 vbsgen, the Virtual Bit-Stream generation back-
end
Ultimately, using the output of the VTR flow, the vbsgen Virtual Bit-Stream
generation back-end is able to gather the necessary information about the consid-
ered design and to generate Virtual Bit-Stream files as well as conventional bit-
streams. For this purpose, vbsgen proposes both an application offering a complex
command-line interface to interact with the designer, and a complete model frame-
work to describe the target architecture. The architecture model used by vbsgen
greatly differs from the VPR model in terms of goals and complexity. While the
VPR model can specify complex logic architectures and explore non-conventional
routing network while considering area and delay parameters, it was not meant as
a bit-stream generation tool. The vbsgen model is programmatically built to form
a collection of bulding blocks contained in a framework which can express dynamic
features of an FPGA architecture, such as its configuration method, its intercon-
nection with surrounding elements or the generation of hard blocks configuration
data. This dynamic model allows for a greater control of the abstraction level of the
logic fabric configuration data, which was put in use with the Virtual Bit-Stream
technique.
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Figure 3-8 – The vbsgen model framework. The framework is a collection
of pre-defined blocks that may be directly used in a new architecture model. The
root type Block is split in four functional groups, themselves split in more specific
blocks. The framework includes the main soft logic and routing resources and their
interconnection capabilities.
The vbsgen tool relies on two main contributions from the designer:
• the output from the placement and routing tools,
• an architecture model describing the FPGA itself and the methods of express-
ing its configuration data.
The vbsgen dynamic architecture model comes in addition to the VPR XML archi-
tecture.
4.2-1 Architecture model framework
The architecture model framework comprises basic building blocks required in
every FPGA architecture model. It relies on a hierarchical class system which defines
every block by its functional abilities. Figure 3-8 illustrates the framework hierarchy
for the most used elements of an architecture. At the root of this hierarchy comes the
generic denomination of every model element, the Block class, which generically
characterizes the elements with a name and interconnection capabilities. A Block
is the base class of any element of the vbsgen model array. The model array is a two-
dimensional array which hosts all the elements (logic as well as routing channels) of
the architecture.
The first level of specialization of the model is based on the blocks functionality,
as shown in Figure 3-8.
Logic blocks The Logic functional group gathers the soft and hard blocks of
an architecture which provide an actual added value in the datapath. The imple-
mentable blocks of the Logic group include:
• LB, a single BLE containing a LUT and a configurable output flip-flop,
• CLB, a complex cluster of logic block made of multiple BLEs and a configurable
interconnect,
• Generic, a base class for any user-defined hard block such as arithmetic
accelerators, memories, etc.
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Interconnect The Routing functional group is dedicated to the blocks carrying
signals from one point to another, i.e. interconnection blocks such as:
• ChanX, the horizontal routing channels and connection boxes,
• ChanY, the vertical routing channels and connection boxes,
• Switch, the interconnect switch boxes.
The interconnect blocks included in the model framework have adaptive channel
width configured at the architecture level.
I/Os and black boxes The InputOutput and BlackBox functional groups
fill the gap of very specialized elements of the model array which neither fit the
Routing nor the Logic group. The former models the inputs and outputs of
architectures while the latter is a placeholder for blocks whose functionality is either
undefined or not useful for the model.
4.2-2 Model array
The logic fabric is the data model used internally by vbsgen to represent the
architecture model. Up to this point in the Virtual Bit-Stream flow, an XML file lists
every functional capability of the supporting architecture: logic block composition,
heterogeneous resource distribution, input and output position, etc. The final step of
the flow (i.e. the bit-stream generation) needs to map all generated data regarding
the placement, routing and logic programming of every block to the architecture
itself. For that purpose, the logic fabric is internally modeled as a two-dimensional
array of blocks, as shown on Figure 3-9.
As presented in the previous section, the Block root component of the model
hierarchy models the basic functionalities shared by every element of the model array.
The root block model is pictured in Figure 3-10. It comprises four IOInterface
modules, which are used to represent the interconnection between two blocks. These
IOInterface modules are characterized by three parameters:
• the interface width (the number of wires),
• the interface type (interconnect, generic),
• the orientation (top, right, bottom, left).
The interface type models the adaptivity of some interfaces. Interconnect wires
will grow in size following the architecture channel width parameter, this is the
case for routing-to-routing interconnections. On the contrary, generic wires will
keep their size even if the architecture channel width varies, just like the interface
between a soft or a hard block and its neighboring connection blocks.
An IOInterface can only be linked to another interface if their width and
type match, and if the orientations of the two interfaces are compatible: top with
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LB
ChanX Switch
ChanY I/O
Figure 3-9 – The vbsgen model array. The internal model of an architecture in
vbsgen is a two dimensional array where each element represents one basic feature
of the FPGA: soft logic, routing, input/outputs, etc. Each block relies on a special-
ization of classes of the model framework. Once built, the model array is populated
using placement and routing data, and eventually dumped as a bit-stream.
bottom and right with left (and vice-versa). These constraints ensure the structural
integrity of the architecture logic fabric model and provide runtime verification of the
architecture model since attempting to link two incompatible interfaces will throw
an error.
Eventually, the two-dimensional model array contains a set of blocks which are
interconnected together through their respective IOInterface. This mechanism
programmatically enforces most of the architecture constraints in terms of connec-
tivity and blocks relationship at design time. Indeed, any deviation from the logic
fabric specifications makes the vbsgen framework generate an error.
4.2-3 Output file generation
The vbsgen framework supports a wide range of output bit-stream formats. The
principal format in use is the Virtual Bit-Stream file format, leveraging the full relo-
cation possibilities of a Virtual Bit-Stream powered architecture. Other formats are
supported, such as a conventional raw binary of the bit-stream, used for comparison
with the Virtual Bit-Stream or in platforms without support for it.
In order to prevent the need for a user-defined architecture to define procedures
that map the architecture data to the final output format, an intermediate meta for-
mat is used, as illustrated in Figure 3-11. The user only has to define a Serializer
along with its architecture. The Serializer translates the architecture content
into one of the framework-supplied meta format. The multiple Generator models
that map the intermediary meta format data to the final output files are already
defined within the vbsgen framework, which avoids the need for the model to know
the binary format details of a Virtual Bit-Stream or a conventional raw bit-stream,
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Figure 3-10 – Block model used in the vbsgen framework. Each element
of the model array derives from the root type Block of the vbsgen framework. A
Block contains IOInterfaces on all of its four sides. These interfaces model
the connection points between the block and its neighbors and serve to determine the
relationships between elements of the model array during the bit-stream generation.
for example.
Two meta-formats are in use in the framework: the first one represents the
model data as a collection of abstract macro-cells for the Virtual Bit-Stream gen-
eration, as described theoretically in previous sections, while the second one relates
to conventional raw bit-streams where the data is just represented without further
manipulation other than compression schemes.
The Generator pass which transforms a meta-format structure into a usable
bit-stream helps the generation of multiple representations of the data. For example,
a Virtual Bit-Stream can either be dumped to the binary file format presented in
this chapter, or into a text description for debugging, an XML representation for
interoperability purposes, etc.
5 A Virtual Bit-Stream powered architecture
The Virtual Bit-Stream abstraction scheme and binary format presented in Sec-
tion 2 are only one part of the design flow allowing to seamlessly load hardware
tasks at runtime on a compatible logic fabric. The generated Virtual Bit-Stream
must be loaded into an external memory of the target architecture. This memory
stores the hardware tasks to be loaded onto the logic fabric. An architecture using
the Virtual Bit-Stream technique is illustrated in Figure 3-12, which introduces the
reconfiguration controller.
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Figure 3-11 – Generation of intermediate representations and final bit-
stream in the vbsgen framework. From the designer perspective, the user-
supplied vbsgen model fills a meta-structure dedicated to a specific output format
(e.g. virtual or conventional bit-stream) instead of actually creating binary struc-
tures, using a user-defined Serializer. The conversion process from the meta-
structure to the final bit-stream is ensured by a Generator included in the frame-
work.
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Figure 3-12 – Integration of the Virtual Bit-Stream technique in an FPGA
system. The support of Virtual Bit-Stream loading at runtime in a FPGA system
is brought by an online controller realizing the online decoding of the Virtual Bit-
Stream files in real time. The controller integrates a decoding pipeline allowing to
read, decode and create a conventional bit-stream on the fly from the Virtual Bit-
Stream for a given location in the logic fabric.
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Figure 3-13 – Overview of the Virtual Bit-Stream reconfiguration con-
troller. Three main blocks operate in a pipeline to fetch and decode Virtual Bit-
Streams, and to eventually load the resulting conventional raw bit-stream. The blue
(dark) blocks are independent of the target architecture and can be directly integrated
to any VBS-supporting system. Green (bright) blocks, however, are dependent of the
FPGA architecture memory organization and routing network composition. The de-
virtualizer block uses mostly generic algorithms to decode the Virtual Bit-Streams,
but requires knowledge of the interconnection structure in macro-cells.
5.1 Reconfiguration controller
The abstraction principles of the Virtual Bit-Stream rely on both a smarter,
abstract coding of the routes of hardware tasks, and its conjunction with an online
controller, dedicated to a specific architecture. This controller, the reconfiguration
controller, is responsible for the Virtual Bit-Stream files decoding and the creation of
a conventional bit-stream which will be eventually loaded onto the logic fabric.
Figure 3-13 schematizes the controller internals. In addition to the core logic,
which handles the communication between the controller and the external world,
three functional blocks are respectively responsible for the data pre-fetching, the
virtual bit-stream decoding and the logic fabric configuration. The three steps are
operating together in a pipeline, scheduled by the core logic, to sequentially recon-
struct the configuration data corresponding to a hardware task placed at a given
position in the logic fabric.
5.1-1 Pre-fetcher
At the point of the Virtual Bit-Stream decoding, the computing-intensive tasks
have already been executed oﬄine with the placement and routing of the hardware
task, and the creation of the Virtual Bit-Stream file. The first step realized by the
controller upon request of loading a specific hardware task is to effectively load the
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task binary data from the memory containing the Virtual Bit-Stream files. This pre-
fetch step allows the rest of the controller to access the task data and its associated
metadata (the task geometry w×h) directly from a local cache memory. Access to the
metadata is required prior to effectively decode the Virtual Bit-Stream data to ensure
a proper management of the available logic resources on logic fabric. Indeed, as the
goal of the Virtual Bit-Stream technique is to facilitate the handling of hardware
tasks, the controller manages the spatio-temporal scheduling of the logic fabric to
allow for concurrent tasks to operate on the same fabric, although this aspect is not
addressed in this document.
The pre-fetcher part of the controller is independent of the target architecture as
it only interfaces the external memory and the internal cache. As such, the metadata
provided to the core logic is only related to the generic information required to
predict the resource utilization of a task: its width and height.
5.1-2 De-virtualizer
The de-virtualizer acts as the Virtual Bit-Stream decoder, hence the name. The
decoder iteratively reads the virtual configuration data of each macro-cell from the
local cache memory, and a dedicated algorithm reconstructs the routing data from
the list of connection of the macro-cell. This algorithm, at the core of the Virtual
Bit-Stream technique, is more thoroughly detailed in Chapter 4, which explains the
constraints and limitations of the decoder. The decoder is indeed the bottleneck
of the controller, as the de-virtualizing pass must match the throughput of the bit-
stream loading speed to be effective.
The reconstructed routing data, associated to the raw logic data already present
as such in the Virtual Bit-Stream, forms the conventional configuration data of a
macro-cell, which can be passed to the logic mapper to be configured on the logic
fabric. Therefore, the de-virtualizer is slightly tied to the target architecture, as
the decoding algorithm can be generic, although as the routing data reconstruction
routine needs to have a deep knowledge of the target interconnection network and
its configuration data organization.
5.1-3 Logic mapper
The last step of a Virtual Bit-Stream loading, after its decoding, is to finally
insert the configuration data at the required position in the fabric. Depending on
the fabric configuration data memory organization and capabilities, the placement
of a task may be limited by several factors. These limitations are inherent to the
FPGA architecture and are thus taken into account by the core logic decision to
place a task at a given position. The logic mapper holds the logic glue required to
insert the decoded, conventional bit-stream in the logic fabric.
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6 Limitations
The Virtual Bit-Stream technique presented in this chapter allows for the gen-
eration of unfinalized bit-streams whose routing data have been abstracted during
the design process. These bit-streams are then finalized on-demand at runtime for
a specific location of the logic fabric. The decoding (i.e. de-virtualization) pro-
cess of the Virtual Bit-Stream files is not free and requires additional computing
capabilities in the target architecture, in the form of a reconfiguration controller.
The constraints associated with the online decoding process are more thoroughly
explained in Chapter 4.
Although the Virtual Bit-Stream technique itself is general and could theoret-
ically be applied to any target architecture, its benefits for online relocation are
actually limited by the target architecture heterogeneity. As exposed in Chapter 2,
for a given task to be placed at a specific location of a logic fabric, the set of re-
sources accessible at this location must be the same as the task content. The Virtual
Bit-Stream does not leverage this constraint but nonetheless provide a way to de-
scribe a hardware task (in the form of a Virtual Bit-Stream file) independently of
the target architecture routing details. Architecture-level considerations to enhance
the relocation capabilities are however discussed in Chapter 5.
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Abstract
The principles of operation of the Virtual Bit-Stream techniques, detailed in the
previous chapter, necessitate a careful integration into an online controller. This
controller, mainly responsible for the decoding of the Virtual Bit-Streams into us-
able conventional bit-streams, has to work at a high throughput to be as transparent
as possible from the bit-stream loading perspective. This chapter introduces two dif-
ferent hardware implementations of the decoding algorithm which suits the real-time
needs of the controller. The algorithms are compared to a software implementation
of a general purpose router. The effects of the Virtual Bit-Stream on the size of the
bit-stream are also studied, and a study of the fallback coding of macro-cells is con-
ducted to evaluate the limitations of this alternate bit-stream representation.
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Figure 4-1 – Architecture of the decoding part of the online controller.
The decoder (de-virtualizer) is responsible for the decoding of the macro-cell data
contained in the Virtual Bit-Stream files. Each macro-cell is decoded to a full con-
ventional bit-stream containing Ninterconnect interconnect configuration bits and Nlogic
hard block or soft logic configuration bits.
1 Introduction
The previous chapter introduced the Virtual Bit-Stream representation, allowing
the description of a hardware task in the form of a position independent bit-stream,
abstracted from the logic fabric interconnection structure details. This chapter em-
phasizes the mechanisms of the Virtual Bit-Stream architecture involved at run-time,
after the generation of the bit-stream files using the proposed design flow. As the
previous chapter focused on the methods of generating easily decodable bit-streams
oﬄine, this chapter concentrates on how to use the generated data in a real sys-
tem, and what algorithms are used to achieve the decoding in reasonable time. The
decoder was implemented as a custom hard block using algorithms detailed in this
chapter. The choice of using a dedicated general-purpose processor core for this task
has been discarded due to the high-throughput constraints we fixed for the decoding
step.
1.1 Organization of the de-virtualizer
The online controller goals are 1) to fetch Virtual Bit-Streams from their storage
memory, 2) to decode the loaded Virtual Bit-Streams according to their final place-
ments, and 3) to load the generated raw bit-streams onto the Field-Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA) configuration memory. Steps 1 and 3 will not be discussed in
this chapter which exclusively focuses on step 2. Step 1 only involves caching the
Virtual Bit-Stream data which is not of interest for this work. Step 3 is closely
related to the targeted logic fabric and there is no straightforward generalization.
For example, considering commercial FPGAs, we do not have any insight on the
configuration memory organization and on the link between this memory and the
corresponding logic or routing element. However, Chapter 6 partially covers this
step by proposing an alternative configuration memory facilitating runtime hard-
ware reconfiguration.
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Figure 4-1 illustrates the implementation of the decoding part of the controller.
The Virtual Bit- Stream data is fetched from a memory and decoded according to the
final location determined by its horizontal and vertical positions x and y. The output
of the decoder is accumulated into a Nbinterconnect +Nblogic wide buffer which holds
the current macro-cell configuration. Once the macro-cell is successfully decoded,
the logic mapper of the controller (represented as a parallel/serial converter P/S in
Figure 4-1) serializes the macro-cell data and inserts it into the FPGA configuration
memory at the Freconf configuration clock frequency.
As already stated, the separation of the memory fetch, decoding, and configura-
tion steps in the controller allows them to be pipelined. Indeed, during the insertion
of a finalized macro-cell bit-stream, the controller is decoding the next macro-cell.
Moreover, because of the Virtual Bit-Stream (VBS) data organization, multiple
macro-cells can be decoded in parallel in order to increase the overall throughput of
the controller and to fit the reconfigurable platform needs.
1.2 Real-time considerations
The bottleneck of the online decoding part of the controller resides in the algo-
rithm computing the set BSm = {Si,m}, i ∈ 0 . . . Ninterconnect − 1 of the state of the
interconnect switches from the list V BSm = {. . . , [IOin(i,m), IOout(i,m)] , . . .} of
I/O connections of a given macro m. This algorithm must run as fast as possible,
to provide the maximum possible flexibility for the complete platform, expressed as
the time required to load a Virtual Bit-Stream, decode it and load it onto the logic
fabric.
As a reference, the implementation of partial reconfiguration using the internal
Internal Configuration Access Port (ICAP) configuration block on a Xilinx Virtex 7
is specified up to a frequency of Freconf = 100MHz, with a throughput of 3200Mbps
by loading bundles of 32 bits [14b]. The Altera Stratix V can similarly attain a
maximum reconfiguration frequency Freconf of 125MHz with a smaller throughput
of 2000Mbps [15]. To be competitive, and theoretically implementable on Xilinx
or Altera FPGA devices, the proposed Virtual Bit- Stream technique must thus be
able to offer such high throughput of conventional bit-stream generation, to be as
transparent as possible with regards to a traditional bit-stream configuration scheme.
In addition, the controller ought to keep the lowest possible footprint, in terms of
memory and logic area.
2 Online decoding algorithms
The run-time Virtual Bit-Stream decoding step is executed in the controller of
Figure 4-1, which is placed alongside the FPGA fabric to generate conventional con-
figuration bit-streams in real time. The global and detailed routing of the hardware
task nets have already been computed oﬄine by Versatile Place-and-Route (VPR)
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Table 4-1 – Portion of an example interconnection matrix dedicated to a
routing resource graph
WC0 WC1 · · · EC0 · · · SL0
WC0 � WC0→WC1 · · · WC0→ EC0 · · · WC0→ SL0
WC1 WC0→WC1 � · · · � · · · WC1→ SL0
...
...
...
. . .
...
. . .
...
EC0 WC0→ EC0 � · · · � · · · EC0→ SL0
...
...
...
. . .
...
. . .
...
SL0 WC0→ SL0 WC1→ SL0 · · · EC0→ SL0 · · · �
and vbsgen. Moreover, the way-points of the routed nets within each macro-cell
are known and correspond to the inputs and outputs of the macro-cell connection
lists. The routing problem within the run-time controller is therefore simpler than
its global and detailed counterparts at the level of the whole FPGA circuit, since the
solution space becomes much smaller when only considering the interconnection net-
work of a single macro-cell. The fundamental function of the decoding algorithm is,
for each route of the macro-cell route list, to output words of Nbinterconnect bits with
the enabled switches set as logic ones. The subsequent decoded routes of the route
list of the macro-cell can be OR-ed to reveal the complete state of the macro-cell
bit-stream once the end of the route list is reached.
An iterative algorithm such as PathFinder [ME95] is not suited to cope with
the online constraints of the runtime controller given in Section 1.1, due to the
frequent route rip-ups and the overall time complexity of the algorithm. Instead, we
developed two specific algorithms for our architecture model: a fast decoder using
Look-Up Tables (LUTs), and a sequential Finite State-Machine (FSM) algorithm.
They are effortlessly adaptable to different parameters of the model such as the
channel width W and the number of logic inputs and outputs L. Both algorithms
are based on a table of realizable routes. For this purpose, a complete matrix of
the routes between each input and output of the macro-cell is generated using the
routing resource graph of the target architecture. This matrix allows establishing a
map of possible and impossible routes which can be taken to connect one input or
output to another. In the case of the simple macro-cell architecture with 21 inputs
and outputs schematized in Figure 4-2, the result is a symmetric matrix of size
21× 21, of which a part is detailed in Table 4-1.
2.1 LUT-based decoder
The LUT-based algorithm relies on the storage in a memory of most relations
between a route and the associated switch states of the BS. Using the example of
Figure 4-2, a complete LUT would take
(4W + L)2 ×Nbinterconnect (4-1)
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Figure 4-2 – Example macro-cell architecture with W = 4 and L = 5.
bits. Nbinterconnect can be calculated with Equation 3-2 using the macro-cell param-
eters W = 4 and L = 5, and amounts to 129 bits, leading to a complete LUT size
of 212 × 129 = 56, 889 bits. However, as previously stated, this complete LUT is
symmetric since the path from IOa to IOb is the same as the one from IOb to IOa.
This property renders one half of the diagonal matrix useless. Moreover, as the
route generation is dependent on the target architecture interconnection structure,
all the routes are not necessarily realizable. Indeed, our example uses a switch block
with a parameter Fs = 3, where Fs is the number of incident wires reachable by
an input pin of the switch box. Therefore, because of the limited subset of routing
resources, it is not possible to route a signal from EC0 to EC1 using this switch box
topology. These impossible routes add up to the number of unnecessary elements in
the complete LUT, although it heavily depends on the routing structure. Hence, the
complete matrix of possible paths through the macro-cell interconnect would either
contain a lot of unused elements, or a complex decoding logic to implement a sparse
matrix.
To circumvent these issues, we split this LUT into three smaller memories, using
features from the model nomenclature detailed in Section 2.2 of Chapter 3. The first
LUT, LUTCC , is a matrix of routes between inputs and outputs of the connection
type only, resulting in a matrix of size 4W×4W . The second one, LUTLL is for I/Os
of logic type only, and the third one, LUTCL gives the route between an input of type
connection and an output of type logic, or vice versa. Their respective matrices are
of size L×L, for LUTLL, and 4W×L, for LUTCL. Additionally, instead of giving the
whole Nbinterconnect bits of the interconnect, the LUT stores three addresses to hash-
maps containing configurations of, respectively, the horizontal routing channel, the
switch box, and the vertical routing channel, which are merged together to create
the configuration BS of the macro-cell for a single route in a single cycle. The
hash-maps allows for the reduction of the memory footprint of the route storage, as
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Figure 4-3 – Details of the LUT-based decoding from the route data to the
interconnect bit-stream. The LUT-based decoder relies on three LUTs LUTCC,
LUTCL and LUTLL able to give the interconnect configuration for three categories
of routes: connection-connection, connection-logic and logic-logic. The redundant
interconnection data is stored in one hash-map per feature of the local interconnect of
macro-cells, and the LUTs yields addresses to each hash-map. The final interconnect
data is recovered from the hash-map content.
multiple routes may activate the same configuration switches in a connection block
or switch block.
The three LUTs of addresses and the associated hash-maps only take 11, 920 bits
of memory in the end for our generalized architecture, which can fit into half of
a 36KB block RAM of Xilinx FPGAs. At runtime, the number of cycles required
to generate the final macro-cell bit-stream BS is at most equal to Nroutesmax , the
maximum number of routes in a single macro-cell.
For standard FPGA architectures where the connection block only contains at
most W pass-transistors per input or output pin of the logic element, the solution
space is much smaller than with the generalized architecture, and allows achieving
an even smaller memory footprint with this algorithm.
2.2 State-machine decoder
The second algorithm, illustrated in Figure 4-4, implements the routing mecha-
nism as a finite-state- machine (on the right) which is automatically generated oﬄine
for the target architecture (on the left). Each state of the machine corresponds to an
input/output (WC0, NC0, EC0 and SC0 in Figure 4-4), a 4-wire interconnection
switch (SW1), or a 3-wire interconnection switch (SW0, SW2) of the routing struc-
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Figure 4-4 – Principles of the FSM-based algorithm, from routing to state
machine. The FSM-based algorithm uses the details of the macro-cell interconnect
to build an FSM from the routing graph where each state is an input/output or a
switch of the detailed routing and each transition is a possible path. The interconnect
data are recovered by a finite set of transitions through the state machine, parame-
terized by the desired input and output. Each state of the FSM is able to recover one
switch configuration at a time for the considered route.
ture. The transitions between one state to another are calculated oﬄine based on
the interconnection matrix of the target architecture. Each transition is generated
given the origin and destination of the nets which may cross these switch, as the
interconnection matrix only considers a subset of the available paths in the inter-
connection network. The FSM has been fixed in advance for a given architecture,
and is deeply tied to a given interconnection network. In the same manner as the
LUT algorithm, the routes recovered by the FSM algorithm have been pre-computed
during the design of the online decoder.
For each net to be routed on the interconnection network, the state machine is
initialized to its starting point (i.e. the state corresponding to the origin of the net).
Starting from this initialization state, the transitions are determined as a function
of the input and output of a connection out of the connection list of the macro-
cell. Each state contributes to the Nbinterconnect bits of the macro-cell interconnect.
Indeed, each state output is OR-ed and accumulated with the previous one, as shown
in Figure 4-1.
Figure 4-4 illustrates one example of sequential evolution of the algorithm for
the route SL0↔ NC0, which goes through two intermediate nodes SW0 and SW1
before ending into its sink NC0.
For one net of the route list of a macro-cell, a set of transitions between the
states of the FSM generates parts of the interconnection network configuration, at
the rate of one clock cycle per transition. This process is subsequently repeated for
each net of the route list, which eventually aggregates the full set of configuration
bits of the macro-cell.
With this algorithm, the memory consumption is much smaller and scales better
than the LUT algorithm, at the cost of an increased number of cycles needed to
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Table 4-2 – Online LUT-based and FSM-based and oﬄine Maze routing
algorithms time and space complexities
Algorithm Time complexity Space complexity
Maze routing O
�
Nnodes
2
�
O
�
Nnodes
2
�
LUT-based O (1) O
�
NIO
2
�
FSM-based O (routesize) -
routesize ∼ W � NIO < Nnodes
generate the configuration of one route. The total number of cycles required to create
the conventional bit-stream BS of a macro-cell is at most Nroutesmax×max(routesize),
where routesize is expressed in number of interconnection switches crossed to reach
the end node.
2.3 Comparison
The complexity results presented in Table 4-2 outline the efforts required in terms
of computation time (time complexity) and memory footprint (space complexity) to
decode the route list of a macro-cell. The maze router complexity is also shown for
comparison. We define Nnodes as the number of nodes (i.e. vertices) in the graph
representation of the interconnection network. The maze router is able to provide
the shortest possible route if it exists, at the cost of a higher computation time
and memory footprint, which depends on the square of the number of I/Os in the
macro-cell. The LUT solution allows reaching the pre-computed solution of a route
in constant time, but requires a lot of memory for realistically dense interconnection
networks. On the other hand, the FSM algorithm only considers one possible path
per couple of pins, and runs in linear time, in function of the number of inputs and
outputs 4W + L of the macro-cell. Its memory footprint depends on the registers
and the decoding logic used by the FSM, expressible as a function of the number of
states Nnodes +NIO of the FSM.
2.4 Implementation results
In order to provide reliable data on the actual usability of this solution, we
implemented the two algorithms detailed in Section 2. The sizes and organization
of the memories of LUT algorithm were computed by a dedicated application. The
sum of the sizes of both the LUTs and the hash-maps is reported in Table 4-3.
Similarly, the VHDL description of the FSM corresponding to each couple (W,L)
was generated and synthesized to a 65nm technology node from STMicroelectronics.
The number of states of the FSM is reported in Table 4-3. We did not implement
the maze routing algorithm since its complexity makes it unable to meet real-time
constraints at realistic operating frequencies.
The constraint we fixed for the reconfiguration is a clock Fclk of 100MHz on a
16-bit reconfiguration bus, leading to a throughput of 1, 600Mbps, close to the ac-
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tual reconfiguration speed of FPGA vendors, as seen in Section 1.1. At this speed,
the required time (in microseconds) to load the raw bit-stream of a single macro-
cell is Tload(BS) =
Ninterconnect+Nlogic
1600
, where Ninterconnect and Nlogic are respectively
the number of bits of the macro-cell interconnect and its logic function configura-
tion.
Table 4-3 – Hardware implementations of the decoding algorithms
W L LUT (memory bits) FSM (states)
4 5 11,920 25
10 5 76,820 61
10 10 265,620 111
20 20 3,193,440 421
The LUT based algorithm complexity mostly resides in its memory consumption.
At every cycle, this solution allows generating the complete set BS of states of each
configurable switch of the macro-cell interconnect for a single route. The routes
of a macro-cell are merged together with a boolean OR to calculate the macro-cell
raw bit- stream. The time required by this solution to decode the Virtual Bit-
Stream of a single macro-cell is Tdecode(V BS) = NrouteFctrl , where Nroute is the number of
connections in the connection list of the macro-cell, and Fctrl the operating frequency
of the controller.
We ran complex designs through the Virtual Bit-Stream design flow in order to
determine the average number of routes inside the macro-cells. As an example, on
the W = 4, L = 5 architecture illustrated in Figure 4-2, the average number of routes
per macro-cell is 6, and they traverse 6 switches in average. Moreover, using the
equations detailed in Section 2.1 of Chapter 3, the interconnect configuration size
amounts to 129 bits in the case of the considered architecture. Using these numbers,
the operating frequency of the controller required to match the previously defined
minimum throughput constraint of 1, 600Mbps is FCTRL = 1600129 × 6 = 75MHz,
which is less than our reconfiguration clock constraint. However, due to the memory
complexity of the LUT, this algorithm does not scale well to large macro-cells, but
still provides a O (1) complexity for small macro-cells.
The FSM based algorithm guarantees to find the configuration of a macro-cell in
at most Nroute×Nswitch cycles, since each state of the FSM outputs the configuration
of a switch. This algorithm has a fairly linear complexity depending on the number
of inputs and outputs in the macro-cell, and uses virtually no memory apart from
the state machine registers and the associated logic. The complexity of this solution
resides on the number of states of the FSM. Table 4-3 lists the number of states
required to implement the Virtual Bit-Stream decoder for multiple architecture pa-
rameters. The number of states depends on the number of interconnect switches of
the architecture, and thus linearly depends on W and L.
The controller frequency required for this algorithm to match the throughput
constraint is FCTRL = 1600129 ×6×6 = 446MHz. This solution requires more cycles to
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generate the configuration of a single macro-cell since it also depends on the number
of switches used by the net, but the required FCTRL is still realistically reachable.
Moreover, due to the absence of dependencies between macro-cells, the controller
may easily decode multiple of them in parallel at each cycle.
3 Compression effect of the Virtual Bit-Stream
In addition to the increased flexibility induced by the Virtual Bit-Stream tech-
nique, its representation allows a substantial decrease of the overall size of the binary
file in comparison with the conventional raw bit-stream, mostly due to the coding of
used resources only within the Virtual Bit-Stream file. As this compression brings
an added value regarding the memory resources needed in the final system to sup-
port the dynamic loading of hardware tasks in the form of Virtual Bit-Streams, it
is also interesting to study whether this compression ratio is beneficial over classical
compressors or not.
3.1 Experimental methodology
The Virtual Bit-Stream design flow is tested on an FPGA test architecture,
illustrative of modern trends in terms of logic. This architecture routing channels
feature W = 15, 25, or 35 wires depending on the smallest compatible channel width
for each design, to prevent any over-achieving compression results with sparsely
used routing networks. The logic fabric is made of Complex Logic Blocks (CLBs)
containing four 6-LUTs interconnected by a crossbar matrix. The CLB routes 16
inputs and 4 outputs on its surrounding routing channels, which means that L = 20
regarding the abstraction model described in Chapter 3.
The set of designs used for the experiments is detailed in Table 4-4. A suite of
benchmarks shipped with Verilog-To-Routing (VTR) was used to test the Virtual
Bit-Stream design flow. This benchmark set comprises 19 designs. For each of these
designs, we synthesized the circuit on our custom architecture using VTR and we
then ran the resulting placement and routing data into the vbsgen back-end in order
to generate the raw bit-streams and their corresponding Virtual Bit-Streams.
3.2 Results
Table 4-5 summarizes the compression results of the 19 VTR circuits. In addition
to the Virtual Bit-Stream coding, the Deflate column gives the compression results
with the deflate algorithm, based on Lempel-Ziv 77 (LZ77) and Huffman coding,
as a point of reference with a standard compressor. The VBS column indicates
the average size of the Virtual Bit-Stream file over 10 runs of the design flow with
different placement seeds used in VPR, as well as the maximum deviation from the
mean value.
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Table 4-4 – Benchmark set used to test the Virtual Bit-Stream technique
Design name Complex Logic Blocks
LU32PEEng 201
LU8PEEng 174
ch_intrinsics 95
diffeq1 90
diffeq2 53
mkDelayWorker32B 752
mkPktMerge 57
mkSMAdapter4B 254
raygentop 481
stereovision1 2,237
stereovision3 45
boundtop 716
sha 559
stereovision0 3,725
stereovision2 2,407
bgm 8,854
blob_merge 1,533
mcml 15,500
or1200 741
The raw bit-streams and Virtual Bit-Streams were generated on the minimum
architecture size allowing the design to fit. For this reason, some benchmarks share
the same raw bit-stream size, since they also share the same logic fabric size. 12 of
the designs fill over 85% of their allocated logic fabric.
In average, the Virtual Bit-Stream is 6.41× smaller than its equivalent conven-
tional bit-stream and 3.04× smaller than the deflate-compressed bit-stream. The
compression ratio can go as high as 11.36×. The maximum deviation from these
results observed over 10 different routing passes of the VTR benchmark set is less
than 0.5%. The compression effect of the Virtual Bit-Stream is hence stable over
multiple runs.
The designs which gain the most from the alternative coding of the interconnect
network are the largest ones which are the least congested. Indeed, the less the
Virtual Bit-Stream file has to store I/O connections for a given macro-cell, the
higher the compression ratio is, since a raw bit-stream encodes the state of the
pass-transistors no matter if the macro-cell is used or not.
Figure 4-5 plots the sizes of the compressed raw bit-streams and of the Virtual
Bit-Stream file normalized to the raw bit-stream size. Three general compression
schemes have been explored: Deflate, as seen in Table 4-5, Bzip2 and Lempel-
Ziv Markov chain Algorithm (LZMA). The three general compressors offers similar
results regarding the compression of the raw bit-stream, while the Virtual Bit-Stream
consistently offers a compression ratio at least 2× better. The general compression
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Table 4-5 – Results underlining the compression effects of the Virtual Bit-
Stream
Name W BS [kbits] Deflate [kbits] VBS [kbits]
LU32PEEng
15
63 38 (1.64×) 12 (4.93×) ±0.40%
LU8PEEng 55 33 (1.65×) 11 (4.94×) ±0.28%
ch_intrinsics 63 27 (2.33×) 11 (5.38×) ±0.23%
diffeq1 81 31 (2.57×) 15 (5.39×) ±0.12%
diffeq2 34 16 (2.12×) 6 (5.36×) ±0.64%
mkDelayWorker32B 359 148 (2.42×) 67 (5.30×) ±0.06%
mkPktMerge 34 16 (2.12×) 6 (5.38×) ±0.13%
mkSMAdapter4B 72 41 (1.75×) 14 (5.04×) ±0.47%
raygentop 321 127 (2.52×) 60 (5.31×) ±0.09%
stereovision1 637 367 (1.73×) 130 (4.87×) ±0.05%
stereovision3 14 8 (1.72×) 2 (5.30×) ±0.72%
boundtop
25
320 180 (1.77×) 42 (7.56×) ±0.11%
sha 253 126 (2.00×) 32 (7.88×) ±0.10%
stereovision0 1,667 872 (1.91×) 217 (7.66×) ±0.09%
stereovision2 1,086 564 (1.92×) 141 (7.69×) ±0.08%
bgm
35
5,321 2,853 (1.86×) 535 (9.93×) ±0.03%
blob_merge 951 469 (2.02×) 91 (10.36×) ±0.03%
mcml 9,199 4,498 (2.04×) 906 (10.14×) ±0.02%
or1200 1,424 358 (3.97×) 125 (11.36×) ±0.18%
W: channel width. BS: reference raw bit-stream size. Deflate: deflate-compressed
raw bit-stream size and compression ratio. VBS: VBS size and compression ratio.
techniques generally works on a dictionary basis, which leads to mitigated results
for the raw bit-stream, whereas the Virtual Bit-Stream representation uses a deep
knowledge of the data itself to obtain high compression ratios.
3.3 On the effect of clustering
As detailed in Section 3 of Chapter 3, higher compression ratios can be achieved
by grouping multiple macro-cells together into a cluster for which the routes will be
described as a whole in the resulting Virtual Bit-Stream. Using the same benchmark
set as in Section 3.1, we took the same placement and routing data generated by
VTR and ran our back-end by specifying cluster sizes of varying sizes from 1 to 6.
Table 4-6 provides results on the effect of clustering on the Virtual Bit-Stream. The
size of the Virtual Bit-Stream file is given as the minimum, maximum and mean
values for all the 19 benchmarks of Table 5-1 and the compression ratio is given only
on average.
From the result set we obtained, we found that a cluster of size 2 or 3 is the best
possible choice. This size of cluster allows to further increase the compression ratio
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Figure 4-5 – Normalized compression ratio of Deflate, Bzip2 and LZMA
compressed raw bit-streams and VBS compared to the raw bit-stream
size.
over the benchmark suite. Clusters of bigger sizes show very little deviation from
these ratios or, worse, make the compression ratio decrease.
The maximum in compression ratio seen for clusters of size 2 and 3 should be
compared to the average wire length of the routed benchmark set. Figure 4-6 il-
lustrates the frequency of appearance of average wire lengths from 0 to 20 over 10
runs of placed and routed VTR benchmarks. The average wire length reported by
VPR after a successful routing is the average Manhattan distance traveled by the
routes of the considered design. We can observe that most of the designs have an
average wire length of up to ≈ 9, which is comparable to the maximum wire length
attainable in a cluster of 3× 3 CLBs. As the wire length gets close to the maximum
length of a wire which can be contained into a single cluster without going out of
this cluster, the compression effect of the Virtual Bit-Stream format becomes the
most effective. Many of the wires precedently split across multiple macro-cells ends
up to be coded into a single cluster of macro-cells, hence the results observed for
cluster of size 2 and 3.
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Table 4-6 – Effect of the clustering on Virtual Bit-Stream sizes
Cluster Size Min. [kbits] Max. [kbits] Mean [kbits]
1× 1 2 906 128 (6.31×)
2× 2 3 847 120 (6.47×)
3× 3 4 831 120 (6.42×)
4× 4 3 858 122 (6.26×)
5× 5 4 816 121 (5.89×)
6× 6 6 829 124 (5.89×)
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Figure 4-6 – Frequency of apparition of average wire lengths of 10 place and
route runs of the VTR benchmarks. Each design of the benchmark set has been
placed and routed 10 times with different seeds, which led to different average wire
lengths for each design and each run. The frequency of apparition of wire lengths
from 0 to 20 details the number of time an average wire length is seen in the 10 runs
of the benchmark set. As most designs have an average wire length < 9, it seems to
be correlated to the observed results of the clustering on compression ratios.
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3.4 Fallback coding: to the limits of the Virtual Bit-
Stream
The LUT and FSM based algorithms described in Section 2 are heuristics relying
on a pre-computed matrix of possible routes. As such, it is possible that they could
lead to false routings, for example in the case of a conflict between two routes in
a congested macro-cell. A verification phase allows the vbsgen tool to check the
validity of the generated routing. The coding format of Virtual Bit-Stream files
detailed in Chapter 3 includes a fallback coding of the routing data of a macro-
cell, in case no valid order of the routes in the route list yields a decodable Virtual
Bit-Stream. The fallback coding uses the conventional raw representation of the
data into the macro-cell so as to still generate a valid Virtual Bit-Stream file, even
in the case of a particularly congested macro-cell interconnect for which our online
algorithms could not retrieve a valid configuration.
This original representation of the interconnect forbid any compression effect for
the considered macro-cell. Even worse, the total size needed to code the macro-cell
still includes its meta-data, which leads to a bigger data size in any case. The online
algorithm and the routing congestion push the Virtual Bit-Stream technique to its
limit, as the difficulty to find a valid representation increases with the amount of
routes going through a single macro-cell.
3.4-1 Analysis of the decoding failures
As the online decoding algorithms detailed in Section 2 have been designed to
operate at a high throughput to meet the timing constraints of loading and unload-
ing tasks at runtime, their functionality are limited to a subset of possible paths
calculated oﬄine, at design time. The LUT and FSM algorithms both rely on an
interconnection matrix tied to a specific routing architecture, which limits the paths
that can be recovered online by the decoder.
While the Virtual Bit-Streams generated by our back-end tool are guaranteed
to be decodeable by the online decoding algorithms, the routing recreated by these
algorithms is not enforced to be identical to the one found by VPR. As such, the
online decoder is highly dependent to the order in which the routes of a macro are
decoded. Different orders of the routes may end up in different routings at runtime,
depending on which resources were occupied by previously decoded nets, and on the
degrees of freedom left for future nets.
The decoding check step running after the generation of Virtual Bit-Stream is an
ad-hoc solution to ensure that any Virtual Bit-Stream generated by the flow will be
successfully decoded at runtime. If a decoding failure is encountered, the framework
will either trigger the re-generation of the Virtual Bit-Stream to obtain a higher ratio
of decoded macros which another order of routes, or code the failing macros in their
raw bit-stream equivalent. Overall, the amount of decoding failures (and incidentally
the amount of raw-coded macros) depends on the seed used by VPR to generate
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Figure 4-7 – Normalized number of fallback-coded macro-cells with the
LUT algorithm for each design of the VTR benchmark set. The average
percentage of fallback-coded macro-cells indicates how many times the algorithm fails
over the set of macro-cells of each design. The error bars represent the maximum and
minimum values of the percentage of fallback-coded macro-cells over the 10 different
place and route trials of the benchmark set.
its routing, as random values are used for the simulated annealing algorithm. A
fixed seed will systematically yield the same routing for a given benchmark and
architecture couple. Without much more control on the detailed routing part of
VPR, it is at the moment impossible to manipulate VPR into re-generating only
parts of the routing to decrease the decoding failure rate. As the whole routing
must be re-considered with a new seed, the determination of a routing with a high
yield of successfully decoded macros is still trial-and-error, and the aforementioned
failures are inevitable.
3.4-2 Experimental results
The experimental methodology detailed in Section 3.1 has been used to extract
real data on the amount of macro-cells coded as raw bit-streams in the Virtual
Bit-Stream files. The amount of fallback-coded macro-cells was determined over
10 runs of different placement and routing of the benchmark set, using a software
implementation of the LUT-based decoder adapted to channels of width 15, 25 and
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35, depending on the smallest of these values capable of routing the designs. Any
macro-cell which was not decodable by the LUT-based decoder was directly coded
with its raw interconnect data, without triggering a new place-and-route step for
the considered design.
Figure 4-7 plots the average number of fallback-coded macro-cells over 10 place-
and-route runs of the 19 designs of the VTR benchmark set detailed in Table 4-
5, normalized to the total number of macro-cells of the design. The results were
obtained for a Virtual Bit-Stream format without clustering, using SMRCL tuples
matching the smallest grid size fitting each benchmark, with the W parameter as
given in the table and L fixed to 20, as detailed in Section 3.1.
Overall, the number of fallback-coded macro-cells is below 3% in average, and up
to 5.5% for the most extreme case. The volume of fallback-coded macro-cells is not
correlated with the design size, in terms of number of macro-cells, as large designs
may have as few fallback-coded macro-cells as small designs. On the contrary, the
difficulty of coding the route list of macro-cells is closely related to the number of
routes in the macro-cell, which tends to associate the incapacity of finding a valid
route list with the routing congestion of the macro-cell.
4 Conclusion
This chapter detailed the benefits and constraints associated with an online im-
plementation of the Virtual Bit-Stream technique. First, two real-time algorithms
required to decode the Virtual Bit-Stream data have been proposed and proven re-
liable at frequencies found for the reconfiguration of modern devices. Interestingly,
the compression effects of this alternate representation of bit-streams have been ex-
plored and showed compression results of up to 11×. Eventually, the limits of the
Virtual Bit-Stream coding were presented with a study of the quality-of-service of
the coding of interconnection data within each macro-cell, among which some of
them needed to be coded as raw data.
The next chapter presents architectural enhancements of the global FPGA in-
terconnection so as to strengthen the placement flexibility of hardware tasks on the
logic fabric. Quantitative results of this enhanced routing network are studied in
terms of critical delay and logic area.
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Abstract
This chapter describes FPGA routing architecture changes which allow tasks to
be migrated so that heterogeneous (hard) blocks are located in different locations
within the target Partially-Reconfigurable Region (PRR) [HST14]. The proposed
approach aims to prevent any time-consuming place-and-route process during the
migration process. Since hard blocks generally are aligned in vertical columns in
contemporary FPGAs, this solution provides the ability for tasks to float horizontally
within the logic array. First, FPGA routing architecture enhancements which allow
for routing connections to hard blocks which are isolated from other routing in the
FPGA routing fabric are proposed. Eventually, an evaluation of the performance
and area overheads incurred by this routing isolation is performed for a collection
of benchmark designs which include components mapped to both FPGA logic and
hard resources.
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Figure 5-1 – Relocation problem in modern FPGAs. Task T1, placed on a
set Ssrc of resources, is only movable to another set Snew with resource types and
positions matching those in the original set. The necessity to find matching partitions
to perform the relocation of a task hampers the overall placement flexibility of the
device.
1 Task migration with heterogeneous blocks
In an island-style FPGA, hard blocks such as memories and arithmetic accelera-
tors are aligned in columns to simplify FPGA layout and the combining of multiple
blocks into larger functional resources, as detailed in Chapter 1. Depending on block
complexity, the height of a hard block is often larger than a single grid location (e.g.
the height of a logic block), as shown in Figure 5-1.
The allocation of hard blocks across the logic fabric complicates task relocation
for the shaded task which spans three columns in Figure 5-1. Given a hardware task
placed at the position (xsource; ysource) in the array, it is limiting to find a position
(xnew; ynew) in the logic fabric that contains a set of resources Snew with all resources
in exactly the same relative position as Ssource. Overcoming the restrictions imposed
by hard resources requires making the routing connections to the hard blocks more
flexible.
The architecture enhancements described in this chapter rely on a separation of
the hard blocks routing from the conventional soft logic routing. With the use of long
lines dedicated to each of the hard blocks in a bounded portion of the FPGA device,
the online placement of tasks can be eased on one of the two axis of placement. As
the connection from the homogeneous routing to the heterogeneous long lines can be
made at multiple equivalent points of connection, this technique effectively increases
the placement flexibility of hardware tasks.
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Figure 5-2 – Abstraction of heterogeneous resources. The original logic array,
based on an island-style architecture, contains CLBs as soft logic elements and two
types of hard blocks. The interconnection network is shared by both soft and hard
blocks. In the abstraction of the logic array, the soft logic lies in one mesh intercon-
nect network dissociated from the hard block routing. The connection to and from
hard blocks is made via long lines dedicated to each type of hard block.
1.1 Hard blocks abstraction
Increased routing flexibility for hard blocks is introduced via an abstraction of
heterogeneous resources. Starting from the original architecture illustrated in Fig-
ure 5-2a, two separate logic resource layers are considered. The first layer, the logic
array, includes the logic resources (Logic Blocks (LBs), CLBs) of the architecture and
its routing network, connection boxes and switch boxes. The second layer is made
up of the hard blocks in the baseline logic array (e.g. memory blocks, arithmetic
accelerators, communication interfaces, etc.).
The heterogeneous plane has its own routing network, composed of bidirectional
routing long lines which span a defined region of the FPGA. Each of these lines can
be connected to an input or output of the fixed function blocks. The hard block input
and output connections are restricted to their dedicated routing network. Links to
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Figure 5-3 – Switch box enhanced to include connections between hetero-
geneous and homogeneous layers. The red and blue horizontal wires (the top
four wires) represent heterogeneous-only long lines while the remaining black wires
represent homogeneous routing. The interconnection between the heterogeneous-only
long lines and the homogeneous routing is made through connection points at the
switch level.
the logic array are made via the heterogeneous-only long lines which connect to
switch boxes of the logic array routing network. The extent of each of the long lines
is optimized to provide good delay performance. The abstraction is presented in
Figure 5-2b.
It should be noted that this abstraction does lead to an increase in horizontal
delay for routing in the logic-only (homogeneous) plane. Since the positioning on
the die of hard blocks is not known at place and route time, it must be assumed
that such a block is physically located horizontally between each LB. The additional
delay associated with the longer horizontal wires in the homogeneous plane must
then be considered.
1.1-1 Routing network separation
The heterogeneous-only long lines only carry signals to or from hard blocks. The
remaining homogeneous routing network carries signals emanating from logic blocks.
Heterogeneous-only long lines are connected to the homogeneous routing network
through switch boxes at horizontal and vertical channel intersections, as shown in
Figure 5-3. Routing segments spanning multiple logic (e.g. 2, 4, 8, etc) are commonly
found in island-style architectures. These segments do not make intermediate switch
box connections to reduce wire delay. However, the heterogeneous-only long lines do
connect to multiple adjacent switch boxes. Thus, it is possible to connect to these
lines from multiple switch boxes.
This additional level of routing allows for the ability to slide a given task horizon-
tally along the horizontal heterogeneous-only long lines without affecting either layer
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Figure 5-4 – Multiple relocation possibilities for the same bit-stream of a
task. As the connections between the homogeneous routing and the hard blocks can
be made at multiple equivalent points of connection within switches, the task benefits
from an increased flexibility in its horizontal placement. The vertical placement
possibilities are still limited by the common denominator of the hard blocks heights.
of routing, as illustrated in Figure 5-4. Only the use of horizontal, heterogeneous-
only long lines for hard input and output signals was explored to avoid complex
routing and excessive overhead for the overall circuit.
1.2 Partitioning
Since the size of hard blocks can vary, the vertical and horizontal extent in LBs
of a reconfigurable partition must be carefully selected. The width of the partition
is bounded by the length of the heterogeneous-only long lines. The height of a
partition is defined as the least common multiple of the height of the hard blocks
it contains. In this work, the FPGA partitions are identical in size and they are
evenly distributed. The partitioning also improves the scalability of our approach:
partitions can be duplicated to extend the size of the logic fabric.
1.3 Task model
We consider a hardware task to be a set of logic resources that are interconnected.
A hardware task is described by a bit-stream to be loaded into the configurable logic
fabric. Unlike standard FPGA development where a hardware task contains an
Intellectual Property (IP) block that is loaded into the FPGA at a specific location,
in this case a task is an aggregate of both interconnected homogeneous logic resources
and a set of connections to heterogeneous-only long lines, as depicted by Figure 5-5.
Each connection is characterized by its position (x, y) within the task and its type t is
used to determine its resource connection. This set of connections is fixed, relative
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Figure 5-5 – Model of a task with abstracted heterogeneous hard blocks.
Tasks are defined as a set of homogeneous logic elements and a variable number
of connections Ci to hard blocks. Each connection Ci has to be linked to a hard
block via heterogeneous-only routing. A valid placement of a task needs to satisfy the
connection type constraint for all the connections.
to the task itself, and the problem of relocation requires finding a corresponding
match of hard resources to this set. A task is defined as a bounded set of logic
blocks and a set T = {Ci(xi, yi, ti)} of connections to hard blocks, where xi, yi is the
position of the connection and ti is its type.
2 Experimental methodology
To experimentally evaluate the impact of our revised FPGA architecture on
FPGA area and performance, the VPR tool set (version 6.0) was modified. The
following subsection details changes made to VPR for experimentation. In subsection
2.2, we describe the set of benchmark designs used for our experiments.
2.1 Modeling in VPR
The changes made to the VPR source code were made on the latest version1
available in the VTR [Ros+12] project repository.
2.1-1 Architecture
The VPR architecture description XML file that was used to model our circuit is
based on k4_N10_memSize16384_memData8.xml, which is one of the default
1The checked out version was revision 3034.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5-6 – Two placements of the same task on the enhanced architecture
with VPR
files shipped with the VTR tool flow. The file defines a simplified version of the
Stratix IV architecture. The architecture was adapted to suit our needs and to
provide a generic FPGA supporting multiple types of hard blocks. The blocks
include a 36× 36 multiplier and a configurable dual-port RAM similar to a Stratix
144 Kbit embedded memory block. Figure 5-6 demonstrates two placements of
the same task with VPR and the enhanced architecture; routing was omitted for
readability.
2.1-2 Routing abstraction
The key modifications to the VPR code base resulted in a dual-layer rout-
ing graph which allows inter-layer routing connections at switch boxes (Figure 5-
3).
The segment types of the separated routing networks were modeled using two
different segment type definitions in the architecture file. The first segment type,
used for homogeneous routing, contains wires which span a single logic block. The
second segment, used for heterogeneous-only routing, contains long lines spanning
a partition, whose width is set to enclose the smallest repeatable pattern of hard
blocks. Since we restrict the routing to the hard blocks to horizontal wires, the
vertical routing adjacent to the hard blocks is not used. In many VPR architecture
definitions, a logic array block will be defined to have its inputs and outputs spread
across its four sides. This behavior is undesirable in our case since inputs and
outputs on left-hand and right-hand sides of the block will connect to vertical routing
channels. As a result, we defined the location of input and output signals for hard
blocks as the top and bottom of the block.
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Since VPR does not provide support for separate routing networks which are only
interconnected in a few locations, modifications were made to the VPR routing graph
generator. The libarchfpga library used by VPR to parse architecture files was modi-
fied to enable the marking of segments of the architecture file segmentlist with
an additional attribute, selective_routing. This attribute tags the segment as
appropriate for either homogeneous signals (i.e. to or from a LB), heterogeneous-only
signals (to or from a hard block), or both types. Our model only uses heterogeneous-
only long lines and segments which can carry both signal types.
Another marking was introduced to explicitly declare a hard block in the
complexblocklist section of the architecture file as heterogeneous (in our case
multipliers and memory blocks). Additionally, the graph building procedures of
VPR itself were adapted so that input and outputs of the complex blocks marked
as heterogeneous are not routed on routing segments which are not tagged to route
them. Similar marking was used for homogeneous routing segments.
In the original VPR release, long lines are balanced and their connections are
rotated among the wires of the channels in which they reside. This behavior is de-
sirable in an FPGA where one wants to leverage the full routability of the circuit
and to solve layout issues in the final chip. However, this rotation is not desir-
able in our model since connections to the heterogeneous-only long lines are more
substantial. To circumvent this issue, we disabled the long line balance feature for
segments marked as heterogeneous, which allows the wires modeling the hard rout-
ing to effectively span a fixed amount of the same columns. Currently, for a given
defined segment, VPR will create both horizontal and vertical tracks in the rout-
ing graph. For our implementation, only horizontal long lines are used. Although
vertical long lines for the heterogeneous-only routing layer were created, they were
marked as unusable by the router and their area cost was ignored. All switch block
and connection block connections to these wires were removed.
2.2 Benchmarks
Benchmarks with heterogeneous resources were used to evaluate our modified
FPGA architecture. We choose to use the set of benchmarks included in the VTR
design flow for experimentation, as detailed in Chapter 4. Among these 19 bench-
marks, 12 of them that use heterogeneous blocks (i.e. memories and multipliers)
were selected to test our enhanced architecture. Table 5-1 sums up the benchmark
details. The number of hard blocks was calculated after the packing stage for our
architecture. A total of 8 out of 12 designs make use of memories, and 7 out of
12 use multipliers. Of these designs, two of them have more than a thousand logic
blocks.
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Table 5-1 – Post-packing composition of 12 heterogeneous designs of the
VTR benchmark set
Benchmark Memories Multipliers LBs
LU8PEEng 45 8 2,174
bgm 0 11 2,977
boundtop 1 0 272
ch_intrinsics 1 0 41
diffeq1 0 5 43
diffeq2 0 5 30
mkDelayWorker32B 41 0 497
mkPktMerge 15 0 17
mkSMAdapter4B 5 0 181
or1200 2 1 273
raygentop 1 7 192
stereovision1 0 38 990
3 Results
In this section we evaluate results obtained with the benchmarks described in Sec-
tion 2.2 using the enhanced architecture detailed in Section 1. We use the modified
version of VPR described in Section 2.1 to perform timing-driven packing, placing
and routing for the 12 designs. Comparative results are obtained with respect to
a standard architecture which is similar to the enhanced one, with the exception
of the additional routing resources dedicated to heterogeneous-only nets of the de-
sign. Place and route data concerning the standard architecture are presented in
Table 5-2.
The basic partition of both architectures is a 8× 8 array of logic blocks with one
column dedicated to a memory of 8 blocks height, and another column containing
two multipliers of 4 blocks height. The results of the enhanced architecture were
generated with multiple side-by-side horizontal partitions of size 8 since this is the
smallest common denominator of the logic fabric. Each long line tied to a specific
heterogeneous block spans a single partition.
3.1 Logic array size
As observed in Table 5-3, our enhanced architecture has no influence on the
minimal array size (in number of logic blocks) on which a task can be placed. It is not
surprising to obtain strictly equal results for both architectures. Since our enhanced
architecture proposal mainly concerns an evolution of the routing network dedicated
to hard block, there is no need to increase the number of blocks required.
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Table 5-2 – Place and route benchmark results on the standard architecture
Benchmark Array size Chan. width Crit. delay (ns)
LU8PEEng 56 77 124.06
bgm 64 91 34.66
boundtop 20 36 7.17
ch_intrinsics 8 25 3.57
diffeq1 12 32 16.17
diffeq2 12 28 13.84
mkDelayWorker32B 50 65 11.25
mkPktMerge 32 24 5.60
mkSMAdapter4B 18 44 7.34
or1200 25 55 13.36
raygentop 17 45 5.11
stereovision1 37 76 6.24
3.2 Critical delay
The critical delay of each circuit is expressed in nanoseconds in Tables 5-2 and
5-3. To ensure an equal quality of results for both architectures, the same timing
driven options were given to VPR, and the same routing seed was used in both cases.
Most of the benchmarks sees a critical delay change by less than 10% between the
standard architecture and the enhanced one.
The critical path delay increase in Table 5-3 is limited and results from routing
congestion when vertical routing tracks in the homogeneous routing layer are used
to reach the horizontal long lines and the increased capacitance of the long lines for
short connections. Some of the benchmarks expose a decrease in critical path delay
(in particular diffeq2, mkPktMerge). These improvements originate from the
use of long lines to reach heterogeneous blocks, reducing the wire delay for signals
in the critical path. The critical path timing of a task must consider relocation-
related issues. Since the logic content of a relocatable task is placed relatively to the
heterogeneous blocks, we do not know in advance where homogeneous signal will
step over a hard block. This issue is addressed at the place-and-route stage through
the use of conservative timing.
In our case, the main area impact is a result of the distribution of long lines across
the FPGA: a horizontal routing channel contains the minimum number of long lines
required to route every I/O of a partition of the biggest channel (i.e. the amount of
connections to the most connection-intensive hard block). Long lines which are not
tied to a specific I/O in a horizontal channel can be used for other purposes, which
can result in a reduced critical delay.
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Table 5-3 – Place and route benchmark results on the enhanced architec-
ture
Name Size Chan. width H-wire Crit. delay (ns)
LU8PEEng 56 139 (1.81×) 324 134.41 (1.08×)
bgm 64 108 (1,19×) 324 35.67 (1.03×)
boundtop 20 56 (1.56×) 324 7.51 (1.05×)
ch_intrinsics 8 25 (1.00×) 162 3.84 (1.08×)
diffeq1 12 96 (3.00×) 234 15.96 (0.99×)
diffeq2 12 65 (2.32×) 234 12.66 (0.92×)
mkDelayWorker32B 50 117 (1.80×) 324 11.46 (1.02×)
mkPktMerge 32 92 (3.83×) 324 4.84 (0.86×)
mkSMAdapter4B 18 83 (1.89×) 324 7.35 (1.00×)
or1200 25 77 (1.40×) 324 13.62 (1.02×)
raygentop 17 98 (2.18×) 324 5.78 (1.13×)
stereovision1 37 129 (1.70×) 324 6.97 (1.12×)
3.3 Routing resources
3.3-1 Effect of the enhanced routing architecture
Our approach primarily focuses on routing network enhancements. The isolation
of routing resources for logic-block only and hard blocks has several implications.
As described in Section 1, each input and output of the hard blocks is tied to a
unique long line of a partition. This approach has a drawback: densely-populated
partitions (in terms of hard elements) will suffer from a dense network of long routing
lines going from side to side in the partition. The results in Table 5-3 show that
for reasonably sized designs such as ch_intrinsics the cost in terms of routing
resources increase and critical delay is moderate with 162 dedicated long lines per
partition.
We observe an increase in the routing resources needed in the homogeneous
routing network (the channel width in Table 5-3), of 1.97× on average. Routing
resources due to the routing heterogeneous-only long lines dedicated to hard blocks
in the partition are shown in the h-wire column in Table 5-3. It should be noted that
the heterogeneous long lines (h-wires) in the table for each benchmark are spread
across an entire partition and not isolated in just one channel. As the number of
h-wires increases, the number of logic-only homogeneous wires required to route
signals up to the long lines increases to avoid network congestion.
Given these results, it is reasonable to define a nominal partition width of 8
columns, including heterogeneous blocks, for this specific architecture, as used in
our experiments. This size allows for good performance in terms of flexibility, while
still making a good trade-off in routing resources demand and occupied area. Our
approach eliminates the need for routing when a task is moved. The only required
change for the task bit-stream is to shift the homogeneous-to-heterogeneous and
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Figure 5-7 – Limitations of the enhanced architecture in VPR. The VPR
internal model allows connections from a hardware block to vertical routing channels
on every side of all the grid positions occupied by the block. On the other hand,
connections to horizontal routing channels are only made on the top and bottom
sides of the block, leading to congestions of the routing signals on a few channels
with the enhanced routing model.
heterogeneous-to-hard block connections horizontally. The position of these connec-
tions in the bit-stream can easily be offset by a fixed amount for the hundred or so
connections for each hard block as the task is loaded into the device.
3.3-2 Limitations of the enhanced model within VPR
This increase of routing resources is strongly tied to the current limitations of the
VPR model with regards to the enhancements brought to the routing architecture
in this chapter. While the modifications of the VPR routing graph procedures
allowed to separate the routing tied to logic resources from the heterogeneous-only
long lines handling the hard blocks input and outputs signals, the interconnection
between these long lines and the homogenenous-only mesh routing network suffers
from congestions directly related to the way VPR handles the connections between
the blocks of the logic array (both logic elements and hard blocks) and the routing
channels.
Indeed, as shown in Figure 5-7, VPR models the connections from a block pin to
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adjacent routing channels depending on which side of the block the pin is located,
and this location is fixed within the XML architecture file. Pins located on the
top and bottom sides of a block are connected to horizontal channels, while the
pins located on the left and right sides of a block are connected to their adjacent
vertical channels. While this model does not leverage congestions with a classical
fully interconnected mesh routing network, our architecture enhancements using
horizontal long lines for hard blocks pins suffer from these limitations. Since these
hard blocks only use long lines for their routing, all of their pins must be located on
their top and bottom sides. These hard blocks usually span more than one position
of the logic grid, due to their bigger area footprint relatively to logic elements. As
the long lines of a partition gets packed in only a few of the available horizontal
channels, they occasion congestion when the nets using these long lines are routed
to the homogeneous mesh interconnection network since all of these connections are
also done on a limited number of horizontal channels.
For better results, the integration of the enhanced model within VPR must also
account for these limitations, notably by further extending the routing graph to
allow spreading the input and output pins of hard blocks across multiple horizontal
channels, so as to decrease the congestion between long lines and the homogeneous
interconnection network.
4 Conclusion
In this chapter, an enhanced FPGA architecture supporting the relocation of
tasks and their associated bit-streams even if the relative position of hard blocks
in the target reconfigurable region is changed. A standard island-style FPGA ar-
chitecture has been expanded to include a dedicated routing layer for hard blocks.
Long lines are used in this layer to allow blocks to float horizontally within a region,
greatly expanding placement opportunities for hardware tasks.
The routing implications and costs associated with this freedom have been inves-
tigated with a variety of VTR benchmarks including hard blocks. Two factors limit
the practicality of the proposed solution. First, the architecture is limited by the
amount of additional routing resources required by the abstracted hard block rout-
ing. The additional long lines increase the stress of the global routing as each hard
block input and output requires one dedicated long line. Second, dedicated global
and detailed routing algorithms were not explored. While the original timing-driven
Pathfinder router of VPR performs well on standard routing architecture, it is not
optimized for the proposed architecture, which may bias the results.
As the architecture benefits from an increase in placement flexibility, the next
chapter investigates means of enclosing specific portions of a logic fabric for recon-
figuration, so as not to disturb active partitions of the chip and thus further increase
its dynamicity.
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Abstract
Modern FPGA device vendors nowadays propose support for dynamic partial
reconfiguration of pre-defined regions. The current development flow of these devices
implies the definition at design time of static regions and Partially-Reconfigurable
Regions (PRRs) on which partial bit-streams dedicated to a region will be loaded.
Very dynamic and flexible applications benefit from an accordingly dynamic spatial
and temporal scheduling of tasks at runtime. To support such level of flexibility,
an FPGA architecture must offer a configuration memory capable of loading a task
at runtime without disturbing active portions of the chip. This chapter presents a
technique for dynamically partitioning the configuration memory at runtime while
keeping a low area budget.
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1 Introduction
While previous chapters were directed to enhancements at the logic fabric ar-
chitecture level to facilitate runtime hardware reconfiguration and dynamic task
placement, the question of whether or not it is possible to actually benefits from
such fine-grain placement still holds. From the FPGA device point of view, the pre-
viously proposed techniques effectively increase the architecture potential regarding
its dynamicity. However, as described earlier in Chapter 1, the root of an archi-
tecture is held within its configuration memory, which provide the device with its
configurability. Partial reconfiguration of specific partitions (i.e. PRRs) of the de-
vice is only possible if the configuration memory supports it and offers some means
of changing a partition bit-stream without shutting-down other partitions.
From the configuration memory point-of-view, every configurable bit pertaining
to the soft logic data, the configurable interconnection network or any other config-
urable element of the logic fabric is part of a huge memory array spread over the
entirety of the FPGA device. This chapter only considers the most widespread pro-
gramming technology to date: the Static Random Access Memory (SRAM) memory
cells, as other programming technologies have different constraints. The configura-
tion memory is organized independently of the shape and organization of the logic
fabric and interconnect it serves, although several integration factors shall be taken
into account to design the FPGA architecture along with its memory.
1.1 Bit-stream loading methods
Several bit-stream loading methods have been put in use in modern FPGA de-
vices. Since this is one of the defining factors of the architecture performance in
terms of reconfiguration capabilities and speed, it is considered as a trade secret
by FPGA vendors, and hence not documented in the devices datasheets. However,
the patents held by major FPGA companies provides an insight on the technologies
involved in their devices. The following sub-sections draft the three main addressing
schemes of FPGA configuration memories.
1.1-1 Word addressing
Word addressing is the straightforward method of configuration of a large array of
memory cells, and largely the most used when it comes to SRAM cells. The principle
of direct addressing is to group the memory cells in words of N bits and address the
M so-formed words individually. The word becomes the smallest accessible element
of information of the L = M ×N array of memory latches, as accessing a single bit
implies to read the word it belongs to as a whole.
Figure 6-1 schematizes the word addressing scheme of a group of memory cells.
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Figure 6-1 – An array of memory cells accessible with word addressing. The
word-addressing scheme allows to directly target one of the word of the memory.
Single bits however needs to be accessed as part of their word. A combinatorial
address decoder is responsible for the generation of the enable signal when the latches
are written, and of the output selection when the latches are read.
Practically, for decoding purposes and implementation constraints, the memory
cells are often arranged as an array of W columns and H lines, with W ×H = M .
In that case, the word address can effectively be split into two parts: the column
address and the line address.
Such arrays are generally automatically generated by memory generators shipped
with the target technology node design kit, so as to provide the best area and or
delay performance. Such generators would be difficult to use in the context of an
FPGA configuration memory array, because the memory cells are spread over the
architecture to meet the logic elements configurability needs, not the other way
around.
At the scale of a whole FPGA device, the impediment of a single chip-wide
word-addressed memory comes from the amount of combinatorial logic needed to
implement the column and line address decoders, which will require a lot of area. A
workaround to reduce the amount of decoding needed would be to increase the word
size N so as to decrease the array size W ×H, but doing this increases the cost of
larger bus sizes needed to reach each words.
From a speed point of view, the frequency of configuration depends on the maxi-
mum delay Tdecode of the line and column decoders, which usually means that bigger
memories will run at a slightly smaller maximum speed.
1.1-2 Scan-path: serial loading
A scan-path organization of memory cells relies on the daisy-chaining of the
cells, one after another. The name comes from circuit debugging techniques where
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Figure 6-2 – Memory cells daisy-chained to form a scan-path. The daisy
chaining of the memory cells together allows to eliminate the area occupied by the
address decoding of an addressed memory. On the other hand, since flip-flops must
be used to provide the sensitivity to clock edges, the area of the memory cells them-
selves is approximately 2× bigger. Such organization of a large memory has a high
power density when all the cells switch at the same time, and must thus be carefully
optimized for this purpose.
register flip-flops can be configured, in debug mode, as a long shift-register which
can be inspected at runtime by clocking out all the data to a debug output while
the chip is paused. Such memory organization only uses a single bit input to serially
insert the data into the L bit long shift-register.
Figure 6-2 illustrates a shift-register of a group of memory cells forming a con-
figuration scan-path.
In comparison to a word-addressed memory, the scan-path allows eliminating
the area occupied by the line and column decoders, since no decoding is needed in
that case. On the other hand, the shift-register scheme only works if all the cells are
loading their data on a signal front event, hence it uses flip-flops instead of latches
cells. The flip-flop requires more transistors than a latch, which increases the area
occupancy linearly with the length L of the scan-path.
Similarly, the insertion of data into a shift-register can be made at high frequen-
cies, since the critical path of the register is the longest net from one flip-flop output
to the next flip-flop input. However, the distribution of the clock across a Very Large
Scale Integration (VLSI) circuit is prone to process variations, inducing clock jitter
which reduces the maximum operating frequency of the scan-path in practice.
Although a scan-path organization of the memory is promising so far in terms of
area and operating frequency, its biggest problem comes from its power consumption.
While the transistor activity in a word-addressed memory will be concentrated in
the decoder and the configured word, the shift-register will shift its L flip-flops at
every bit insertion. Considering the worst case where one out of two flip-flops is set
to a logic one, it means that all flip-flops will switch their state at each clock cycle,
with a total dynamic power of L×Pswitch watts, where Pswitch is the dynamic power
of a single flip-flop.
For large values of L, the tremendous power consumption of a scan-path implies
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Figure 6-3 – A hybrid scheme between a scan-path and a word-addressed
memory [RGM01]. The Xilinx patent provides an interesting hybrid between an
addressed memory and a scan-path. In this alternate memory organization, the
configuration data of all bits i of the N bits latch words is input at once in a scan-
path and then programmed in their corresponding latch. Such organization provides
an interesting reduction of the overall area over a standard scan-path, along with a
really small address decoder in comparison to an addressed memory.
that its implementation must be done with other power conservative means, e.g.
quasi-adiabatic flip-flops [HXX05] or bucket-brigade devices [ST69]. Another way
of reducing the overall switching power of the scan-path is to split it into multiple
smaller L
n
registers.
1.1-3 Hybrid loading
Hybrid loading is a form of configuration memory access which conjugates the
speed benefits of a scan-path and the organization of a word-addressed memory.
This architecture, patented by Xilinx [RGM01], uses N -bits words and a scan-path
of L
N
elements to configure the words, with L being the total number or bits in the
configuration memory. A one-of-N decoder selects which bit is being written in each
word when the scan-path is loaded into the SRAM cells.
Figure 6-3 shows the organization of such a memory. In essence, the words are
configured by first configuring the decoder to disable all paths from the scan-path
flip-flops to the memory latches. Then, the configuration of all bits i of each word
is sequentially inserted into the scan-path. Once the data is ready, the decoder is
set to enable the links from the flip-flops to the memory latches, to configure them.
The process is repeated for each of the N bits of the words.
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Overall, the instant power to configure all L bits of the hybrid memory is less
than an equivalent scan-path of L elements. Indeed, the switching power required
for the configuration of the L bits of the scan-path is in the order of L2 × Pswitch,
where Pswitch is the dynamic power of a single flip-flop, while the hybrid memory
only requires N×
�
L
N
�2
×Pswitch =
L2
N
×Pswitch watts, effectively dividing the dynamic
power consumption by N for the scan-path part.
Additionally, as the length of the shift-register is reduced in comparison to a full
scan-path implementation, the area occupancy also decreases. The area occupancy
of a scan-path of L elements is in the order of L × AFF , where AFF is the area
of a single flip-flop. The equivalent hybrid memory with words of N bits occupies
an area in the order of L
N
× AFF + L × Alatch, where AFF is as previously defined
and Alatch is the area occupied by a latch memory cell. As the implementation of a
flip-flop is internally based on two latches plus some glue logic, AFF � 2 × Alatch.
This approximation leads to the conclusion that any word size N ≥ 2 produces a
memory occupying less area than an equivalent L long scan-path, disregarding the
one-of-N decoder area.
1.2 Multi context configuration memory
As far as dynamic reconfiguration of a running logic fabric is concerned, it often
involves shutting down the part of the device which is going to be reconfigured.
Indeed, a configuration memory using only one active layer of configuration will
only progressively load the newly programmed data in its target partition, which
creates side-effects as the old data is kept in memory. Regarding the application
dynamicity, it creates a downtime of parts of the logic fabric for as long as the newly
configured partial bit-stream lasts.
If the architecture dynamicity is the most valued performance criteria, it is de-
sirable to back up the configuration memory with a second active layer of memory
latches, as shown in Figure 6-4 so that the load of a hardware task does not disturb
active portions of the logic fabric.
Figure 6-5b shows the temporal evolution of the double-layer memory during a
reconfiguration. The first layer, the configuration layer, receives the bit-stream data,
either sequentially, by word-addressing, or both. During the configuration time,
the second memory layer, the active layer, still holds the configuration data of the
preceding task which can still operate normally. Once the data is correctly loaded
in the configuration layer, the load signal is asserted to load the configuration
data into the active layer. In contrast, Figure 6-5a presents the same scenario on
a single-layer configuration memory, and shows the downtime associated with each
subsequent configuration of the active memory layer.
An additional memory layer increases the area occupancy of the configuration
memory by at least L × Alatch for a L-bit wide memory, with Alatch being the area
of a single latch. For a word-addressed memory, it effectively doubles the memory
area, without increasing the decoding logic area. The area increase of a scan-path
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Figure 6-4 – An additional latch for each memory cell separates the con-
figuration memory from the active memory. An additional memory layer
composed of latches allows increasing the configuration flexibility as the configura-
tion layer is dissociated from the active memory layer. In this case, the insertion
of a partial bit-stream at a specific location of the configuration memory does not
disturb the currently running configuration on the active layer, at the cost of an
increase of the memory area.
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Figure 6-5 – The double layer memory increases the dynamicity of the
architecture.
or a hybrid memory is mitigated by the already important area occupancy of the
shift-register in both cases.
1.3 Summary of memory organizations
Table 6-1 summarizes the three memory organization schemes detailed in Sec-
tion 1.1 on multiple criterion. Their area footprint, dynamic power consumption,
programming speed and flexibility are evaluated respectively to each other.
The flexibility metric is a subjective evaluation of the adequacy of the memory
organizations with regard to the constraints of a reconfigurable FPGA architecture,
both from a layout and a partial reconfiguration standpoint. As such, the word ad-
dressing scheme is pretty efficient on most evaluation criterion, but fails to meet the
needs of flexibility, it is hardly scalable to a whole chip with other layout constraints
such as an FPGA. On the other hand, the scan-path and hybrid organizations can
easily be scaled to an entire device since each element of the shift-register is only
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Table 6-1 – Comparison of memory organization in terms of area, power
consumption, speed and flexibility
Organization Area Dyn. power Speed Flexibility
Word addressing + + + −
Scan-path − −− ++ −
Hybrid ++ + + −
dependent from its preceding and following cells, although targeting a specific con-
figurable zone of the memory is impossible.
Overall, the hybrid organization offers the best trade-off between all the evaluated
metrics. The absence of complex decoding and its shortened shift-register makes
it more area and power efficient than other memories. Its main drawback comes
from the reduced partial-reconfiguration flexibility of the shift-register. The next
section presents enhancements to the hybrid memory organization scheme to notably
enhance its flexibility.
2 Enhanced scan-path
The proposed technique of an enhanced scan-path architecture allows enclosing
a specific portion of the logic fabric for dynamic reconfiguration at runtime. It is a
major break-up from the configuration memories of modern FPGA devices where the
reconfigurable partitions are defined oﬄine, at design time, and must follow a fixed
arrangement of the data. The configuration bits in an FPGA are grouped together
in a frame, which encloses a bounded area of logic elements and interconnect of the
chip and usually spans a few dozen to hundreds of configuration bits. The frames
are sequentially programmable and arranged in a fixed order: e.g. in Xilinx devices
they are arranged in columns. Although recent devices offer more possibilities for
defining a PRR than older architectures which enforced column-wise programming,
they are still limited by a static partitioning which cannot evolve at runtime.
In a statically partitioned logic fabric, the size and geometry of PRR are fixed
in advance, either because the configuration memory organization does not allow
for anything else than the entire device to be configured, or because PRRs have
been defined during the design of the application. In either case, the application
must adapt to the partitioning by providing partial bit-streams adapted to the said
partitions.
The proposed solution circumvents the static partitioning and provides a way to
dynamically define the configurable region while the application runs, to increase the
placement flexibility of position-independent bit-streams. The aim of this method
is to enable the placement of a w × h hardware task at a specific position (x, y)
on the W × H configurable logic fabric, hence targeting a specific portion of the
configuration memory as depicted in Figure 6-6. We achieve this by the introduc-
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Figure 6-6 – Basic organization of a standard of hybrid scan-path over the
programmable device. The static scan-path traverses the configuration memory
in a serpentine way, line by line. The considered smallest units of configuration are
frames of N configuration bits.
tion of routing elements in the scan-path, which allows for the configuration of the
shift-register path. At runtime, the load of a hardware task configuration data is
performed in two steps. A first step configures the path of the shift-register to
delimit the partial-reconfiguration region and shortcut the shift-register to this lo-
cation. The second step is the insertion of the configuration data, in the contrived
shift-register.
In contrast to existing static partitioning schemes, the runtime dynamic parti-
tioning method detailed in this section allows building over the previously defined
concepts of position-independent Virtual Bit-Streams and of the architecture en-
hancements allowing the heterogeneous blocks positions to be disregarded.
2.1 Organization of the configuration memory
This configuration memory architecture is based on a scan-path organization,
either classic or hybrid as defined in Section 1.1, as illustrated in Figure 6-6. The
smallest configuration unit of the path, represented as dots in the figure, is not
considered as a single bit in the case of a standard scan-path, but rather as multiple
bits grouped together in frames of N bits. For a hybrid implementation, a frame
size equal to N or one its divisor is similarly considered.
The geometry of the configuration memory is defined as an array of W × H
frames, W being the number of frames per line of the configuration memory, and H
the number of lines. The top left hand corner frame is defined as the input of the
scan-path. Each frame ending a line of the array is tied to the frame immediately
below it, which creates a serpentine shift-register spanning the whole configuration
memory of W ×H ×N bits.
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Figure 6-7 – Configuration memory routing element. The routing element
provides the shortcut capabilities of the configurable scan-path shift-register. A mul-
tiplexer and a pass-transistor allow to route the signal between the classical input i
and output o and the shortcut input x and output y. An AND gate generate the local
enable len signal for the following frame, in function of the global enable signal of
the memory. The routing element can operate on four different modes, depending
on where to forward the configuration data.
The aim of the runtime dynamic partitioning is to ease the placement of tasks
of w × h frames, with w the task width and h its height.
2.1-1 Configuration routing element
The configurability of the configuration scan-path is brought by a configuration
routing element placed at regular intervals over the shift-register. The routing ele-
ment, pictured in Figure 6-7 allows the modification of the bit-stream data path and
adds shortcuts within the shift-register to jump over series of flip-flops. The configu-
ration of the memory organization has two benefits: first, a part of the shift-register
can be delimited for the incoming task data, and second, the path from the shift-
register input to the actual location of the desired task placement is reduced.
The routing element operates on three different modes:
• Transparent: in this mode the routing element forwards the data to the next
element of the shift-register following the natural order of the scan-path.
• Shortcut 1: the first shortcut mode redirects the shift-register data from
its input i to the routing element immediately below it in the array through
the shortcut output y. From there, depending on the next routing element
configuration, the data will either follow the shift-register order or be redirected
again to another routing element.
• Shortcut 2: the second shortcut mode redirects the shift-register data from
the routing element immediately above it in the array through the shortcut
input x, to the standard output o tied to the next frame of the shift-register.
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• Bypass: the bypass mode allows the shift-register signal coming from the
shortcut input x to be routed to the shortcut output y to hop to the routing
element immediately below it.
Two configuration bits c0 and c1 are thus required to set the routing element
mode. The state of c0 select which of the two inputs i (the standard input) or x (the
shortcut input) is routed through the routing element. The output slection is made
with c1, which determine if the input signal is routed to the shortcut ouput y or not.
The local enable signal len is only active when y is disabled, which actually prevents
the next frame in the shift-register from shifting when the routing element is in
shortcut 1 or bypass mode, in which case the standard output o is disabled.
The routing element adds a delay trouting between two frames of the shift-register
because of its internal elements. This delay increases the critical-path delay of the
shift-register and therefore slightly reduces the maximum shifting frequency of the
entire scan-path.
2.1-2 Configuration path
The configuration path is made of all the configurable routing elements put
together in a chain. This organization adds a second scan-path to the configuration
memory, in addition to the actual shift-register of the memory, albeit the former one
is shorter than the latter. The routing elements are placed across the configuration
memory scan-path as illustrated in Figure 6-8, forming an array of routing elements
capable of forwarding the data or bypassing parts of the shift-register.
The granularity of the array of routing elements if defined as G, the number of
frames between two routing elements horizontally. For delimitation purposes, the
routing elements are however present on each line of the memory array, as shown in
Figure 6-8.
The configuration path contains W
G
×H routing elements, serially chained, which
form a W
G
×H × 2 bits long scan-path for the overall device.
2.2 Runtime dynamic partitioning
The usage of the configurable scan-path enables the runtime dynamic partitioning
of the configuration memory, depending on the application needs to load tasks of
various geometry. Figure 6-9 illustrates such use of the configurable scan-path with
an 8×4 hardware task placed at position (4, 6). The zone of interest (ZOI) is formed
by the 8× 4 rectangular area delimiting the frames that will be configured with the
task data.
The proper configuration of the task necessitates two different steps involving the
configuration of the scan-path and the configuration of the zone of interest. Using
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Figure 6-8 – A configurable shift-register. The configurable shift-register uses
the routing element capabilities to shortcut or forward the configuration signal. The
routing elements are spaced by G frames to allow for a fine or gross placement, tasks
must however be sized accordingly. The configurable routing elements are effectively
chained together in a second scan-path which needs to be programmed prior to the
insertion of the task data.
the configurable scan-path has implications on the maximum frequency of the shift-
register and on the number of clock cycles required to push the task data into its
final location.
2.2-1 Configuring the configuration path
As every routing element can be configured in four different ways, the prelimi-
nary step to load a hardware task in the configuration memory is to configure the
configuration path. This pre-configuration step has two goals. First, the beginning
of the shift-register, up to the portion of interest, needs to be shortcut to allow
for a faster loading of the considered hardware task to its final position. Although
this step could be omitted and the data shifted for more cycles into the register, it
brings substantial improvements on the configuration delay. The second goal of the
pre-configuration step is to delimit the zone of interest in the shift-register. This
delimitation prevents the need to insert dummy data between lines of configuration
data which would otherwise be required with a non-configurable scan-path so as to
align the configuration data with the zone of interest.
2.2-2 Overhead and delay considerations
The enhanced capabilities of the runtime dynamic partitioning increase the place-
ment capabilities, but also comes at the cost of overheads, in terms of additional
padding frames that need to be inserted into the configuration memory to "push"
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Figure 6-9 – Usage example of the configurable shift-register with an 8× 6
task. The configurable shift-register is used to shortcut and delimit the configuration
data to a specific zone of interest. The first lines of the configuration memory are
shortcut to prevent unnecessary shifts of the scan-path, while the left and right border
of the zone of interest are defined using the routing element shortcut 1 and shortcut
2 modes. Unused routing elements of the configuration scan-path are set in bypass
mode to disable their adjacent frames and prevent an unnecessary shifting of these
frames.
the newly placed data to the zone of interest and in terms of increased critical path
delay.
Since the routing elements allow to shortcut the shift register path to the next
line, they cause an additional delay within the configuration path which linearly de-
pends on the maximum number of consecutive configurable elements used to shortcut
the shift-register to the zone of interest. This maximum delay is a function of the
target position (x, y) of insertion in the configuration memory, with x being the hori-
zontal position in number of frames and y the vertical position from the topmost line
of the memory array. The insertion granularity depends on the configurable routing
element granularity G, since it is impossible to target a zone of interest smaller than
G horizontally, x must thus be chosen so that x mod G = 0, i.e x = kxG, kx ∈ Z.
Similarly, to meet the constraints of the reconfigurable shift-register, the task width
w must also be an integer multiple of the granularity G: w = kyG, ky ∈ Z. There is
no constraints on the vertical placement since routing elements are present on every
line of the configuration memory. Under these conditions, the critical path delay
tcrit depends on
tcrit = (y + 1)× tswitch (6-1)
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since any placement on y ≥ 1 necessarily implies to cross at least two routing ele-
ments vertically to shortcut the unnecessary first lines of the configuration memory
up to the zone of interest, although the shortcut elements may be pipelined to reduce
this impact on critical path delay.
Moreover, some additional clock cycles are required to get the task data to be
aligned with the zone of interest, depending on the horizontal placement of the task.
The overhead Noverhead can be defined as
Noverhead = x+ (y mod 2)× w (6-2)
frames, where w is the task width, since the traversal direction of the line is not
identical for odd and even lines.
This overhead is smaller than what would be necessary to accommodate a non-
reconfigurable shift-register in order to maintain the task geometry and correctly
align it with its target location. In this case, a task occupying the last line of the
configuration memory would have needed to be pushed through the H − 1 other
lines, while the configurable shortcuts avoid that, at the cost of an increase of the
scan-path critical delay.
2.3 Results
The evaluation of the configurable scan-path has been done in a Verilog simula-
tion model which implements a fully configurable memory and its enhanced scan-
path. The memory is parameterized by its width W and its height H, in number of
frames. The size of the frames is given by the parameter F , while the granularity
of the configurable scan-path is given by G, as the number of frames between each
configurable element of the shift-register. As such, the width of the memory must
be selected so that W is a multiple of the granularity G.
Three aspects of the memory were investigated: the configuration time of a task
into the memory, the overhead induced by padding data when inserting a task, and
the overall energy consumption of the memory during its programming.
2.3-1 Configuration time
The configuration time of a task of a memory reflects the amount of cycles
required to place a task on the reconfigurable fabric, and is tied to the architecture
of the configuration memory itself. As one of the aim of the enhanced memory was
to keep the flexibility of a scan-path while reducing its overhead in terms of cycles,
we evaluated the time needed to insert various tasks into the memory.
Ten different tasks were benchmarked, with sizes ranging from 10 × 10 frames
to 100× 100 frames. The frame size in this experiment has been fixed to 1024 bits,
which is realistically close to the number of configuration bits required by a single
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Figure 6-10 – Configuration time of 10 differents tasks into a regular and
enhanced configuration memory.
macro-cell in the case of the Flextiles platform detailed in Chapter 7. The size of
the memory itself has been set to 128× 128 frames.
To evaluate the configuration time in various conditions, we considered the pro-
grammation of each task into the memory at every possible place for its size, which
allows to determine the best and worst cases of the number of cycles required to
program a task into the memory.
The results of this experiments are illustrated in Figure 6-10, where the config-
uration time of the 10 different tasks is presented in red for the regular memory
with a static scan-path, and in blue for the enhanced memory with a configurable
scan-path. The values of the boxes present the average number of cycles (in millions
of cycles) required to program the task data over all of its possible positions on
the logic fabric. Only one task is present on the logic fabric at all time. The error
bars present the maximum (worst case) and minimum (best case) number of cycles
encountered of all these placements.
Overall, the static scan-path suffers both from a high number of cycles required to
program each task, and from a large variability of this number of cycles depending on
the target position of the task. This variability is easily explained by the previously
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Figure 6-11 – Overhead of cycles of 10 differents tasks into a regular and
enhanced configuration memory.
mentioned limitations of the static scan-path: as each frame is serially connected to
its neighbours, there is no other solution for the programmation of data at the end
of the shift-register than serially padding data within the shift-register to push the
valuable data.
On the contrary, the added configurable elements of the enhanced scan-path
allow to shortcut the shift-register to insert the data at the right place without
requiring much additional padding data. As such, the variability of the results for
the enhanced memory is very small.
2.3-2 Padding data overhead
As stated in the previous section, the amount of padding data required to push
the task configuration into the shift-register can be very high when considering a
regular, static shift-register. Figure 6-11 shows the average amount of cycles required
to program task configurations into the memory, and breaks this value into a data
part, in green, and an overhead part, in red for the regular scan-path and blue for the
enhanced scan-path. The parameters W , H, F , and G of the memory are otherwise
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Figure 6-12 – Power consumption of a enhanced memory compared to a
regular memory.
the same than the previous experiment.
As shown in Figure 6-11, the overhead of padding data in the case of the static
scan-path can represent much of the total number of cycles required to insert the
task in the shift-register. Additionally, this amount of overhead can only increase
with higher sizes of the memory, which is a very limiting factor for the adoption of
a shift-register as previously stated.
In the case of the enhanced memory, the number of cycles tied to the padding
data is hardly distinguishable. The negligible overhead in this case is related to the
first line of the memory used to shift the task data to its final column, and only
depends on the task width and its position in the memory, as theoretically analyzed
in Section 2.2-2.
2.3-3 Energy consumption
The energy consumption of a configuration memory is an key factor for dynamic
applications and reconfigurable hardware in general, due to the increased amount of
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hardware tasks being programmed back and forth into the memory, as opposed to
a static FPGA design programmed once and for all.
We evaluated the impact of the addition of configurable routing elements in the
shift register with regards to the power consumption of the memory. The experiment
is based on 128×128 frames memory arranged in a scan-path, with frames of F = 1
bit. This frame size is the worst case values for our proposed enhanced scan-path
since, for G = 1, every single bit of configuration of the memory is followed by
a routing element, hence being the highest possible number of these routers for a
given memory size. Granularities ranging from G = 1 to G = 64 were evaluated.
For each granularity, the programming of the whole memory at once with random
data (α = 0.5) has been simulated at the gate level of the synthesized memory in a
65nm technology from STMicroelectronics. The power consumption of the enhanced
scan-path is compared to the one of a static scan-path for each G.
Overall, at the smallest possible granularity G = 1, the worst case power con-
sumption is more than doubled with the enhanced scan-path in comparison to the
static one, as shown in Figure 6-12, due to the high number of routing elements in
the shift-register, and to the configuration phase of the routing elements prior to
the actual programming of the memory itself. However, for growing values of G, the
additional energy consumption induced by the routing elements drops exponentially,
up to a less than 1% increase of energy consumption for G ≥ 64.
For realistically large number of bits between two routing elements (e.g. 1024
in the case of the FlexTiles platform), the increase in energy is thus negligible.
Additionally, it should be noted that the energy consumption was here evaluated for
the configuration of the whole memory with random data (i.e. all flip-flops flip at
each cycle). In real use-cases, the enhanced memory has safeguards which disables
unused frames during the programming of the shift-register, and further reduce the
energy consumption in comparison to the regular shift-register.
3 Conclusion
This chapter introduced a configuration memory enhancement to ease the place-
ment of hardware task in a lightweight scan-path organization of the configuration
memory. The proposed method allows for a significant reduction of the time needed
to serially insert a task to its final position, at the cost of a small frequency reduction
in comparison to a static shift-register scan-path.
A trade-off should be made between the task placement flexibility (i.e. the gran-
ularity parameter G of the enhanced configuration memory) and the cost of the
additional resources. The granularity should be set accordingly to the logic fab-
ric features such as an irreducible width of a minimum partition to cope with the
architecture heterogeneity, as discussed in Chapter 5.
With the techniques and features developed throughout this work at the Computer-
Aided Design (CAD), architecture and configuration level, a number of parameters
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can be explored and combined to offer additional flexibility to an FPGA architec-
ture, both from a conceptual and an architectural point-of-view. The full dynamicity
of a platform as explored in this thesis is nowadays not deeply explored, but recent
initiatives have been conducted in this domain. The FlexTiles project presented in
the following chapter is one of these initiatives which aims to provide a fully recon-
figurable and adaptive manycore platform bundled in a 3-D stacked chip, in which
some of the work of this thesis has been implemented to some extent.
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Abstract
Parts of the work of this thesis has been used into the European Seventh Frame-
work Programme (FP7) project FlexTiles [Jan+15], aiming to develop a dynamically
reconfigurable heterogeneous many-core platform. The heterogeneity of the platform
is brought among other accelerators by an embedded FPGA logic fabric 3D stacked
to a many-core circuit, as illustrated in Figure 7-1. This embedded FPGA (eFPGA)
exhibits runtime hardware reconfiguration features. The FlexTiles project ended
in Spring 2015 and proposed a development board, a software Open Virtual Plat-
form (OVP) simulator, the adequate tool-chain, an operating system, and software
libraries.
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DSP#blocks
Memory#blocks
Figure 7-1 – The 3-D stacked FlexTiles platform. The FlexTiles platform
is a 3-D stacked heterogeneous architecture comprising GPP, DSP and hardware
tasks loaded onto an embedded FPGA (eFPGA). The communication between these
elements is made through a NoC. Communications between the eFPGA and the
manycore layer is realized with 3-D links to the NoC with dedicated interfaces in the
FPGA logic fabric.
1 Overview of the FlexTiles project
Heterogeneous many-core systems are promising solutions to deal with com-
plex and increasingly dynamic applications. Indeed, power-hungry applications
found in modern handheld computers must cope with performance and energy con-
straints [Lem+12]. Their accompanying embedded hardware must provide high per-
formance with a low complexity, while at the same time keeping a low power budget.
The multi-core era has been proven useful in those case by providing a high perfor-
mance/power ratio, in particular in embedded systems, and many-core systems are
the next step towards a better efficiency. The industry is however reluctant to adopt
many-core designs, primarily by fear of increasing development costs and not being
able to reuse legacy C code which have been heavily tested for years.
The FlexTiles project is a 3-years long European FP7 project which ended in
2015. The aim of the FlexTiles project was to propose an energy-efficient and het-
erogeneous many-core 3-D stacked architecture with self-adaptation features based
on flexible tiles, illustrated in Figure 7-1, both from the design and the programming
standpoints [Jan+15].
In this chapter we only give an overview of the FlexTiles project, an in particular
on the design of its embedded FPGA architecture which relies on features proposed
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Figure 7-2 – Overview of the FlexTiles platform heterogeneous many-core
hardware architecture [Jan+15].
as part of this thesis work. More information can be found on the website dedicated
to the project [Fle15].
1.1 Global architecture
The Flextiles architecture is based on a set of heterogeneous nodes among General
Purpose Processors (GPPs), Digital Signal Processors (DSPs) or hardware accelera-
tors loaded on an embedded FPGA, the eFPGA. A tile in the sense of the FlexTiles
platform is an association between a master GPP node and one or more slave node.
Additionally, the platform features Double Data Rate (DDR) memory controllers
and input/output elements. All these nodes are communicating together using a
Network on Chip (NoC) backbone, as illustrated in Figure 7-2.
The communication homogeneity between the various nodes of the platform is
ensured by a Network Interface (NI) which provides the abstraction interface between
the nodes and the underlying NoC. Additionally, the data exchanges between the
GPPs and their slave accelerator nodes are homogenized by Accelerator Interfaces
(AIs), designed to implement the master/slave execution model.
1.2 Programming model
Applications targeting the Flextiles platform are defined as sets of static clusters.
Each of these clusters is described using Synchronous Data Flow (SDF) or Cyclo-
Static Data Flow (CSDF) computation models. Within the data-flows, the tokens
consumers/producers are called actors. The actors communicate by exchanging
tokens through First-In First-Outs (FIFOs) [NMG13].
The clusters of an application are independently designed and optimized using
the platform dedicated tools. The design stage of a cluster is responsible for the
partitioning, scheduling and mapping of its actors. A partitioning step groups closely
related actors together in a partition. Each partition is then scheduled in a time
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scale, typically to manage an operator pipeline. Eventually, the clusters and their
partitions are mapped to their final target tile on the platform.
1.3 Virtualization layer
A software virtualization layer is responsible for the architecture management of
the available heterogeneous resources and for its adaptivity [Fer+12]. The system is
systematically monitored to ensure that the application performance, the GPP and
accelerator workloads, and the overall platform temperature stays within acceptable
boundaries. A diagnostic phase allows taking various actions in function of the
detected issues of the platform. It also draws conclusions regarding the actions to
execute so as to counteract the problem. The actions include the decrease or increase
of the processor frequency to meet the performance demand or power budget, the
migration of a task if a GPP is overloaded, or triggering a defragmentation of the
hardware resources to cope with the allocation of larger hardware tasks on the
embedded FPGA logic fabric.
Additionally, each master GPP runs a custom operating system which locally
handles the multi-threading of each processor as well as the scheduling and power
management of the running clusters.
2 Embedded FPGA accelerators
A key point of the FlexTiles platform is to feature an embedded FPGA, the eF-
PGA, acting as a generic logic fabric on which dedicated accelerators (i.e. hardware
tasks) are loaded at runtime to meet the performance needs of a data-flow applica-
tion. Some of the runtime hardware reconfiguration features involved in the work
of this thesis have been put to use in this context, to support the flexible runtime
loading of hardware tasks.
2.1 Overview of the embedded FPGA
The eFPGA has a few requirements which are unusual with regards to the con-
ventional FPGA architectures of the market. First, the logic fabric itself has no
direct interactions with the outside world. The input and output communications
of the hardware tasks loaded on the eFPGA logic fabric are done through the NoC
of the FlexTiles platform, using the AI defined earlier. These AIs feature a set of
data and configuration channels which are then translated by an underlying NI to
packets sent over the NoC. From the logic fabric standpoint, the AI is logically seen
as one accelerator of the FPGA among others. Any hardware task running on the
eFPGA requires a connection to one AI, and the number and availability of these
hard blocks is thus crucial for the application dynamicity. The AI and their asso-
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Table 7-1 – Synthesis results of the architectural elements of the eFPGA
on 28nm and 65nm technology nodes
Block Area 65nm (µm2) Area 28nm (µm2) w.r.t. CLB
CLB 9,929 3,309 1×
Arith. Acc. 13,055 4351 1.31×
RAM block 21,134 7044† 2.13×
AI 354,617 118,205 35.71×
†: Projection only
ciated 3DNI are spread over the logic fabric, rather than distributed in a I/O ring
surrounding the logic fabric.
In addition to the logic fabric, the eFPGA hosts a reconfiguration controller
which implements the features presented in Chapter 4. The controller handles both
the configuration of the logic fabric itself and its management from an occupation
point of view. As requests from the platform virtualization layer are received on
the AI dedicated to the reconfiguration controller, the reconfiguration controller
must decide where to place the task and inform the rest of the platform that a
defragmentation of the logic fabric should be performed if needed.
A lot of the features implemented in the eFPGA are not the top priority of
modern FPGA architectures, for the reasons described previously. Most notably,
the eFPGA logic fabric has not been designed to host a single design at runtime but
rather a variety of accelerated tasks which work in conjunction with the platform to
provide a performance gain in specific parts of an application. Therefore, the design
choices made during the development of the eFPGA were driven by the architecture
flexibility, rather than the maximum achievable performance. As an example, a
double context memory, as detailed in Chapter 2, was implemented on the eFPGA,
at the cost of the additional area consumed by the memory.
2.2 eFPGA architecture
The eFPGA logic fabric, detailed in Appendix A, is built around an island-style
architecture. The soft logic elements of the architecture are clusters of four 6-LUTs
and their associated local crossbar interconnect. Each of these CLB routes 16 inputs
and 4 outputs on the interconnection network.
In addition to the soft logic elements, hard blocks provide a substantial acceler-
ation of various features in the architecture. A configurable arithmetic accelerator
with a 18 × 18 multiplier and a 48-bit Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU) provides
the data computing performances of the logic fabric. 16kb Random Access Memory
(RAM) blocks add dynamic memory storage to the architecture. Lastly, AIs brings
the communication properties of the eFPGA for the hardware tasks to exchange
data with the rest of the platform.
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Each of the elements of the logic fabric has been developed in Verilog and synthe-
sized to both 28nm and 65nm technology nodes from STMicroelectronics to obtain
realistic data of their respective sizes. These results were used to actually deter-
mine the number of each hard block which will populate the logic fabric through a
design space exploration process. The synthesis results are presented in Table 7-1
and take into account the respective interconnect (the connection block) associated
with their inputs and outputs. The last column of the table presents the ratio of the
areas of the blocks respectively to the smallest unit of the architecture, the CLB.
Due to the lack of access to a memory generator for the 28nm node, the area result
of the RAM block in 28nm is only extrapolated and scaled from the 65nm synthesis.
These implementation areas were compared to the size of the many-core chip already
determined in order to provide a final layout of the eFPGA logic fabric.
One of the constraints of the final layout is tied to the 3-D stacking technology
process chosen for the FlexTiles platform. Indeed, as the many-core chip and the
embedded FPGA circuit are stacked on top of each other, the 3-D interfaces from
one chip to the other must be aligned and thus fixed at specific positions. On the
eFPGA layer, the AIs are in fact 3-D Network Interfaces (3DNI), and comprises the
actual AI with which the logic fabric communicate, the NI realizing the translation
to network packets, and the area occupied by the Through-Silicon Vias (TSVs) (for
face-to-back 3-D stacking) or micro-bumps (for face-to-face 3-D stacking) realizing
the link between one chip to another. For this reason, the AIs are the biggest
elements of the logic fabric.
The final architecture layout of the eFPGA comprises:
• 9 AIs
• 42 RAM blocks of 16kb
• 210 arithmetic accelerators
• 7,224 CLBs (i.e. ≈29,000 LUTs)
The size of the two dies of the FlexTiles 3-D stacked architecture has been fixed
to 5, 500 × 4, 900µm (i.e. 26.95mm2) in a Complementary Metal-Oxyde Semicon-
ductor (CMOS) bulk 28nm technology from STMicroelectronics, constrained by the
manycore layer.
2.3 Hardware tasks
The description of the hardware tasks used on the embedded FPGA of the Flex-
Tiles platform follows the definition of the Virtual Bit-Streams thoroughly detailed
in Chapter 3. The Virtual Bit-Streams are stored in memory and placed at run-
time on demand of the virtualization layer to the reconfiguration controller of the
eFPGA.
The bit-stream generation back-end vbsgen has been integrated to the design
flow of the FlexTiles platform. It processes the partitions of an application cluster
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which have been mapped as hardware accelerators in the platform.
Spatial and temporal scheduling techniques to be integrated in the reconfigu-
ration controller were not investigated as part of the work of this thesis. They are
required so as to fully manage the placement of hardware tasks to be loaded onto the
eFPGA logic fabric. Several works were conducted to increase the spatio-temporal
scheduling methods in the context of a 3-D stacked architecture. In [KCH14], the
authors investigated the case where the communication between one layer and a
GPP on the other layer must be considered. The heterogeneity of an architecture
for the placement decision was studied in [LCC14].
3 Implementation of a dynamically reconfig-
urable FPGA
As the fabrication of an actual chip was not the goal of the FlexTiles project, the
platform has been validated both in a simulation environment and on a development
board based on FPGAs. However, in the case of the validation of the eFPGA logic
fabric, the impracticality of simulating an FPGA logic fabric on a physical FPGA
chip led to the development of a co-simulated Register Transfer Level (RTL) model
as the validation platform of both the reconfiguration controller and the logic fabric
itself. The validation details are presented in Appendix B.
3.1 RTL model
In addition to the previously defined complete eFPGA architecture, a smaller
layout of the RTL model has been developed to allow for faster simulation time on
preliminary tests. The typical compilation time (i.e. generation, elaboration and
simulation preparation) of the full architecture is about 1 hour 45 minutes on an
Intel Xeon 5650 (2.67GHz) processor due to the high complexity of the interconnect
in the RTL model. Moreover, programming a full bit-stream in the configuration
path of the reconfigurable platform could take up to 25 minutes, which killed the
usefulness of the RTL simulation to validate and track down bugs in the architecture.
For these reasons, the RTL model development flow was made compatible with two
different FlexTiles architectures: the complete architecture presented above, and a
small architecture used for test. The smaller architecture is a scaled-down version
of the complete eFPGA model, using only one Accelerator Interface and fewer logic
blocks, memories and arithmetic accelerators.
3.1-1 Generation of the RTL model
The RTL model generation process is presented in Figure 7-3. A python script
is dedicated to the generation of the layout of the small and regular eFPGA ar-
chitectures. It uses a simple text file as an input to describe the architecture in a
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Figure 7-3 – Development flow of the automatic RTL model generation.
positional manner. An additional configuration file in the JSON format specifies
various metadata about the blocks used in the layout description. The block meta-
data include: the channel width of the architecture, the Verilog source file of each
block from which the I/O signals will be extracted and the repartition of the block
I/Os on its boundaries.
Information on the inputs and outputs of the blocks are then extracted from the
source Verilog files using comments as markers to split the inputs and outputs into
three categories:
• efpga: the eFPGA interface, including the clock, reset signal and the scan-
chain configuration control signals,
• routable: the dynamic input and outputs of the block which needs to be routed
on the interconnection network,
• external : the signals which do not need to be routed on the interconnection
network of the FPGA fabric but are directly interfaced outside of the eFPGA
(e.g. the link between the AI and the NI)
The top-level generation script creates: the eFPGA model top-level module,
the list of interconnection wires (scan-chain, switchboxes, block I/Os) used in the
top-level module, the eFPGA top-level test-bench module and the horizontal, and
vertical interconnection blocks of the architecture.
3.2 eFPGA testbench
The dynamic reconfiguration test-bench includes the whole final model of the
eFPGA linked to an emulated reconfiguration controller handled by a C library
during the simulation runtime. This reconfiguration controller is designed to act as
a shell with which the user can interact to control the running simulation at the
controller level.
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Figure 7-4 – Implementation of the simulation testbench of the eFPGA.
3.2-1 Testbench implementation
The Cadence NC-Sim tools used to compile, elaborate and simulate the eFPGA
final model support the integration of C callback functions within the Verilog test
bench, using an interface framework called Verilog Procedural Interface (VPI). The
software implementation of the reconfiguration controller used with the eFPGA RTL
model uses this framework to plug into the test-bench and handle the logic fabric
control signals, which are normally devoted to the real controller. These functions
are compiled into a shared object with a C/C++ compiler. The shared library is
then dynamically loaded at runtime by the Cadence simulator NC-Sim. We specify
a specific bootstrap function to be called upon loading of the library, which in turns
sets up the simulator with the list of callback functions available in the library.
Once the shared library is loaded and bootstrapped by the simulator, the ex-
ported callback functions are made available as Verilog code from within the running
simulation. The code run within the shared library does not keep the cycle-accurate
properties of the Verilog simulation, but the C code controls the Verilog signals
through the VPI/PLI interface framework only. This behaviour allows for complex
operations in the C code at high-speed, while still keeping the cycle accuracy of the
Verilog simulation.
The global overview of the test-bench is presented in Figure 7-4. The interactions
with the C controller are realized manually through a shell, to emulate requests
emanating from the software virtualization layer of the platform. The inputs of the
test bench (the loadable virtual bit-streams and the test vectors) are stored on disk
and read at runtime by the emulated controller.
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3.2-2 User interaction
As stated earlier, the emulation of the controller in a separate shared object also
permits to easily handle user input instead of doing these operations from within
the Verilog simulation. The controller, in simulation, thus exhibits a simplified
shell over a socket connection, which allows the user to manipulate the dynami-
cally reconfigurable hardware from there. This functionality is set up in lieu of the
communication between a GPP and the reconfiguration controller in the final plat-
form. This emulated text interface with the controller shall also enable an oﬄine,
simulated, execution of the platform (such as the OVP platform) to communicate
with the eFPGA simulation, at the cost of severe delays from the eFPGA simulation
because of the cycle-accuracy. The commands implemented in the shell are:
• load_vbs <file> [x] [y] : loads a Virtual Bit-Stream file on the logic
fabric at position x,y (x and y are optional and defaults to the upper right-hand
corner of the fabric).
• load_bs <file> : loads a raw bit-stream file on the logic fabric.
• test <AI id> <input vector> <output vector> : loads the input
vector file vector and sends the data to the Accelerator Interface with identified
by the id in the RTL model.
• conf_switch : loads the configuration load memory plane into the active
configuration memory plane.
• clk <confclk|clk> <on|off> : enable or disable the configuration (i.e.
the scan-chain) clock or the system clock.
• sig <signal> : prints debugging information about a signal (source code
location, signal size, value).
• simtime : prints the current simulation time
• exit : exit the current shell session without interrupting the simulation.
• stop : exit the current shell session and ends the simulation.
4 Conclusion
This chapter presented the FlexTiles project and the implication of the work
of this thesis within the project, along with its outcomes. A detailed overview of
the embedded FPGA used in the platform has been given, and the accompanying
testbench has been described.
The FlexTiles project has been the common thread of the innovations proposed
in this thesis work. The development of an actual simulable model using the Virtual
Bit-Streams principles and CAD flow was an opportunity to put the developed
techniques to a proper use. The innovation and development efforts have been put
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on the flexible runtime management of hardware tasks of the embedded FPGA layer
integrated in the FlexTiles platform, the eFPGA.
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CONCLUSION AND
PERSPECTIVES
1 Overview
This thesis work focused on a reconfigurable Field-Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA) architecture offering runtime hardware reconfiguration capabilities. En-
hancements at multiple levels of the hardware circuit and the software tools have
been proposed. Chapters 1 and 2 lay an overview of state-of-the-art FPGA architec-
tures and of runtime reconfiguration and routing techniques in these devices.
The third chapter proposes an alternate representation of the configuration bit-
stream of FPGAs. Using an abstract view of the target interconnection network,
the Virtual Bit-Stream offers a position-independent method to describe a hard-
ware task. We have seen that a specifically designed architecture benefits from the
Virtual Bit-Stream technique by exposing advance runtime reconfiguration of these
unfinalized bit-streams. The compatible FPGA architecture can dynamically place
the tasks using an online controller and decide at runtime of the final position of
a hardware task in the form of a Virtual Bit-Stream file. A tool dedicated to the
modeling of FPGA architectures and the generation of Virtual Bit-Streams, vbsgen,
has been developed in Java, totaling ∼ 7, 000 lines of code.
Chapter 4 analyzes the real-time constraints needed to perform the necessary
decoding of the alternate configuration bit-stream representation. To cope with the
high throughput of reconfiguration in modern FPGA devices, two hardware decoders
are explored and detailed. A first decoder, based on an in-memory storage of possible
routes in a local macro-cell, is able to decode one route per cycle but is not opti-
mized for large interconnection networks due to its memory footprint. The second
decoding algorithm relies on a Finite State-Machine (FSM) tied to the target inter-
connection network organization and provides a slower decoding with fewer memory
requirements. A study of the compression effect of the Virtual Bit-Stream technique
has been conducted which showed gains of up to 11× with the finest possible grain
of abstraction. The clustering of the smallest units of data in the Virtual Bit-Stream
can further increase the average compression ratio of the technique, although the
processing power needed for the decoding step increases.
The fifth chapter introduces enhancements of FPGA architectures to lower the
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constraints on the placement of hardware tasks relying on hard blocks. Through a
separation of the hard blocks routing from the soft logic interconnection network, a
higher horizontal flexibility of the task placement have been exhibited with a small
impact of the critical path delay. The usage of dedicated long-lines to each hard
block input and output allow a given hardware task to realize connections to hard
blocks at runtime upon placement of the task, through enhanced switch blocks.
Modifications into the Versatile Place-and-Route (VPR) place-and-route software
have been implemented to support these architecture modifications and evaluate
their delay and routing resources implications.
Chapter 6 studies the problem of inserting hardware task configuration bit-
streams at specific positions in the logic fabric from yet another standpoint. The
architecture enhancements proposed in this chapter focuses on modifications of the
configuration memory itself to support a dynamic runtime task placement. An
overview of common configuration memory organizations is given and details the
advantages and drawbacks of three different configuration memories. An enhanced
daisy-chained configuration memory based on a shift-register is proposed to provide
both area-efficiency and fast configuration insertion at specific locations. A chain
of routing elements is inserted into the configuration memory to ensure that the
configuration data does not have to traverse the whole length of the configuration
shift-register to program the target zone of interest. In the end of this chapter, the
delay and shift-register clock frequency consequences of the routing elements are
discussed.
Finally, the seventh chapter presents a European Seventh Framework Programme
(FP7) project, FlexTiles, in which some of the techniques discussed in Chapters
3 to 6 are implemented. The main objective of the project is to propose a 3-D
stacked manycore architecture with self-adaptation features and its accompanying
Computer-Aided Design (CAD) flow and programming model. The architecture
notably integrates a dedicated embedded FPGA, the eFPGA, which provides one
way of accelerating portions of an application. The Virtual Bit-Stream CAD flow and
online reconfiguration controller have been integrated and validated in the context of
the FlexTiles project through a complete co-simulated Register Transfer Level (RTL)
model of the eFPGA circuit. A smaller, homogeneous version of the eFPGA circuit
has been designed up to the chip layout, as shown in Figure 7-5. This placed and
routed version of the chip was used to extract detailed area and delay information
in the context of the FlexTiles project.
Some of the work done on the eFPGA reconfigurable fabric has been targeted
for experiments on low-power controllers for wireless sensor networks in [Tov+14].
Additionally, a three month visit to University of Massachusetts Amherst led to
the development of netlist reverse engineering techniques applied to the insertion
of hardware cryptographic Trojans into a hardware design, and protections against
this kind of attacks [Swi+15].
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Figure 7-5 – Layout of a homogeneous version of the eFPGA logic fabric
2 Perspectives
State-of-the-art chapters 1 and 2 show the vastness of an active research domain
for reconfigurable architectures, with areas ranging from bit-stream manipulation for
existing FPGA devices to coarse-grain heterogeneous architectures. The evolution
of the domain is fast-paced, and multiple research opportunities emerge from the
work presented in this thesis.
Position-independent bit-streams Chapter 3 addresses most of the concerns
of the applicability of the Virtual Bit-Stream techniques to generic architectures to
provide a position-independent manner of representing hardware tasks. The abstrac-
tion of this alternate configuration bit-stream coding could also be used to support
multi-platform Intellectual Propertys (IPs) which are generated and distributed once
for multiple targets to promote interoperability. Enhancements over the proposed
representation may be proposed to support this behavior and study its implications
at the hardware level and the representation level. Specifically, the current raw cod-
ing of soft and hard logic data hampers a real portability of Virtual Bit-Streams
to different platforms, but a smarter representation of these data may leverage the
full independence of the configuration data from the target hardware. The usage of
existing techniques allowing a compression of the logic data as explored in [AL11]
may also further increase the compression capabilities of the Virtual Bit-Stream
technique. As the Virtual Bit-Stream technique has mainly been implemented and
validated on the FlexTiles platform, it is also of interest to evaluate its implications
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Figure 7-6 – Uni-directional routing in modern architectures.
both at hardware and algorithm level on modern uni-directional architectures from
Xilinx or Altera. As shown in Figure 7-6, uni-directional architectures are more
timing-effective thanks to the use of multiplexers and tri-state buffers in lieu of
6-ways pass-transistors. These specificities can be acknowledged in the Virtual Bit-
Stream format itself to leverage new coding possibilities, as the methods described
in this document to represent the routing portion would show significantly lesser
compression ratios.
Additionally, although the current way of handling heterogeneous architectures
does not cause an important overhead at the software level (i.e. in the binary coding
of the Virtual Bit-Stream), the architectural implications of multiple different macro-
cell interconnection networks could be lowered. Due to the actual dependency of
the proposed algorithms to the target interconnection network, the implementation
of a full decoder for multiple macro-cell compositions may involve duplication of
parts of the reconfiguration controller. In spite of the fact that the flexible software
implementation of the decoder into the reconfiguration controller would alleviate this
problem, the timing implications may not meet the real-time constraints needed for
the decoding operation to be transparent with regards to the configuration data
loading process. As a general thought, it would be profitable to explore the online
decoder algorithm to exhibit more flexibility.
Overall, the position-independence of the Virtual Bit-Stream format introduced
in Chapter 3 has been leveraged by a high-level, abstracted description of the rout-
ing of nets through macro-cells of the considered designs. Further research on the
abstraction of logic and hard resources of a hardware task could allow for greater
compression and adaptivity of this solution to other architectures. The inclusion of
a hash-map of logic equations used in a hardware task would benefit to the Virtual
Bit-Stream technique, notably in terms of the size of the final binary file, as identical
logic elements would be merged in a global list of logic equations. Coincidentally,
the description of nets crossing macro-cells would benefit from local regularities in
the designs, especially in the case of dataflow applications with wide data buses
going from and to the same hard blocks. Considering the routing at a higher level
of abstraction to exploit these possible regularities could be of interest. It allows to
reduce the amount of data describing the interconnect while keeping a low decoding
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complexity, which is notably useful in the case of a larger grain of representation
of Virtual Bit-Streams (i.e. the clustering of macro-cells detailed in Section 3 of
Chapter 3).
CAD flow The Virtual Bit-Stream design flow has been designed from scratch
from the observation that no generic means of describing an FPGA architecture
and its configuration method to actually create configuration bit-streams exists.
The CAD flow detailed in Chapter 3 has been extensively developed, tested and
used in this context, driven by this thesis work and the FlexTiles project needs.
Recent research work [KA15] from the group maintaining the VPR software and the
Verilog-To-Routing (VTR) framework brought the possibility of actually generating
a hardware description of an FPGA architecture explored within these tools. The
new VHDL-generating capabilities of VPR along with its support to the creating of
bit-streams, while currently limited to soft-logic elements, enables the possibility to
integrate the Virtual Bit-Stream generation capabilities of vbsgen into VPR itself.
As the most time-consuming parts of vbsgen resides in the analysis of the VTR
output files, this integration would lead to a faster creation of the bit-streams, along
with an increased reliability of the software itself, albeit with less flexibility.
Heterogeneous task loading Although the flexibility outcome of the architec-
ture enhancements detailed in Chapter 5 is beneficial to tackle the heterogeneity
problem in highly dynamic FPGA architectures, the increase in routing resources
is non-negligible and should be handled with optimized custom designs. For this
purpose, performance evaluations of these enhancements should be conducted on a
custom design to study the delay impact of the additional routing resources spread
over multiple metal layers, which is not actually possible in VPR.
Moreover, the base hypothesis of VPR with regards to the FPGA detailed inter-
connection network forces the connections to horizontal wires at the top and bottom
of a block spanning more than one element of the logic array in a column. For the
proposed enhancement increasing the horizontal flexibility of task placement, which
relies on horizontal long lines to achieve the routing to hard blocks, it implies that
all the connections to and from a hard block shall be spread over only two horizontal
routing channels. This is very limiting with regards to the evaluation of the delay
and routing resources impact, as the routed hard blocks signals are affected by an
increased congestion in the occupied horizontal channels. More development in the
routing graph generation of VPR would be needed to address this problem.
On another perspective, the defined enhancements to the architecture detail a
very fine grain flexibility of the task placement, although such flexibility is unlikely
to be necessary for real-life applications. In conjunction to the grain definition of
Chapter 6, the distribution of switch-boxes allowing the connection to the hard
blocks long lines may be depleted to lower the increase in area induced by the
additional interconnect.
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Flexible configuration memory The configurable configuration memory de-
tailed in Chapter 6 offers a flexible way of using a configuration memory based
on a shift-register as the backbone of a partially reconfigurable FPGA circuit. How-
ever, the enhancements of the configuration memory have not been implemented
in a hardware model to evaluate the delay implications of such an organization of
the memory with a real technology node. Additional work should be conducted to
explore the parameters of the routing elements in the configuration scan-path and
compare to similarly optimized shift-register memory.
Long term perspectives As far as the Virtual Bit-Stream technique is concerned,
it is applicable to any reconfigurable architecture. The compression brought by the
alternative coding of the interconnection network configuration data is an added
value, but the main goal of this representation is its independency with regards to
its final placement. The work on Virtual Bit-Streams could be extended to differ-
ent devices such as Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable Architectures (CGRAs). More
complex manycore architectures could also be targeted for long term extensions of
the Virtual Bit-Stream. Recent Multiprocessor System-on-Chip (MPSoC) reconfig-
urable architectures such as the Zynq UltraScale+ MPSoC offer a large amount of
reconfigurable logic fabric in addition to multiple general-purpose processors. In the
context of shared memory MPSoCs, the reconfiguration controller could be imple-
mented as a software manager using specific software decoding algorithms to handle
the decoding of hardware tasks and place them on the logic fabric.
The usage of FPGAs has evolved during the last decade into the acceleration of
massively parallelizable computing. Multiple FPGA logic fabrics can be easily as-
sembled together into a single appliance to provide flexible hardware acceleration ca-
pabilities to computation-heavy processes which were otherwise software-only. Such
complex architecture often finds applications in cloud services which often requires
power-hungry servers to run complex software systems which could benefit from an
FPGA implementation [Cha+13]. A flexible multi-FPGA system could benefit from
a higher-level management of the computing tasks running on such system, using
the runtime reconfiguration capabilities of the devices. The Virtual Bit-Stream tech-
nique and its CAD flow could be generalized to such complex architectures to handle
generic hardware tasks at a fraction of the power consumption of an equivalent Gen-
eral Purpose Processor (GPP) based processing and with superior parallelization
capabilities.
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Figure A-1 – Detailed view of the standard logic macro
1 Logic macro-cell
The logic macro is the smallest element of the logic fabric when considering both
the logic functionality and the routing network. It is formed by one position of
the logic array and its surrounding interconnection channels, as shown in Figure A-
1.
The logic macro contains a complete or a part of a logic block, the adjacent
horizontal and vertical routing channels of the mesh network and the switch-box
interconnecting these two channels. As the only signal drivers are located in the
outputs of the logic blocks of the eFPGA, it is mandatory to place signal buffers
at various points of the logic fabric to regenerate the signals crossing multiple pass-
transistors in the connection points of the horizontal and vertical channels and the
switch boxes. For design easiness, these regeneration buffers are placed in some of
the switch-boxes of the fabric. The special switch-boxes are distributed in a checker
pattern among the classical switch-boxes.
2 Logic blocks
The logic blocks specified in the following subsection have been developed ac-
cording to the specification in previous deliverables dealing with the eFPGA as well
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Figure A-2 – Complex Logic Block (CLB) overview
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Figure A-3 – Details of a Logic Element (LE)
as technical constraints regarding the final eFPGA layer. For example, the area
occupied by each logic block was used as a strong constraint in order to easily find a
common denominator among the logic block area and thus maximize the logic fabric
occupancy.
2.1 Complex Logic Block
The Complex Logic Block (CLB) is a cluster of Logic Elements (LE), compris-
ing:
• Four logic elements
• A complete local interconnection network (crossbar) between the LEs
The CLB have 4 outputs (one for each LE) and 16 inputs, as shown on Figure 5.
The number of inputs is a trade-off between the required routing resources on the
global interconnection network and the use of the LE of each CLB. For a cluster of
four 6-input Look-Up Tables (LUTs), 16 inputs guarantee a mean utilization of 98%
of the logic elements across the circuit design [AR00].
Each of the LE of a CLB comprises the following elements (c.f. Figure A-3):
• a 6-input LUTs allowing to implement any 6-input logic function,
• a D Flip-Flop (DFF) to synchronize the LUT output with the clock,
• a 2:1 multiplexer to select either the synchronous or the combinational LUT
output for this logic element.
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Figure A-4 – Details of a Complex Logic Block (CLB)
As detailed in Figure A-4, the CLB is created out of four LEs whose inputs and
outputs are tied to the local interconnection network (crossbar). The inputs of this
interconnection network are:
• the 16 CLB inputs,
• the four LE outputs.
We therefore have 20 different possible input signals for each LE input. The
outputs of the crossbar network are connected to the 24 LE inputs (6 per LE).
Each CLB thus needs 480 configuration bits for its crossbar network, 256 bits for
the logic functionality and 4 bits for the selection of the synchronous or asynchronous
LE output, which sums up to 740 configuration bits.
The connection to the global interconnection network tying the CLB and the
heterogeneous blocks together is spread over the four sides of the CLB, as depicted
in Figure A-5.
2.2 Arithmetic accelerator
The arithmetic accelerator developed for the eFPGA is a simplified version of the
DSP48E1 slice integrated in the Virtex-7 FPGA from Xilinx [14a]. This accelerator,
also called “DSP block”, should not be confused with the DSP accelerator of the
FlexTiles platform, which is a full-blown processor.
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Figure A-5 – CLB I/O repartition
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Figure A-6 – Arithmetic accelerator (DSP block) overview
The external view of the arithmetic accelerator is presented in Figure A-6. Ta-
ble A-1 summarizes the inputs and outputs of the accelerator, their size and a
description of their functionality.
Internally, the arithmetic accelerator comprises:
• a 18x18 multiplier,
• a 48-bit Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU),
• multiple configurable data-paths for intermediate signals.
This arithmetic accelerator design does not include a pre-adder part.
Figure A-7 shows the internal architecture of the arithmetic accelerator. The
internal view of the arithmetic and logic unit is shown in Figure A-8. The ALU is
responsible for the arithmetic and logic operation processing given the x, y, z, and
carry inputs.
Table A-2, Table A-3, Table A-4, and Table A-5 describe the signals tied to,
respectively, the intermediate signals w, x, y, and z.
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Signal Size (bits) Description
A 18 Input A
B 18 Input B
C 48 Input C
Cin 1 Carry input
OpCode 10 Configuration word
load 1 Synchronous input load
Clk 1 Clock
Out 48 Output
Table A-1 – Arithmetic accelerator signals overview
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Figure A-7 – Details of an arithmetic accelerator
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Figure A-8 – Details of the Arithmetic and Logic Unit
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Configuration Description
0 Input B
1 1
Table A-2 – Configuration of the multiplexer W
Configuration Description
0 Signal u (multiplier)
1 0
Table A-3 – Configuration of the multiplexer X
Configuration Description
00 Signal u (multiplier)
01 0
10 −1
11 Input C
Table A-4 – Configuration of the multiplexer Y
Configuration Description
00 0
01 Input C
10 Complemented previous output Out
11 Previous output Out
Table A-5 – Configuration of the multiplexer Z
Four configurations bits are dedicated to the configuration of the arithmetic and
logic unit. The current ALU is a 4-input adder allowing to sum the signal x, y, Cin
and z or . The ALU output can be complemented to output .
The 10-bit configuration word OpCode is made according to the description in
Figure A-9.
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 0
W X Y Z ALU
Figure A-9 – OpCode configuration word description
Bits 0 to 3 of the OpCode configuration word are dedicated to the ALU and are
used as described in Figure A-10. Bits 2 and 3 of the ALU configuration word are
reserved for future use (RFU).
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3 2 1 0
RFU Out/Out z/z
Figure A-10 – ALU configuration word description
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Figure A-11 – Overview of the 16Kib memory block
2.3 Memory block
The memory block featured in the eFPGA, depicted in Figure A-11, is a single-
port read and write random access memory containing 16384 memory bits. The
memory is organized around an array of 1024 16-bit words and the read and write
operations operate at the word level.
The data and control signals of the RAM block are described in Table A-6.
When the wren signal is asserted low, the rden signal controls the output of the
data at address addr on the output port. When wren is high, rden controls whether
the output port holds the last value outputted during a read cycle or the old data
at the address currently written. Table A-7 summarizes the behavior of the RAM
block with regards to the rden and wren signals.
2.4 Accelerator interface
The application interface is implanted in the eFPGA in conjunction with the net-
work interface and the 3D link to the multicore layer. It is integrated in the eFPGA
in the form of a heterogeneous block and treated as such in the architecture.
Signal Size (bits) Description
addr 10 Address selection
data 16 Input data for the write operation
wren 1 Write enable
rden 1 Read enable
Clk 1 Clock
q 16 Output data
Table A-6 – 16Kb RAM block signals overview
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wren rden Operation mode
0 0 Holds the last read data
0 1 Outputs the data at address addr
1 0 Writes data at address addr, holds the last read data
1 1 Writes data at address addr, outputs the old data at address addr
Table A-7 – 16Kib RAM block operation modes
Table A-8 – Size chart of the eFPGA logic blocks in 65nm and 28nm
Block Area 65nm (µm2) Area 28nm (µm2) w.r.t. CLB
CLB 9,929 3,309 1×
Arith. Acc. 13,055 4351 1.31×
RAM block 21,134 7044† 2.13×
AI 354,617 118,205 35.71×
†: Projection only
3 Logic fabric organization
3.1 Synthesis results
In order to specify a proposal for the logic fabric organization, we designed and
synthesized the various logic blocks required in the logic fabric to obtain results in
terms of area usage of each of these blocks. The results of this analysis are given in
Table A-8.
The area results given in Table A-8 account for the area usage of the block itself
as well as the area required for the interconnection of the block with the routing
network, which grows linearly in function of the number of inputs and outputs of
the considered block. The area usage results are expressed in square micrometers
(µm2) in both 65nm and 28nm technology using either a full synthesis of the block
on the respective technology or projections from 65nm to 28nm in the case of the
memories.
Table A-9, Table A-10, Table A-11, and Table A-12 respectively give the detailed
(block and interconnect) area results of the arithmetic accelerator, the CLB, the AI
and the memory block in the 65nm technology.
Table A-9 – Detailed area results of the arithmetic accelerator (65nm)
Block only IX Total
µm2 µm2 µm2
Area 5,586.08 7,469.28 13,055.36
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Table A-10 – Detailed area results of the CLB (65nm)
Block only IX Total
µm2 µm2 µm2
Area 8,151 1,778.4 9,929.4
Table A-11 – Detailed area results of the accelerator interface (65nm)
Block only IX Total
µm2 µm2 µm2
Area 269,965.27 84,651.84 345,617.11
The memory block synthesis results have been obtained with the optimized mem-
ory generator of the target technology.
3.2 Proposed organization
Using the preceding results, the following logic-block-to-basic-unit is proposed:
• CLB: 1 to 1 (it is the basic homogeneous block of the eFPGA logic fabric)
• DSP: 1 to 2
• AI: 1 to 32
• Memory: 1 to 4, grouped by 2x16Kib memories
These ratios represent the number of each logic block to be placed along a given
number of CLBs, in order to guarantee an optimized area of the logic fabric as well
as to keep the fabric organized in a fixed array.
Figure A-12 presents the proposed organization and composition of the eFPGA
logic fabric using the same area as the manycore layer. Using a 5500x4900µm silicon
die, the eFPGA logic array is 96x85 position wide. The position of the 9 3DNI and
thus the Application Interfaces (AI, in violet) are fixed and determined by the floor-
plan of the manycore layer. Three columns of arithmetic accelerators (in green) and
2 columns of memories (in red) are spread over the fabric. The remaining positions
of the logic array are filled with CLBs (in blue). In the end, the logic fabric without
the reconfiguration controller is composed of: - 9 Application Interfaces - 42 16+16
Kib memories - 210 arithmetic accelerators - 7,224 CLBs
Table A-12 – Detailed area results of the memory block(65nm)
Block only IX Total
µm2 µm2 µm2
Area 17,400 3,734 21,134
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Figure A-12 – Proposed organization of the eFPGA logic fabric
The proposed fabric features 29K LUTs and 1.34 Mib of dedicated memories.
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Figure B-1 – Placement and routing of the adder16x16 task
The RTL model test evaluation is conducted with two different tasks mult16x16
and adder16x16, respectively implementing a soft 16×16-bit multiplier and a soft
16-bit adder, which are successively loaded and tested on the final eFPGA RTL
model.
1 Task synthesis and bit-stream generation
The two tasks mult16x16 and adder16x16 are described in Verilog and synthe-
sized in the eFPGA development flow.
The output of the first part of the development flow, i.e. the generation of
placement and routing data, is graphically presented in Figure B-1 and Figure B-
2. In Figure B-1, the gray blocks are the used CLBs, and the orange block is the
Accelerator Interface. In Figure B-2, the blue lines correspond to the fan-in routing
lines of the Accelerator Interface (i.e. wires going to the AI), while red lines are the
fan-out (i.e. wires going out of the AI).
The placement, routing and netlist data is then passed to the vbsgen backend
dedicated to the analysis of these data and the generation of raw (BS) and virtual
bit-streams (VBS). The backend also provide some useful information regarding the
routing the task on the final architecture. Figure B-3 depicts the hotmap of the
adder16x16 and mult16x16 tasks. Red spots are the most densely routed parts of
the hardware task, where the devirtualizing algorithm (i.e. the decoder providing
the raw bitstream from the VBS) will need the most complex work because of the
number of routes in these areas. Green parts are the less dense parts, and the white
parts are routing-free parts where the decoder will not have to do any work besides
copying the logic data.
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Figure B-2 – Placement and routing of the mult16x16 task
Figure B-3 – Routing density of the adder16x16 and mult16x16 tasks
Table B-1 – Summary of the bit-stream generation
Task Raw bit-stream Virtual Bit-Stream Compression
(bytes) (bytes)
adder16x16 46,283 16,161 2.86×
mult16x16 46,283 24,174 1.91×
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Table B-1 summarizes the sizes of the raw and virtual bit-streams generated by
the vbsgen backend for the tasks adder16x16 and mult16x16.
2 Model configuration and shell connection
The simulator is run in a first console:
1 $ make sim
2 ncsim -EXIT -loadvpi vpi-bin/libvpictrl.so:pliLoad -log report/
sim_‘date +"%Y%m%d_%H%M%S"‘.rpt worklib.tb_efpga:module
3 ncsim(64): 12.10-p001: (c) Copyright 1995-2012 Cadence Design
Systems, Inc.
4 ncsim> run
5 >>> Shell initialization... done. Shell port: 56095.
6 >>> Shell state: ON
In another console, a link to the controller shell is opened to interact with the
controller:
1 $ nc localhost 56095
2 eFPGA controller shell
3 Copyright (c) UNIVERSITY OF RENNES 1, INRIA and IRISA 2012-2015.
4 All Right Reserved.
5
6 Type ‘help’ to get the list of commands.
7
8
9 efpga>
3 Adder loading
The VBS loading command is called in the controller shell to trigger the de-
virtualization and bitstream insertion (the bitstream is inserted in the topmost and
leftmost available AI by default):
1 efpga> load_vbs adder16x16.bin
2
3 90715638170 PS: VBS decoding start
4 90715639000 PS: Bitstream insertion start
Once the insertion is completed, the controller is notified:
1 90723044460 PS: Bitstream insertion end: 370272 bits inserted
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4 Adder test
The configuration switch command is used to trigger the load from the configu-
ration load memory layer to the active memory layer of the eFPGA:
1 efpga> conf_switch
2
3 26553810590 PS: Configuration switch triggered
Starting from this point, the adder16x16 task is active on the eFPGA, it is
possible to retrieve the configuration of one of its logic blocks to check if the bitstream
was correctly inserted:
1 efpga> sig tb_efpga.UUT.u_20_9_CLB_0135.u0_LE.LUT_reg
2 Signal tb_efpga.UUT.u_20_9_CLB_0135.u0_LE.LUT_reg size 64,
defined in [...]/eFPGA/rtl/src/LE.v at line 49.
3 Value:
0001010111010101110111011111111010111110110110000000000000001100
The input vectors can be inserted to the task through the Accelerator Inter-
face bypass using the test command. The AI0 Accelerator Interface name is de-
fined in the Verilog testbench using a custom system task prior to the controller
shell initialization. This call makes the link between the shortcut and the real
AI module in the testbench as such: $controller_add_interface("AI0",
AI_0003_ni_data_in, AI_0003_ni_data_out); where AI_0003_ni_data_in
and AI_0003_ni_data_out are the NI data input and output signals exported
from the eFPGA module.
The eFPGA global clock is enabled and the test sequence is started:
1 efpga> clock clk on
2
3 efpga> test AI0 adder16x16.input.txt adder16x16.output.txt
4
5 670190565020 PS: Beginning of the test sequence
During the test sequence, the simulator outputs failed and passed tests in its
console:
1 [...]
2 670190569820 AI in: 0x3C85900A out: 0x0000CC8F -- PASSED
3 670190569920 AI in: 0x58D0AF21 out: 0x000107F1 -- PASSED
4 [...]
In this case, the task inputs are two 16-bits numbers aggregated into the 32-bits
Accelerator Interface output. The task output is the sum of these two numbers on
17-bits (the upper 15 bits are left as 0).
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5 Multiplier loading
During the adder16x16 test sequence, the mult16x16 task is loaded
1 efpga> load_vbs mult16x16.bin
2
3 1178900060000 PS: VBS decoding start
4 1178900060170 PS: Bitstream insertion start
Once the insertion is completed, the controller is notified, as shown previously:
1 1178907465630 US: Bitstream insertion end: 370272 bits inserted
The currently loaded AI is still performing tests:
1 [...]
2 1178907462320 AI in: 0x64C6D601 out: 0x00013AC7 -- PASSED
3 [...]
6 Multiplier test
In order to test the multiplier, the mult16x16 task is then loaded on the active
memory layer:
1 efpga> clock clk off
2
3 efpga> conf_switch
4
5 1371438059000 PS: Configuration switch triggered
6
7 efpga> clock clk on
Since we did not change the test inputs, the currently running test sequence yield
failed tests in the simulator output:
1 [...]
2 1371438059020 AI in: 0x92A29A6B out: 0x5872BDB6 -- FAILED (
expected 0x00012D0D)
3 [...]
Indeed, the current test sequence tries to validate the now loaded multiplier
output. It is easy to verify that 0x92A2 multiplied by 0x9A6B yields a result of
0x5872BDB6, while the test sequence was expecting the sum of the two numbers,
0x12D0D.
The new test sequence is thus loaded via the controller shell:
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1 efpga> test AI0 mult16x16.input.txt mult16x16.output.txt
2
3 1558161881960 PS: Beginning of the test sequence
The mult16x16 test is now running as expected as seen in the simulator out-
put:
1 [...]
2 1558161895960 AI in: 0x56F003E8 out: 0x0153980 -- PASSED
3 [...]
The two 16-bit inputs aggregated into the 32-bit output of the Accelerator In-
terface are multiplied together to yield a 32-bits result.
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Architecture FPGA améliorée et flot de conception pour une reconfi-
guration matérielle en ligne efficace
Les capacités d’auto-reconfiguration des architectures FPGA modernes ouvrent
la voie à des applications dynamiques capables d’adapter leur fonctionnement pour
répondre à des évènements ponctuels. Les flots de reconfiguration des architectures
commerciales sont aujourd’hui aboutis mais limités par des contraintes inhérentes
à la complexité de ces circuits. Dans cette thèse, plusieurs contributions sont avan-
cées afin de proposer une architecture FPGA reconfigurable permettant le placement
dynamique de tâches matérielles. Dans un premier temps, une représentation inter-
médiaire des données de configuration de ces tâches, indépendante de leur position-
nement final, est présentée. Cette représentation permet notamment d’atteindre des
taux de compression allant jusqu’à 11× par rapport à la représentation brute d’une
tâche. Un flot de conception basé sur des outils de l’état de l’art accompagne cette re-
présentation et génère des tâches relogeables à partir d’une description haut-niveau.
Ensuite, le comportement en ligne de ce mécanisme est étudié. Deux algorithmes
permettant le décodage de ces tâches et la génération en temps-réel des données
de configuration propres à l’architectures son décrits. Par ailleurs, une amélioration
du réseau d’interconnexion d’une architecture FPGA est proposée pour accroître la
flexibilité du placement de tâches hétérogènes, avec une augmentation de 10% en
moyenne du délai du chemin critique. Enfin, une alternative programmable aux mé-
moires de configuration de ces circuits est étudiée pour faciliter leur reconfiguration
partielle.
Mots-clés : Reconfiguration dynamique, FPGA, outils de conception, migration
de tâche matérielle, conception de circuit
Enhanced FPGA Architecture and CAD Flow for Efficient Runtime
Hardware Reconfiguration
The self-reconfiguration capabilities of modern FPGA architectures pave the way
for dynamic applications able to adapt to transient events. The CAD flows of mod-
ern architectures are nowadays mature but limited by the constraints induced by the
complexity of FPGA circuits. In this thesis, multiple contributions are developed to
propose an FPGA architecture supporting the dynamic placement of hardware tasks.
First, an intermediate representation of these tasks configuration data, independent
from their final position, is presented. This representation allows to compress the
task data up to 11× with regard to its conventional raw counterpart. An accompa-
nying CAD flow, based on state-of-the-art tools, is proposed to generate relocatable
tasks from a high-level description. Then, the online behavior of this mechanism is
studied. Two algorithms allowing to decode and create in real-time the conventional
bit-stream are described. In addition, an enhancement of the FPGA interconnection
network is proposed to increase the placement flexibility of heterogeneous tasks, at
the cost of a 10% increase in average of the critical path delay. Eventually, a con-
figurable substitute to the configuration memory found in FPGAs is studied to ease
their partial reconfiguration.
Keywords: Dynamic reconfiguration, FPGA, CAD tools, hardware task relo-
cation, system design
